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A mathemat ical procedure for quantitative evaluat ion of long - t erm climat ic changes as an almost -periodic 
stochastic process is described . The procedure relies on two basic hypotheses: ( 1) that long- term climatic 
changes are reflected in the fluctuations of the Oxygen-18 content measured in carbonate shel l s from deep-sea 
sediment cores and in t he ice cor e f rom the Greenl and i ce sheet , and (2} that long-term almost -periodic vari-
ation in the distribution of incoming sol ar radiation at the top of the earth ' s atmosphere, as der ived from t he 
Milankovich theory of orbital and axial motions of the earth, is the basic deterministic process affecting long-
term climatic changes . The background i nformation necessary for a genera l apprec i ation of the n~ture of the 
oxygen-i sot ope data and the probable cause and effec t of the Mi l ankovich mechanism are outlined. 
The results of this s t udy show t hat the problems of l ong-term climat ic changes are amenabl e to analyses and 
syntheses by a deterministic-stochastic approach, with the deterministic component being almost-periodic . Deter-
ministic - stochastic models of several Ox:ygen- 18 time series are present ed . Parameters of the models have been 
estimated from which t he generation of new samples of the process can be made. 
~~dels for estimating the deterministic component of the process are in t he form of functiona l mathematical 
expressions whi ch can be vi ewed as a gray box representing the response of the atmospheric -oceanic - terrestrial 
system. These models have the capabil ity of converting deterministic so l ar radiation inputs derived from the 
Mi l ankovich theory into an output which defines the determinist ic pattern of changes in the long- term climate . 
When the determinist i c component is removed, the t i me dependence of the stochastic components can be approxi -
mated by a first -order or second-order Markov model. The distribution of the i ndependent stochastic component 
can be approximated by the normal distribution funct ion in nearly a l l cases . On t he basis of the models devel -
oped herein, i t is shown that l ong-term climat ic changes as r eflected in t he Oxygen-18 records have a high de-
gree of stochast icity generated by the earth ' s environment s . 
The procedures, mathematical relati onships and stochastic models presented i n the paper appear to hold con-
siderable promise as a technique not onl y for predictive purposes but also for reconstructing the history of 
climati c changes over the past two million years . 
Although the deterministic component should not be used as a separate series for predicting tht> future out -
come, i t does provide a general indication of the pattern of events to come . A definite coo ling patter n over 
the next 100,000 years i s indicated with perhaps l arge advances in mountain glaciers . Howevt'r, no ice sheet of 
cont inental dimensions is apparent for this period on the basis of the deterministic part of the model . The sto -
chast ic part of the model introduces some uncertainty into t he prediction, because i t can make t he predicted , 
s low trend towards a cooler climate to depart more or less from the expected deterministic component. The s to-
chast ic component of t he process during this predicted period can be added by using t he ~1onte Carlo generation 
technique and the stochastic models and parameter estimat es derived from this study . 
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1. 1 General 
The hydrologic system is intimately related to 
the cl imate . Problems associated with paleohydrology, 
present day hydrology, and predictions of the hydro-
logy of the future can be better resolved only 
through a ful l er understanding of the variations, both 
in the pattern and magnitude of the long- term climate. 
In t he study of long-term climate, it is impor-
tant to recognize that remarkabl e fluctuations of cli-
mate have occurred during the earth ' s history. The 
pattern and magnitude of climatic var i ations depend 
greatly on the l engt h of the time span chosen for 
study . The major ice ages are measured in time inter-
vals of hundreds of millions of years . The waves of 
continental gl aciations during the most recent or 
Pleistocene ice age are measured in tens and hundreds 
of thou3ands of years . The lesser climatic fluctua-
tions of post glacial and modern times are measured in 
decades, centuries, and millennia. 
The theories and hypotheses of long-term changes 
of climate on a t ime scale of hundreds of thousands 
and millions of years open up a wide range of geotec-
tonic, astrophysical , and astronomical considerations . 
On the other hand, l ong-term climatic changes on a 
time scale of decades , centuries, and millenni a arc 
mainly stochastic in nature with the atmosphere as the 
major source of stochasticity. The oceans, continental 
surfaces, and underground reservoirs combine to atten-
uate the high stochasticity produced by the atmosphere 
and add their share . 
No matter what time scale is under consideration, 
the complex nat ure of climatic controls suggests a 
stochastic component, consisting of a large part of 
the entire process, which changes with time in accor-
dance with t he law of probability as well as wi t h the 
sequential r e l at ionship between its occurrences. The 
concept of a det erministic-stocpastic approach in the 
analyses of l ong- term climatic change has not been 
developed t o any great extent as yet. The objective 
of this study is to formulate a mathematical model of 
the det erministi c-stochastic climatic phenomenon which 
will have practical application in: (1) the evaluation 
of paleohydrology; (2) the study of the hydrology of 
modern times; and (3) the prediction of the hydrology 
of the future. 
A general behavior may be discer ned in natural 
sciences . A geophysical or hydrologic variable, as 
the integrated effect of many causative factors, i s a 
stochast ic process i f t he number of causat ive factors 
is very large and none of these factors dominates in 
such a way that it gives a significant deterministic 
impact on this int egrated effect . The classical case 
of o Gaussian stochastic process is one in ~hich the 
number of its causative factors is very large (theo-
retically it goes to infinit)"); each factor indivi-
dually has a small effect (theoretically very close to 
zero) ; and these small individual effects are indepen -
dent and additive. ll'hen onlv one or a small number of 
causative factors significa~tly dominate the total 
effect i n comparison to all the other individual fac-
tors, the process can be conceived as deterministic-
stochastic process. The part of the process related 
directly t o the effects of a factor or a sma l l number 
of dominating factors, is conceived as a deterministic 
component of the process; and the part which incorpo-
rates lower-order effects of a large number of factors 
is conceived as the stochastic component of the pro-
cess . The basic conditions in applying this type of 
behavior to natural processes are: (l) the dominating 
natural factors are deterministic processes them-
selves, well predictable in time and/or space; (2) t he 
multitude of other causative factors are mostly random 
processes, though some of them may have somewhat lar-
ger individua l effects on the observed phenomenon than 
the other s . This approach is used in deriving a de-
terministic-stochastic model of long-range climatic 
changes. The astronomical - deterministic processes 
produce t he deterministic component; and a m)Tiad of 
earth causative factors, none of them dominating the 
process, are responsible for the stochastic component. 
Since geological evidence of continental glacia-
tion was discovered more than two hundred years ago, 
some 60 major hypotheses have been advanced t o explain 
the physical processes which cause long-term climatic 
fluctuations and their relation to continental glaci-
ation (Eri ksson, 1968) . Many minor hypotheses with 
other causal factors, have been al so suggested. Mos t 
of the researchers have concentrated on finding possi-
ble determini stic solutions to what must be a deter-
ministic-stochastic process with a significant or non-
negligible stochastic component . After a century or 
so of research, a universally acceptable theory of 
long-range climatic changes has yet to be found. The 
fact that so many hypotheses have been advanced to 
explain climatic changes is an indication not only of 
the complex nature of all factors of climatic control, 
but also indirectly infers a plausible structure of 
the long-range climatic process. 
With the advent of the computer , numerical simu-
lation models of general atmospheric cir culation for 
deducing t he climate are being developed, but the 
quest ion of complete climatic determinism remains open 
(Alyea, 1972) . For complete climatic determinism the 
problems of establishing the history of the earth en-
vironment and predictin!l its future would have to be 
resolved. Such phenomena as volcanic eruptions, vari-
able ice and snowquantities with the resul t ing changes 
in ocean level, variable ocean currents, ocean sali-
nity, trends in content of atmospheric and ocean car -
bon dioxide, and many other influences which are major 
sources in producing stochasticity in the climate, are 
difficult if not impossible t o quantify at present. 
The r econstruction of the climat i c history of t he 
earth has long been the subject of intensive resear ch 
by scientists ~;·orking in palco-sciences of various 
disciplines, such as geology, cliMatology, ocean-
ography, hydrology, geography, :oology, archaeologr, 
geomorphology, glaciology, vulcanology, tectonics and 
so lar physics. A large body of qualitative informa-
tion on the paleoclimate of earth has been accumulated 
During the past decade and a half, new develop-
ments in deep-sea coring device~ and oxygen isotope 
anal yses of the carbonate shells cont ained in the dee~ 
sea sediments are providing materials and technique~ 
for producing some quantitative records of the- pal co-
climate for the entire Pleistocene (Emil ian i, 1955, 
1966, 1972; Ericson et al. 1964, 1968) . ~!ore recently, 
it has been found that the ice deposits on the tt;o 
large ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland contain 
paleocl imatic information in the form of varying 
oxygen isotopic composition of the ice . Furthermore, 
the icc cores offer the possibility of a continuous 
sedimentary sequence from which dat a for time inter-
vals as short as a decade or less can be extracted, 
the only limitations being obliterations of isotopic 
gradients by diffusion in solid ice (Dansgaard et al 
1970). Quantitative evidences from the sea-sediment 
and icc-core data have all tended to reinforce the 
findings from the more diversified terrestrial records 
of Pleist ocene climate. 
The chronology of the Pleistocene climate as in-
dicated by the sea-sediment data suggests strong agre& 
ment with the expectations of the astronomical theory 
commonly referred to as the ~!ilankovich theory* . The 
Milankovich theory (~1ilankovich, 1941) assumes that 
perturbations in the orbital parameter s (obliquity, 
eccentricity, and longitude of the perihelion) producP. 
long-term changes in the amount of incoming solar ra-
diation received at the various seasons and latitudes 
and consequently are responsible for long-range cli-
matic changes . 
The theory of Milankovich is now being given a 
hard second look by a number of paleoclimatol ogists 
and geologists (Mitchel l , 1968; Hamilton, 1968; Zeuner, 
1970) . Broecker ( 1968) has st ated that the Milanko-
vich theory can no longer be considered just an inter-
esting curiosity . It must be given serious attention. 
According to Emiliani (1955, 1966b) a significant 
correlation has existed for the past half million 
years between the paleotemperatures of the surface 
water s ~f the Caribbean sea and the variations in the 
astronomical parameters of the earth during the period 
as calculated by Milankovich and subsequently modified 
by van Woerkom . Conclusive proof of this correlation 
is not possible because a reliable method for absolute 
dating of the chr onology of an entire sea-sediment 
core covering a period of several hundred thousand 
years is not yet availabl e . The Pleistocene time 
scale is still a controversial subject . Nevertheless, 
the Milankovich mechanism appears to provide the gene-
ral control of adequate magnitude to explain on a 
broad scale the advances and retreats of glaciations 
during the Pleistocene. According to Corn-;,'all (1970) , 
no other equally satisfactory theory has yet been 
advanced. 
Although the Milankovich theory with the astro-
nomical factors as a main cause of glaciat i on has been 
a subject of great controversy, this astronomical 
theory itself as quantifi.ed by ~!ilankovich and its 
consequent effect on long-term seasonal and lati-
tudinal distribution of solar radiation at t he top of 
the earth ' s at mosphere have rarely been questioned 
(Kuttbach et al . 1968). The fact that the astronomkal 
variations specified by ~lilankovich have had signifi-
cant influence on t errestrial climate is undeniable 
(~1itchell, 1968) . Nevertheless , long-tern climatic 
changes are the result of the combined effects of many 
causative factors -;.·hich are both deterministic and 
stochastic in nature. In this case, the astronomical 
* 
causative factors included in the Milankovich theory, 
which have a l most-periodic deterministic time varia-
tions, may be considered as the causes of the deter-
ministic part; and all or majority of other causative 
factors may be considered as creating the stochastic 
part in long-range climatic changes . Since the i nter-
action of these various factors has thus far defied a 
complete mathematical description, a good understand-
ing and description of the process seems to be obtain-
able at this time only on an approach based on the 
outlined deterministic-stochastic process . 1~e sea -
sediment and ice-core data are now beginning to pro-
vide the quantitative records needed to carry out such 
an analysis . 
1.2 Objective and Scope of the Study 
The main obj ective of this study is to develop a 
feasib le method For analy~ing long-term climatic 
changes as a deterministic-stochastic process. In 
carrying out the study, the basic hypotheses is made 
that long-term climatic changes are reflected in the 
oxygen isot ope values determined from sea-sediment 
core and ice core. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
the several oxygen isotope time series represent non-
stationary processes consisting of an almost-periodic 
deterministic component \4hich is attributed t o the 
~Ulankovich astronomical theory of climatic effects, 
and a stochastic component which is attributed to va-
rious sources of randomness within the environment of 
t he earth . 
In the absence of quant itative information on 
paleomet eorology, paleooceanography, paleogeology, 
paleohydrology, and paleoglaciology, this study will 
rely on published sea-sediment and ice-core data for 
analyses . Climatic changes occurring in different 
time sc~ at which different climat ic contro l fac -
tors are operative will be analyzed. The sea-sediment 
data will be used to study long-term climatic changes 
on a time scale measured in 200-year intervals cover-
ing a time span of about two mil l ion years . Data 
from the Greenland ice core will be used to study 
long-term cl imatic changes on three time scales: 200-
year i ntervals covering a time span of 126,000 years , 
50-year intervals covering a time span of 10,000 
years , and 10-year intervals covering a time span of 
780 years . For convenience, the above series t;i th 
different time intervals will be referred to hereafter 
as the Sea-Sediment series: Ice-200 series , Ice-SO 
series and Ice-10 series . 
The several phases of the study consist of the 
following: 
(1 ) To develop a mathematical model for esti-
mating the sedimentation rate in each 10 em interval 
of the sea core in order to obtain an absolute time 
scale for the sea-sediment series . The three icc-core 
series have already been time cali brated (Dansgaard, 
ot al . 1970) . 
(2) To develop mathematical model s which will 
account for the deterministic components in both the 
sea-core and ice-core time series . 
(3) To s tudy the structure of the stochastic 
component of each time series and approximate the time 
J'.o!ilankovich is commonly spelled ~1ilankovitch in the French and North American versions; but "~lilankovich," an 
Engl i sh trans! i tcration of the Serbo-Croation version, ~1ilankovic', is used throughout this report. 
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dependence by an appropriate stochast ic model . 
(4) To remove the dependence structure of the 
time series and obtain a second-order stat ionary and 
independent stochastic component. 
(5) To fit probability dist ribution functions to 
the independent stochastic component and select the 
function of best fit . 
1. 3 General Signifi cance of the Study 
The significance of this i nves t i gation is to dem-
onstrate a methodology for ana l yzing the structure of 
the sea-sediment and ice-core time series from which 
valuable i nformation can be obtained for reconstruct-
ing past and predicting more realistically future 
long-term climatic changes. This is a first approx-
i mation in developing a mathematical description of 
long-term climatic changes as a deterministic-sto-
chastic process. The gross preliminary models and 
conceptual t ool s devel oped are based on t he "best use" 
of limited data available at present . Further refine-
ment s and improvements in the methodol ogy 1.;ill surel y 
come about both wi t h a better anayl sis of presently 
availabl e data and as more data are accumulated and 
the reliability of data are better understood and 
assessed. 
The det erministic component can be explained by 
the astronomical theor y which accounts for t he lone-
term variations in seasonal solar energy over various 
areas of the earth's surface . Various influences 
wi thin the earth 's envir onment produce complex inter-
actions and respons~which serve to modify the effects 
of the long-term variat i ons i n insolation . TherefoDe , 
the s t ochastic component may be explained by var ious 
random processes inherent to proces~es in tho atmos-
phere, oceans, and at the continental surfaces . These 
processes arc so complex that it is beyond present 
capability to explain and analy:e mathematically the 
entire process on a physical basis. An empirical, 
bl ack-box approach is required at thi s time . Anal ysis 
of the structure of hydrologic timu series and their 
decomposition into deterministic (signal) and stochas-
tic (noise) components ar e considered here as the use-
ful step to1,·ard a fu ller understandi ng of the pro-
cesses involved . 
1 .4 l~drologic Significance of Studying 
Climat ic Changes. 
Long-Term 
Climatic changes have many significances for hy-
drology depending on the time scale and area of con-
cern. Because hydrologic processes are very cl osely 
related to climate , all results of investigation and 
pr oj ections for expected climatic varia t ions i n the 
future affect the conclusions about hydrol ogic pro-
cesses, water resources properties , and future be-
havi or of natural and man-made 1;ater r esources systems. 
The major present-day continental hydrologic en-
vironment s consist of r iver basins wit h specific geo-
mor phologic patterns, stream density and river meander~ 
flood plains and terraces, lakes 1d th their shapes and 
stages , groundwater aquifers (shallo1; and deep, in-
cl uding karsti.fied limestone or dolomite, andlavc-made 
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aquifers), estuaries , deltas and other forms . Past 
geologic, climatic, and hydrologic processes have 
shaped t he environments to t heir present states To 
best understand the properties of these environments, 
a knowledge of their geneses i s one way of contribu-
ting to t his understanding . It is not surprising that 
petrolewn eng ineers have l ong searched for physical 
models of the processes which led to t he present oil 
and/or gas bearing porous media . 
The science of paleo-hydrol ogy is likely to be-
come even more important as the pressures for better 
knowledge and description of the hydrologic environ-
ments i ncrease with time. Paleo-hydrology cannot be 
separated from pal eo-geo l ogy, paleo-climatol ogy, and 
paleo-gl aciology . Climatic changes of the past will 
be one of the major i nput s for the study of paleo-
hydrology and for examining the remanents of the l ong 
hydrol ogic processes responsible for shaping t he pre-
sent -day cont inental surfaces . On the other hand, the 
present-day problems of man-made water resources sys-
tems are l i kel y to be less concerned with the long-
range climatic changes as it concerns the potent ial 
changes in water inputs, or t he available "'ater re-
sour ces . Statistical evidence on a multitude of ob-
served hydrologic series shows that no basic change 
has occurred in natural 14ater resource yields in the 
l as t 150 - 200 years if t he man-made effects and some 
accidental natura l disruptions at a limited number of 
places are neglected . 
A hypothesis can be supported by significant evi-
dence that the probabi 1 i ty is very high for the average 
natural water availabi l ity as inputs to man-made Hater 
resources systems in the next 50-100 years to be very 
close to the average water supply experienced in the 
last 150 - 200 years . Since most systems have been 
built ~.·ith the economic project l ife in the range 40-
100 years , the chances are mi nimal that the expect ed 
natural water suppl y would be signif icantly di fferent 
during these life spans than in the past ?00 years . 
This statement must be qualified in the sense that the 
esti mate of average water yiel ds from the short ob-
served time series may be highly in error inoornparison 
with the t r ue averages of the last 200 years,or of the 
expected values of the future 100 years . This confi-
dence, to expect no significant climat ic change which 
might i mpair the per formance of any i mportant water 
resource system, is at odds with present statements 
made in the literature and through the public media 
concerning imminent "cool ing-off," "freezing-over," 
"war ming-up, " and similar pronouncements . 
No i mportant water r esources system is bu.il t onl>· 
for t he assumed or prescribed economic life of 40-100 
years. Some large dams, diversion canals and tunnels, 
and other bas i c structur es may live without s ignifi -
cant r econstruction for several centuries . The trend 
in long-range climatic changes -- when proven by good 
scientific facts - - may decide the future behavior of 
these systems . Even a smal l trend in cl imatic changes , 
taken over ~everal hundred years, may sho~.· an impact 
on t he future performance of present -day built systems. 
This question is, however, not crucial for the next 
several generations of contemporar y earth population, 
but rather is more of an academic interest like many 
other human concerns with the 1 ong-term futuro . 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
2. 1 Climatic Changes 
In any discussions on long- term climatic changes , 
it is important to recognize that climatic variations 
on many time scales are going on continuously and si-
multaneously and probably with many different causes. 
Recor ds from geological evidence indicate that the 
climate of earth for much the greater part of its life 
has been relatively warm everywhere with no permanent 
ice and relatively small differences between poles 
and equator. With the introduction of radioactive 
methods, it has been determined that deposits of un-
doubted glacial origin are recognized f rom only three 
i nterval s during the life of the earth (Fig. 1). The 
first major ice-age occurred some 600 million years 
ago in the Proterozoic period of the Pre-Cambrian era . 
The second major ice-age occurred some 250 to 300 
million years ago in the Permo-Carboniferous periods 
of the Paleozoic era. The start of the third and 
last major ice-age, known as the Pleistocene epoch, 
has been placed variously at 400,000 to 2 million yea~ 
ago extending from t he Tert iary period to the present 
(Cox, 1968; Sutcliff, 1969; Bertin, 1972; Emiliani, 
1966; Ericson et al . 1968). 
The time intervals between major ice ages is 
longer than 200 million years whereas the time interval 
between successive glaciations within the Pleistocene 
ice age is only about 100,000 years or less . Accord-
ingly, the processes which control the onset of a 
major ice age are probably quite different in sca l e 
from those which determine their oscillatory char acter 
within an ice age . Similarly, the processes which con-
trol the oscillatory character of glaciation within 
an ice age are different in scale from those which de-
termine the short-per iod fluctuations of present day 
alpine glaciers . According to Fairbridge (1963), the 
ranges in the scales of climatic changes can be con-
veniently subdivided int o three major orders of mag-
nitude (also see Mitchell, 1968). 
• Pleistocene epoch 
of 2 million years 
dur ation 
Fig. 1 Rhythms in the history of the earth showing 
the oscillations of sea level, mountain building :tnd 
cl imate (from Bertin, 1972, after Umbgrove , 1947). 
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{1) Time Scale of 10 Million to 1 Billion Years 
Climatic control s at this time scale are related 
to geotectonic and astrophysical causes . The geotec-
tonic contro l s are mai nly of endogenic originincluding 
polar 1;andering, continental drift, orogenesis, and 
continental uplift . The astrophysical causes are re-
lated to exogenic forces such as stellar evolution 
(aging of the sun), solar variability (changes of so-
lar constant), changes in density of interstellaT mat-
ter (galactic dust clouds), and changes in gravitational 
waves in the universe. These are the forces that can 
create conditions favorable for the onset of a ma jor 
ice age . ll'hether the great ice ages of the past have 
the same or different causal origin is , of course, un-
known . Many theories based on the above suggestions 
or combinations of them have been advanced . 
(2) Time Scale of 10,000 to 100,000 Years 
Climatic controls at this time scale are related 
mainly to ]Jlanetary movements 1;hich affect the orbital 
and axial motions of the earth. Their effects on the 
seasonal and latitudinal distribution of solar energy 
at the upper atmosphere have been determined by 
Milankovich in a rigorous mathematical treatment . 
Other factors such as meteorite interactions, varia-
tions in the amount of carbon dioxide, volcanic dust, 
water vapor, and ozone in the atmosphere as well as 
changes in ocean currents and salinity, rise and fall 
of sea level, increase and decrease in the sea ice, 
and the feedback interaction of all these elements 
likel y influence climatic variations on this time 
scale . The influences of many of these factors are of 
a stochastic nature. 
(3) Time Scale of 10 to 1000 Years 
Climatic controls at this time scale are mainly 
stochastic in nature with mean solar radiation assumed 
to be a constllnt. The processes 1,•hl ch affect the c 1 i-
mate at this t i me scale embrace almost all aspects 
of the earth-atmosphere-ocean environment. These pro-
cesses are outlined further in Chapter V. Feedback 
from interaction bet1>een atmosphere , ocean , and con-
tinental environments is such a complex process that 
qualitative cause-effect arguments are generally in-
sufficient and often misleading. Much of t he liter -
ature on climatic change seems to have suffered for 
that reason. At the current state of knowledge, a 
stochastkapproach is mainly indicated in any analys is 
of climatic variations at this time scale . 
The volume of literature on the subject of cli-
natic chan~e is over-whelming. The ma jor theories on 
physical processes which cause long-term climatic 
fluctuations and their relation to cont inental glacia-
tion are summari:ed by numerous authors . For details 
the reader may refer to Sellers (1965) ; Mitchell (196~ 
1963) ; Shapely (1960); Br ooks (1949) ; Nairn (1963) ; 
and Flint (1971). 
~fountain building is a popular theory of climatic 
change, particularly a mona !!CO logists, ~>'ho have found 
excel lent correlation between the general period of 
orogenesis and subsequent glacia.tion (Fig . 1). Both the 
Permo-Carboniferous and Pleistocene gl aclal epochs 
are known to have been preceded byperiods of extensive 
mountain building . That mountains are necessary for 
glaciations is now generally accepted. But i t is also 
true that some major oro~eneses have been accompanied 
by 1 ittle or no glaciation (Sellers , 1965) . Perhaps 
mountain bui !ding can be considered a necessar r but 
sometimes not suff icient condition for glaciation. On 
the other hand, Cornwall (1970) suggests that most 
of the Precambrian glaciations did not follo1• oro-
genesis. Some other factors than mere pronounced r~ 
lief of the land are at work . He bel ieves t hat these 
factors are related t o a fortuitous (or unfortuitous) 
combination in t he distribution of land and water re-
sulting from earth-movements that happens t o restrict 
ocean and atmospheric circulation causing conditions 
favorable for glaciation . 
Whatever the cause or causes may be, it is kno1•n 
that during the past mi 11 ion years or so, throughout 
the Pleistocene, t he geography of the earth has re-
mained essential! y the same as it is today . The 
Pl eistocene ice age which followed a period of major 
alpi ne orogenesis is known to have experienced several 
waves of advance and r etreat of continenta l ice fields. 
Extensive records have been compiled from terrestrial 
observations . Data from the deep-sea sediment cores 
and ice cores from the Greenland and Antarctic ice cap; 
are now providing supplementary i nformation of a quan-
titative nature. The picture of t he Pleistocene(Figs. 
2 and 3) is continuously being revi sed as new data are 
accumulated and analy;ed. Climat ic change at a time 
scale measured in decades , centuries, and millennia 
within the Pleist ocene epoch (which is cons ider ed t o 
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2. :! Ice Sheets 
(1) Late Pl eistocene- l:poch 
Lon!(·term climatic chan,::rs on the scal e of the 
Plei stocene epoch have ~ direct r r lat ionship to the 
growth and retreat of icc sheets . Uuring the last 
glacial maximum (some 15,000 to 20 ,000 years ago) over 
37.5 mi ll ion square ki l ometers of the earth ' s surface 
were covered by glacier ice . This is equivalent to 
about 28 percent of the present land sur face . ~lajor 
ice sheets up t o 3300 meters thic~ lay on North America 
end northern Europe. Smaller ice sheet s occurred in 
Iceland , Spitzbergen, and Fran: Josef Land . Ext ensive 
mountain glaciation existed in Siberia, the Himalayas, 
the Caucasus, the Alps and P}~enees, the Andes, and 
in New Zealand . Alpine glaciers developed in the high 
mountains of Japan, Hawaii , East Africa, New Guinea , 
and Tasmania . The ice sheets of Antarctica and Green-
land lvere more extensive than toda}' (Mellor, 1964). 
The Laurentide ice sheet in North America was the 
lar gest of the Pl eist ocene icc sheets excluding 
Antarctica . It extended from the eastern seaboard 
across the continent to join with the Cordiller an ice 
sheet west of the Rocky Mountains and ran fr om t he 
Arctic Ocean in Canada as far south as Kew Yorl CJty, 
Cincinnati and St . Louis in the United States. Large 
parts of Alaska and the Arctic Archipelago in Canada 
apparent ly remained unglaci3ted (Mellor, 19M; ~loran 
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(2) Glacier Flow Theory 
A considerable amount of work has been carried 
out over the past 20 years to develop a proper under· 
s t anding of gl acier mechanics. ~lodern theory on gla-
cier flo1~ is based on application of ideas in solid 
state physics and metal lurgy . Since ice is a crystal-
line solid it must deform like other cr ystalline 
solids such as metals at temperatures near their melt-
ing points . An excellent outline of the recent ~ork 
in this field is given by Paterson (1969) . 
Early theories of glacier flow were based on the 
assumption that ice behaves as a New~onian fluid, in 
which strain rate is proportional to the applied 
stress . However , viscous flow alone could not explain 
many features of glacier mo·.-ement (Mellor, 1964). More 
recently, glacier movement was analyted on the assump-
tion that ice is perfectly plastic; that is, it has a 
sharpl y defined yield point. Although t he pl asticity 
theoTy permitted more realistic consideration , i t was 
not fully acceptable because i t has been shown that 
ice continously deforms under the smallest stresses 
(below the formerly assumed yield stress) and cannot, 
therefore, be ideally plastic (Nye , 1959, 1963; Weert-
man, 1964) . Current theory evo 1 vcd from the ideal 
plas~ic case to conform with a non-linear visco-
plastic flow equation referred to as the Glen ' s Creep 
law. This law states that the final strain rate is 
proportional t o the shear stress taken to the n-th 
power . The constant of proportionality depends on the 
temperature of the ice and "n" i::; obtained experiment-
ally. 
The field of study is undergoing rapid evolution. 
Much of the work to date has been directed towards 
temperate zone glaciers of the alpine type . Studies 
of polar glacier s in Greenland and Antarctica are now 
beginning to pr ovide new data for a better understand-
ing of the theory of development of continental ice 
sheets . For example, Dansgaard et al . (1969 , 1971) 
utilized the theories of glacier flow in establishing 
a t ime scale for the Greenland Camp Century ice core 
from which to interpret climatic history for the past 
126,000 year s . 
Although the internal processes of mountain gla-
ciers and continental ice sheets are controlled by the 
same laws, they are sharply different in character . 
They are subjected to different types of climatic 
stresses created by length of daylight , diurnal tem-
perature cyc l es , and diurnal differences in both solar 
and long-wave radiation . Mountain gl acier shapes are 
varied and are controlled by topography. They seldom 
reach large extent and thickness because steep sl opes 
of the underlying surface cause rapid ice flow even 
with smal l thickness. On t he other hand, ice sheets 
are formed over continental regions where underlying 
slopes are small. Hori:ontal transfer over great dis-
tance is the result of glacier surface slopes provided 
by thick ice sheets with surface profiles approximat-
ing the shapes of a parabola or el lipse. The rather 
slight s lopes of the ground t opography underneath the 
ice sheet have little or no influence on the horizon-
tal movements of ice sheets of continent al size. 
There is l ittl e direct evidence on the early his-
tory of a continental ice sheet (Flint, 1971) . An 
idealized development of an ice sheet such as the 
Laurentide ice sheet is shown in Fig 4. It probably 
developed originally as a glacier complex on the pla-
teau and mountains of the Arctic islands such as Baf -
fin , Bylot, Devon, and Ellesmere with peaks exceeding 
2400 meters . According to Barry (1966) and Tanner 
(1944), quoted in Flint ( 1971), the Labrador-Ungava 
region of Canada. with its cold winters and short cool 
summers , is meteorologically ideal, when cond itions 
are favorable, for the initiation of a glacier complex 
and ice sheet. 
(3) A Model of Growth and Shrinkage of Non-equi-
l ibrium Ice Sheets 
Weertrnan (1964) presents a simplified model bas~ 
on the perfect-plasticity theory to analyze the rate 
of gro~o•th or shrinkage of non-equilibrium i ce sheets 
of continental dimensions . Figure 5 illustrates the 
situation for this model . The idealized cross-section 
of the ice sheet is assumed to extend an infinite dis-
tance in an east-west direction. The snowl ine eleva-
tion is assumed to rise linearly with decreasing lati-
tude and is equal to zero at the northern edge of the 
Fig. 4. Idealized development of an ice sheet such as the 
Laurentide ice sheet in Canada showing mountain 
effect (after Flint, 1971) . 
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Fig . S. The Weertman mode l of an idea lized i ce age ice sheet in the northern hemisphere (from Weertman, 1964) . 
icc sheet on the Arctic Coast . Accumulation occurs on 
any ice surface whose elevation is higher than the 
snowl i ne and ablat i on occurs on any i ce surface below 
the sno1\"linc . The l and upon which t he ice sheet is 
r est ing is assumed to be f lat before t he ice sheet 
started. 
I f total accumulation over t he ice sheet exceeds 
t otal ablat i on, the ice sheet ~i ll start to grow i n 
size. The rate of gro~th of the ice sheet wil l be de-
termined bv t he rate of gro~th of the southern half of 
the ice sheet since the accumul ation area of the 
southern half i s smaller t han that of the nor thern 
half . The accumulation on t he nort h ern hal f of the 
icc sheet ~>"hlch i.s in excess of the amourtt needed to 
keep pace ~ith the gro~th rate of th~ southern half, 
wou kd be eliminated by calving off into the Arctic 
Ocean . A~ l ong a~ the total accumulation is gr eat er 
than t otal ablation , the i cc sheet wil l continue to 
gr ow unt il i t reaches a s tabl e equ i l ibrium condit ion 
as defined by un equation ~hich is a function of the 
accumulation rate , abl at ion rate , and rate of r ise of 
the sno1,rlinc . 
I f for some r eason t he accumulation rat e , the 
ablation rate, the rat e of r ise of the snowl ine or anr 
combination of th<:s~· quanti t ies chanp,e~ in such a di-
r ection that the equ i librium si:c o f the ice sheet 
becomes small er than the actual si:e of the ice sheet 
at the time, then the extremit\e~ of the i cc sheet 
wi ll become stagnant and a moderate decrease in ac -
cumulntion or lncrea~e in abl ation , if maintained, 
could cause a l arge ice sheet to 5hrink ~nd, under 
certai n conditions, to disappear compl etely . 
1\ccrtman' s anolys is sho'"~ that the groh·th time 
of a l arge ice sheet i5 of the order of 15 , 000 to 
30,000 yeat·s on the a~sumpt ion t ha t th<' accumulation 
rate l ies In th<' r ange of U. 2 to 0 . 6 m<" t ers per year . 
The shrinkage t ime of a large ice ~beet i s of t he 
order of 2006 t o 4000 years on the assumption t hat the 
ablation rate lies in the r ange of 1 t o l meters par 
year and ablation occurs over an apprec iab l e area of 
the ice ~heet . 
For ' the mathematical detai ls of t he model, th e 
r e41del· may refer to Weertman (19G4) . h'eertman noted 
that perturbation-type theories have shown that the 
behavior of non- equilibrium glaciers and i ce sheets 
i s exceedingly complex . The perfect-plasticity theory 
used in his analysis ,.·ould not be adequate f or inves-
tigat i on of such detailed pheonomena as kinematic 
waves in non-equil i brium behavior of icc shoots . l~w­
ever, the t heory offers considerabl e advantagP b,· 
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masking the detailed phenomena '"''hich are of no concern 
i n the study of the gross behavior of ice sheets . 
Weertman further contended that analyses 1dth a 
more complex model woul d offer no better ans1vers than 
that provided by his simpl ified model s ince there are 
vi rtually no data on paleo-accumulnion and paleo-
abl ation rates to support more r efined studies at t his 
time . 
( 4 ) Contemnoraneity of Gl acial Fluctuati on 
Dent on et al. (1971) quoting Hollin ( 1962) ad-
vanced a hypothesis wh i ch supports the contention that 
the Antarct ic ice sheet fluctuated in phase with 
northern hemisphere glac iat i ons . 
SC'a l evel is t he dominant factor in determi ni ng 
the <Irc:l and vol ume of the Antarctica ic<' shet' t 1vhich 
i s bas i cally a huge accumulation ar<"a wi th most abla -
t ion occurrinl' as Icebergs calving from t he periphery 
of the continent. The pr esent si ze of the Antarctic 
is restricted ma i nly by the high sea level . However, 
during th~ Pleist ocene gl aciations eustatic sea l evel 
osc i l l ations ~ould peTmi t t he Antarctic ice sheet t o 
expand and cont ract with lower i ng and r ising sea 
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Fig . 6 . IJ~all:cd profi l e chanf:!eS in the 1\ntan:ti.ca 
icc sheet showing effect of sea- l evel changes 
on a Pl eistocene gl acia l s t age (from Uenton, 
1971, after lloll in, 1962 ) . 
Sea-level fl uctuations during t he Pl eist ocene 
epoch ,;ore controlled mainly by the gro~-.·th and retreat 
of northern hemisphere ice sheet s , of ~<hich -c!w L.:lu-
rentid t> icc: shet't in :-Iorth J\mC' :-i c:l accounted for 60 
percent of thr: variations . Thu~ , it is reasonabl e t o 
assume that the Antarctica ice sheet responded in 
phase with changes in major glaciations in the 
northern hemisphere due to the mechanical adjustments 
to sea-level changes, even though climatic events may 
not be in phase on the two hemispheres . 
~ . 3 ~1ethods of Dating and Evaluating Climatic History 
Dendrochronolo~y . The study of tree rings can 
provide absolute t1me scales extending over the past 
3000 years. Tree-ring indices have been correlated in 
various s tudies with air temperatures, precipitation, 
runoff, frost and drought (Fritts, 1965; Zeuner, 1970) . 
Varves . This technique uses preglacial l ake sed-
iments:-ATterna te layers of summer and winter dep-
osition of gl acial sediments of clays and sands can 
provide a means of developing a time scale with yearly 
intervals up to 15,000 years . Since thickness of 
varves depends on the melt)ng effects of summer heat, 
they have been used to estimate historical weather 
condit ions (Zeuner, 1970). 
Palynology. The study of pollen and diatom spec-
tra has been widely used by geologists and botanists . 
Pollen analysis consists of estimat ing the frequency 
of occurrence of various species of plants in a given 
time period by counting the pollen contained at the 
various depths in the deposits of peats, organic muds, 
and peaty soi l s . Various flora species are associated 
with warm, cool, dry, or wet climates . 
Paleontology. The study of both continental and 
marine fossils and their classification into warm or 
cold fauna provide a means of estimating clima tic 
changes. Recent developments 1n oxygen isotopic 
measurements and radiometric dating have enhanced the 
usefulness of this technique. 
Geo logical ~lethods. These methods are based on 
estimated time series of sedimentation, denudation, 
erosion, weathering, chemical changes in minerals, 
glacial deposits, and many other geologi cal processes. 
Some have been used to estimate climatic changes for 
the entire life span of the earth (Zeuner , 1970). 
Radioactive techniques are n014 provi di ng absolute time 
scales for many of the processes . 
Sea-level Fluctuation . Considerable work has 
been done in recent years on documenting sea- l evel 
variations for many parts of the "''orld (Andrews , 1970). 
The standard method is by radiometric dating of sub-
merged organic material that can be related to former 
sea levels with some confidence, such as salt marsh 
peats and intertidal fauna. Such data can be used to 
establish dates of high sea levels during the late 
Pleistocene epoch from ~<hich to deduce occurrence of 
interglacial periods. Attempts have been made to re-
late eustatic sea-level changes to glacial volume from 
which to infer periods of advance and retreat of the 
late Pleistocene ice sheet . 
Oxygen Isotope Curves. ~leasurement of the Oxygen-
18 content in the carbonat e shells from deep-sea sedi-
ment cores and in ice cores from the Greenland ice 
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sheet and from Antarctica are providing data for in-
ferring general changes of climat e in the late Pleist-
ocene epoch. Further details are given in Chapter III. 
Isotope Geochemistry . Rapid progress has been 
made in recent years in the development of isotope 
geochemistry for measuring both time and paleotempera-
ture . Before the introduction of radioactive methods 
to the measurements of geologic tioe, the ages of the 
geologic eras, periods and epochs were expr essed only 
in relative terms based on assu~ed rates of weather-
ing, biologic evolution, marine invasion , loss of heat 
by sun or earth, sedimentation in geosynclines , accu-
mulation of salt in sea, the rise of mountains and so 
on (Bertin , 1972) . Since 19~ 8, radiocarbon dating 
based on the disintegration of carbon-14 i n dead 
organic matter has added considerably to the knowledge 
of the chronology of the late Pleistocene . lts use-
fu lness is limited to about 20 ,000 years for carbonate 
material s and 40,000 years for organic materials . By 
pro-enrichment of the C- 14 in the sample carbon ,· mea-
surement sensitivity to 70 , 000 years can be obtained 
in some cases . Various uranium disequilibrium- series 
methods have now extended isotope dating to samples 
ranging in age from tens of thousands to several hun-
dreds of thousands of years and more . The potassium-
argon dating method is the ~~idest ranging of all iso-
topic dating methods. Under ideal circumstances it 
can overlap the radiocarbon method and extend to sam-
ples billions of years old . In practice, accuracy de-
creases sharply for samples less than several hundred 
thousand years old. 
~»rrison (1968) cautioned that many isotopic 
dates have large standard errors (particularly beyond 
the range of carbon dating) . Such dates indicate mere-
ly a time-probability zone in "'hich the true age lies. 
The t ime-probability zone of a ~iven isotopic - age de-
terminotion can be so \vide (varying from thousands to 
tens of thousands of years) that the determination 
II"Ould be of 1 it tl o value for precise correlation . A 
detailed review of the isotope dat ing methods in cur-
rent use is glven by Broecker {1965) . 
Paleomagnetic Correlation . Paleomagnetic s tudies 
of extrusive igneous rock have established epochs or 
intervals i n which the polarity of the earth's mag-
netic field have been reversed . According to Ericson 
and Woll in (1968), it has been shown that the remanent 
magnetism of deep-sea sedi ments is sufficiently s trong 
and stable that these polarity reversals can be de-
tected and used to date and correlate geological 
events throughout the "·orld that are recorded in the 
deep-sea sediments over the past 5 million years . The 
oajor limitations of the paleomagnetic technique for 
use in the study of the details of climatic oscilla-
tions during the Pleistocene is its dependence at pre-
sent on calibration by potassium-argon dating . The tme 
required for a complete transition fro~ one polarityto 
another is difficult to measur~ directly because potas-
Slum-argon dating possess a statistical uncertainty 
longer than the tr~nsition time. Transition times 
from one polarity to anoth~r vary from 5,000 to ~0,000 
years (Cox and Doell, l 9b8) . 
CHAPTER Ill 
REVIEW Of PREVIOUS WORK O N CLIMATIC 
CHANGES 
This chapt er outlines the history and the r ecent 
advances made in the extraction of information on 
paleoclimate fron the deep-sea sedimen~ cores and i ce 
cores from the Greenland ice sheet. 
3.1 Deep-Sea Sediment Cores 
(l ) Core Acquisition 
Since t he early 1930's oceanographers have tested 
many devi ces for probing the sedimentary layers of mud 
and dead marine organisms on the ocean bottom. It was 
not until 1945 that the Swedish oceanographer Borje 
Kullenberg was successful in developing a piston corer 
which can recover cores more than 20 meters long from 
the ocean floor and without compaction due to coring . 
The Kullenberg device consists of a steel tube with a 
sharp cutting edge, which can be driven deep into the: 
deposits on the ocean floor to brin)l bad long cyl in-
ders of sediment about 5 em in diameter . The Kul len -
berg piston corer with subsequent modification by 
E1;ing to pr event l oss of sediments in t he upper 40-50 
em of the core remains t he most efficient method today 
(Ericson et al. 1964) . 
The sediment cores must be located in regions 
whore t he water depth i s l ess than 5 km, otherNi~e the 
carbonate fossils needed for analyses will have been 
dissolved . Also, the site must be above the abyssal 
plain to avoid sampling of reworked sediments carried 
do11rn f rom the continent a 1 slopes by turbidity current 
action. The best places to obtain sediment cores 
which have not been disturbed after deposition ar~ the 
t ops and flanks of gentle rises or ridges on the deep-
ocean floor . Most of the sediments settling on such 
areas may remain in place , but a certain amount of 
slumping can occur on the steeper slopes. Slum;>ing 
can be useful in r emoving sediment of late Pl eistocene 
age to bring older sediment within reach of t he coring 
t ube (Emiliani, 1958; Ericson et al. 1964). 
(2) Climatic Indicators 
Among the countless number of organisms that com-
prise the plankton floating in the sunlit surface 
water of t he oceans is a group of one-celled animals 
known as foraminifera or forams for short . These tom-
perature-sensitive micro-organisms secrete some of the 
most delicate cal careous shells known in nature . For 
millions of years, these animal s have l ived near the 
surface of the oceans and their secretion~ of dead 
shells have collected layer upon layer at the bottom 
of tho sea . Tho foram shells mixed ll'ith shells of 
other sea-dwel lin~ animal s and fino mineral particl es 
washed do11~ from the continental surface~ together 
form a sedimentary laror referred to as "globigerina 
ooze" facies . 
It should be noted that there are tii'O types of 
foraminifera: the planktonic typE' "hich lives mainly 
~ithin tho upper 100 to 300 meter~ of the ocean sur-
face and can serve as indicator of ocean surface tem-
perature; and the benthonic type which is a rarer bot-
tom d~ellin~: specie~ that can serve as indicator of 
ocean bott om temperature. 
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Since the pioneer work of Schott in 1935, micro-
paleontologists have attempted to use fo~sil pl anktons 
in the deep-se?. sediments of globigerina ooze facies 
to infer Pleistocene marjne climates. Jn the past two 
decades, considerable progress has been made i n con-
struct in~ curves of near-surface ocean tempeTatures 
for the entire Pleistocene on the basis of data ob-
tained from deep-sea cores from t he Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans and t he Caribbean and Medi t erranean 
Seas. 
Climatic records of the past are obtained from 
sea-sediment cores in two ways. The first and widely 
used approach is based on paleontologj c evidence of 
changes in fossil species at the different strata of 
tho sea core as a result of environmental and climatic 
changes. The second approach i~ based on isotopic moa-
s~,;remenu of the ratio of Oxygen-11' to Oxygen-16 con-
tent in the calcareous shells of tho foram fossils. 
(3) Paleontologic Evidence 
All paleoE'cological ~or~ on Pleistocene plankton 
is based on the fundamenta l assumption that the pelagic 
ecosystem being sampled today has remained essentially 
unchanged during t he Pleistocene (Imbrie and Kipp, 
1971) . A st udy of the geographical distribution of 
most species of livi n)l foraminifera has been made . It 
has been found that the boundaries of the geographica l 
ranges of the species trend east and west, which sug-
gests that temperature is the mo~t important factor 
l i miti ng their ranges (Ericson ot a! . 1964) . 
The general approach in paleontologic s tudies of 
sea core~ ~hich can represent hundreds of thousands 
of years of undi sturbed history , has been t o measur e 
tho relative abundance of cold and warm water species 
of pelagic foraminifera found in the different strata 
of the core t o make semi-quantitative inter pretations 
in terms of climatic ch::m~:es . Tht' assumption is made 
that such variations r ecord shift' in the geographical 
ranges of the species and that these shifts were con-
sequences of tho climatic changes of tho late 
Plei stocene . 
Many investjgators (Wollin et al. 1971 ) have 
found that the Globorotal ia menardii group of plan~­
toni c foraminifera i.s the most reliable of the c I imatic 
indicators . lli~th ahundance of the Globorotalia 
menardii ~roup indicates ll'arm climate . Other rel iable 
climatic indjcator~ found in the Atlantic and Caribbean 
cores ar~ based on coiling ratio~ of Globigerina pachy-
Jerma and coilin~: ratios of Globorotalia truncatulino-
ides . In 11·arm 11ater, the dextral or richt coiling 
form of Gl obig(ll'ina pachydorma Jominates . In colu 
water, the left co il ing or sinistral f orm dominates. 
For the Globorotalia truncatulinoide~, the reverse is 
true; that is, in 1•arm w:~ter left coiling dom1nates, 
and i n cold water right coi l ing dominates . 
Since 19J 7, thc- Lamont Geological Ohs.erva tory, 
Col umbi01 Uni Yers it~· ha~ raised more' than 5000 deep-sea 
cores· from occanP all over the Norld. A s~rie~ of 
studies has heen carr ied out by Ericson t>t a l. ( 196J, 
i9n8) in which composite climatic record~ of the Pleis-
tocene ~>'ere obtained h~· piecin!: together overlapping 
~ections from selected cor es of deep-sea sedi ments 
taken from the Lamont Geological Observatory col-
lection . The pa l eontologi c studies consisted of anal-
yses of the relative numbers of ~arm-~ater and cold-
l;ater ~pccies of planktonic foraminifera occurring in 
each of the se1 ected core~ . The composite results 1-.ere 
then correlated with the glacial and inter-glacial ages 
of the Plei stocene . 
In genera l , the results of these pal eont ologic 
studies are present ed i n the form of semi -quantitative 
paleoclimatic curves 1•i t h ordinates ranging from 
"1>arm" to "cold" and o.bscissas in terms of core depth 
or converted to a time scale by some appropriate 
dating technique (Fig 7). 
In t he Ericson studies , absolute time scal e for 
the sea cores f r om t he present back to about 175,000 
years ago were determined by ti.e radiocarbon, the pro-
tactinium-ionium and t he protactinium dating methods. 
A time scale of about 1. 5 mil l ion years for the entire 
Pleistocene epoch 1--as estimated by extrapolation be-
yond 1 iS , 000 years ago . This \vas increased to about :! 
million years on the hasis of paleomagnetic studies . 
The beginning of the Plei5tOcene is defined to be at a 
particular s t ratigraphic level of a core mainly by the 
first appear ance of Globorotalia truncatulinoides in 
abundance and by the ncar extinction of Discoasteridae . 
Recently, Imbrie o.nd Kipp (19i2) have devised a 
ne1• micropaleontological method to make fully quantita-
tive est imates of past marine climates . Their method 
is based on a mathematical procedure known as Q-modc 
factor ano.lysis to produce a set of equations relating 
ocean surface temperatures and salinity to t he various 
species of fossils found at the core tops . These 
equations can then be used on samples taken from dif-
ferent s t rata of the cores t o make fully quantitative 
cl imatic estimates . The model i s still in the testing 
stage. Attempts were made to relate the results of 
their model to the ~!ilankovich t heory 1.:hich would per-
mit quantitat ive predictions of long-t erm fluctuations 
in the globa l temperature pattern. The test '-'OS made 
on deep- sea sediment cores taken f rom t he Car ibbean 
sea . For the test, Imbrie and Kipp adopted o.n average 
sedimentation ro.te of ~ . 35 em per 1000 year s to pro-
duce a time 5cal e for the core. This aver age rate ~>•as 
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determi ned radiometrjcally by Broecker and van Donk 
(19i0) using the protactinium-ionium :nethod . The ex-
pected eccentrici ty frequency \<as found to match the 
observed spectrum in the paleontological curve devel -
oped from the Imbrie-Kipp model; but the expected 
t ilt and precessional frequencies were not apparent . 
They concluded that final evaluation of the·ir method 
and cone lusion regarding the 1·-ti lanl-.ovich theory must 
a1<ait the study of a suite of cores by thesame method . 
(~) Oxygen-Isotope Method 
Concentration Index. The method of determining 
paleotemperatures by measuring the relative abundance 
of tl<O isotopes of oxygen in fossil sea shells was 
originally devised by Urey . Urey found that the ratio 
of Oxygen-18 a.nd Oxy!!en-16 in the calcium carbonate of 
a shell indicated the temperature of the 1;at er at the 
t i me the shell 1•as ~ro1•ing . The great er the proportion 
of Oxygen- 18 to Oxygen-16 the higher the temperature 
of the 1;at er . The t echnique has been used extensively 
by F.miliani (1955 , 1958, l%6a , l 966b , 1970, 1972) and 
others in the analyses of pelagic foraminifera compon-
ents of deep- sea sediment cores . 
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Essentially , a concentration index value c(O ) 
is measured 1;hich gives the per mil di f fer ence between 
the Oxy~cn- 18 to Oxygen-16 ratio in the fossi l sample 
and in a fi xed standard . The concentration i ndex is 
given by the equat ion 
r (OiB;olo) _ (QlS;ol&) J 
o co1a)= looo · l 
sample · s tandard 
(oi8;olG) 
~ standard 
3 . 1 
The concentration index 6(0
18
) is measured by 
alternatel y passingthe sample and the standard through 
a mass spectrometer . The standard used · i n Urey' s 
laboratory at the Univer5ity of Chicago is based on a 
pulveri:ed specimen of Belemnitella americana from t he 
Upper Cretaceous Pcedee formation of South Carolina . 
This standard is commonly referred to as the Chicago 
St andard PDB- 1 . : he :nass ~pectrometric analysis is 
performed by balancing the currents developed by the 
t1•o ions beams in the dua 1 ion col l ector when the stan-
liard is run, ;tnd then by measuring the current excess 
0 
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Mi l l ions of Years 
Fig . 7 . Pleistocene curve based on paleontological studies of Jeep-s ea cores from 
equatorial Atlantic, the Caribbean and the Gulf of ~lcxico (from Ericson et a l. 1908) . 
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or defidency from the null point when the sampl e l$ 
r un. Thu difference is proportional t o the per mi l 
difference in the 0-lS t o 0-16 ratios . 
An error analysis for the isotope technique v.·a~ 
made by taking 102 measurements of the same calcium 
carbonat!' sampl e of a pul veri :ed specimen of Glyci.mcris 
vio lacea obtained from a beach deposit in Spani 3h 
~lorocco . The error analysi s gave a ~tandard deviation 
of 0. 10 per mll ~~hich corresponds to 0 . 4 °C according 
to Emiliani (1955) . 
Tempera turc Re J at ionship . The l'elationship bc-
tl<een the concentrati on index and the environmental 
temperature of the 1.;ater in l>hich tbe fossil shells 
were formed was established empirically (Epstein et al 
1951, 1953). The relat ionship is given as 
2 
T= 16 .5- 4.3 (6- A) + 0.14 (o -A) 3 . ~ 
where T is degree centiRrade of environmental tempera -
ture of the water, 6 is the concentration index 6 (0 ~. 
and 
A 
(018jQ16)w' _ (Q18jQ16)w 
col s 1016) v.· 
3.3 
wi th A a correction factor t o be applied i f the 
oxygen isotopic compos1t1on of the water (w ' ) from 
which a given sampl e of calcareous shell was deposited 
is d i ffercnt f rom that of average oc ean '''ater (v.·) . 
According t.o Emiliani (1961), estimates of A, the 
oxygen isotope compos i tion for open oceanic waters of 
t he past, can be made 1d th r eason;J.b lc confidence but 
the t emperature value~ obtained u'ing such estimates 
cannot be considered a~ unequi voca 11 y determined. The 
value of A used in computing the paleot emperature of 
th" ocean surface v.•aters has been a controver sia l sub-
ject 1;hich must still be resolved (Shackl eton, 1967 ; 
Eri.ksson , 1968). 
According to Emil iani (1955) , oxygen isotop i c 
an:t1ysis of marine carbonates gives at hest the exact 
t emperature at 1;hich the carbonate "'as depos i. ted. At 
lo~ latitudes where seasonal temperature variat ions 
are small, isotopic temperature obtained from pelagic 
foraminifera are probably close to the annual mean 
surface water temperature . At higher latitude~ "'here 
seasonal variations are Rreater , the isotopic tempera-
ture is probably cl ose t o the summer moan surf~ 
water temperatures . Certain species of foraminifera 
such as Globigerinoides rubra and Globigerinoides 
sacculifera tend t o register summer surface tempera-
tures . Others such as Gl obigerina inflata may repre-
sent 1;inter ocean surface t emperatures for cores at 
mid-latitudes , and summer temperatures at a cert ain 
dept h belo~>' the ocean surf ace for cores at lo~>' lati -
tudes (Emiliani, 1957) . 
Foraminifera Species . In the ext cnsi ve work b;-
Emil i.ani most of tho isotopic analysis. on the Caribbean 
and equatorial Atlantic cor es were made on the fossil 
species of Globi gerinoides rubra and Globi ger inoides 
sacculifer a which l ive closest t o the sur face (30-40 
m) and therefo r e provide t he best record uf ocean sur-
face temperature variatj ons . In core:; from the' Paci fie 
and middl e Atlantic, these two species arc rare or 
absent so that the other species were used in anal yses, 
namely Globorotalia turnide, Pulleniatina obl iqui.locu-
l ata and Globigerina inflata . These species RC'ncrnl l y 
occupy a deeper habitat (do~>'n to about 140 m) and a~ a 
11 
result register t emperature variations smal ler than 
those species occurring at thE' surface 
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Generali:t-d Paleo-Temperature Curve . The numerou~ 
<5 (0 ) curves (rig 8) produced by Emiliani for Pl eis-
tocene cores in the Car ibbean and equatorial Atlantic 
show rem~rkably consistent fluctuation patterns 
(Emil iani, 1955, 19ooa, 1972 ; Broecker and van Doni:, 
1970). By using all the isotopic curves obtained so 
far fro~ Caribbean and At l antic cores , Emiliani (1972) 
has reconstructed a generali:ed pal eo-temperature 
curve by averaging stage by staRe t he information 
provided by each core . The l atest curv~ (197~) is a 
revision of earlier curves p1·oduced in 1953 and 1966 
(Fig 9) . 
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Fig . 8. Plots of Oxygen-18 curves f or sel ected sea-
sediment cores from the Caribbean Sea sh014ing 
visual correl at i on between cores . 
(a) 1961 version based on data from cores P6304-8 and P6304-9, sho~o•ing Emili:mi's correlations to the conti nen-
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(b) 1972 ver sion based on da"a from cores P6304-4, 7, 8 and 9 . 
Fig. 9. General bed Pleistocene temperature curve for the surface 1\'ater of the centr:J! C.tribbean Sea based on ox-
ygen isotope analysis of deep-sea sediment cores (from Emiliani, 1961, 197~). 
The scale adopted by Emiliani (1972) is based on 
the Carbon-14 da·tingmethod and the Protact inium-ionium 
dating method for the time interval from present t o 
150,000 years ago . Beyond this interval, the chrono-
logy is based on the ages ofnorthern summer insolation 
m1n1mum according to the Milankovich cycle as calcu-
lated by Brou1~er and van ll'oerkom (van ll'oerkom, 1960). 
Problems of Interpretation . According to Broec-
ker and van Donk (1970) , it is stil l not cl ear whether 
the major factor caus ing the observed temporal varia-
tions in the 0-18 to 0-16 ratio in the shell s of 
planktonic foraminifera found in deep- sea sediment 
cores is due to changes in the surface ~o~ater tempera-
tures, or in the isotopic composition of sea water 
in ~<hich the shells grew or on a combination of both 
factors. Imbrie and Kipp (1971) suggest that although 
the exact interpretation of the l(Ol 6) curves is uncer-
tain,there can be no doubt that the fluctuations shown 
on the curves contain important pal eo-oceano~rnphic in-
format ion resulting from changes in ice volume, 
water temperature or some combination of these factors. 
Shackleton (1967) quoting Broecker (1965) indi-
cated that the well-documented movements in marine 
planktonic provinces during the Upper Pleistocene 
coul d have been caused by changes in sal inity r~thcr 
t han by chan~es in t emperature . Shackleton 5uggcsted 
that the changes i n sal inity could be accounted for by 
changes in ocean 1vater density re sul t in!( from the 
extraction of large quantities of "'ater from the 
oceans and their storage in the form of continental 
ice and the subsequent release of the fresh "ater from 
the continental ice sheets to the oceans . If such were 
the case Shackleton (1967) proposed that every faun~l 
or isotopic curve be re-read "cold" to mean "extensive 
continenta 1 _l!laciation" <Jnd "wann" to me<Jn ");lac iors 
reduced to their present level. " Reg:trd l ess of the 
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cause of the isotopic changes, Broecker and van Oonk 
(1970) stated that a first-order synchroneity bet~o~een 
isotopic composition of the fossil shells and the ex-
tent of continental ~laciation might be ex:pected. 
Shackleton further su~l!ested that the time sequence 
for the Pleistocene developed by Emiliani (1966) from 
oxygen isotope analysis and correlation of many deep 
sea cores is enhanced by the certainty that it is a 
time sequence for terrestrla l gl;tcial events , rather 
than oceanographic events. 
(5) Time Resolut i on of Oeep-Sea Cores 
Deep-sea cores of ~lobi~erina oo:e facies gen-
erally consist of a mixture of fine mineral part1cles 
brought by rivers or l<inds from continental surfaces 
and particles of calcium carbonate shells secreted 
by planktonic organisms. Accordinl'! to Wollin ct al . 
(1971), the rate of ~ediment accumulation under normal 
con~itions in the deep oceans varies from 1. 5 to 3 em 
in 1000 years . Within the upper few centimeters of 
the deep-sea floor exists a variety of benthonic 
:nacro-orjpnism~ which arc mud dwellers and rnud caters. 
These deep-sea an irna 1 s burro1,· into and cix together 
within the upper few centimeters of scdicent as it 
accumulates. r.onsequently, r ecords deri ved from deep-
sea sediments can provide, in !!eneral , only a rather 
coarse time resolution of 2000 years or more . Temper-
ature oscillations ~hortcr than a few thousand years 
such as the Valders re-advancc and other minor osci l -
lations recorded in the geological records of glacial 
chronology are generally not resolvable by deep-sea 
cores . 
Accordinsz to Emil iani ( 1958) , i t is bel icvcd that 
levels in the.> sea core lll em apart contained I i.ttle 
common material :~nd sampling at stratigraphic inter -
vals greatdr than 10 em ~hould r~prcscnt truly gradual 
changes. In the pal~ontological studies by Ericson 
et al. {196~), samples for analysis were taken at 10 
ern int;ervals . In t he oxygen isotope studies carried 
out by Emil iani (1955) half core sampl es 2 ern thick 
were t aken at 10 ern intervals from each of the Atlan-
t i c and Caribbean cores. 
Under ideal deposition conditions and in the 
absence of burrowing deep-sea animals, F~iliani (1955) 
sug~csted that a time resolution of about 10 years 
could be possibl e from sediments obtained t.•ith present 
corin~ devices ; the time resolution being limited onl y 
by t he largest practicable diameter of the coring 
device and t he amount of material needed for t he 
various ana l yses in the laboratory. Other t han some 
studies on a few short pilot cores, however , no oxygen 
isot ope studies have been made on any long cores in 
the detail required to assess these possibilities. 
On the other hand , Wollin et al. (1971) have s tudied 
a suite of seven cores selected from the Lamont Geolo-
gical Observatory which they believe are suitabl e for 
detailed s tudy of late Pleistocene climate . Using 
paleontological technique~ , they ~o•ere able to resolve 
minor climatic fluctuations as short as 550 years 
duration. 
(6) Chronology of Sea Cores 
The ages of the di fferent strata in the deep-sea 
sedim~nt cores is a subject of controversy . In prac -
tice, the chronology for the Pleistocene from deep-sea 
core data has been estimated on the basis of radioiso -
topic age determination of samples taken from the 
upper portion of the core . The average or constant 
rate of sedimentation thus obtained was applied to the 
entir e core . A comprehensive summary of ten methods 
of radioisotopic dating t hat have been used for this 
purpose is given by Broecker (1965) . These include the 
rad iocarbon method, potassium-argon rnet:hod and var .i ous 
uranium disequilibrium-series methods. 
Although different i nvestigators may usc the same 
technique in their dating s tudies , results often dif-
fer . Age determination by r adi ometric methods is sub-
ject to many errors such as : anal ytical errors , error 
caus ed by contamination, errors due to loss or ex-
change of isotopes and possibly other reasons (~1orri ­
son, 1968). For example , Broecker and Ku (1969) found 
results that were substantially different from that of 
Emi liani and Rona (1969) with both teams of investiga-
tors using the protactinum-ionium method in dating the 
same or adjacent sample~ taken from the same cores . 
Broecker and Ku suggested that the Erni liani and Rona 
time scale should be increased by 25 percent . 
Broecker et al . (1958) carried out an analysis 
of an Atlantic deep sea core which showed that sedi-
mentation rate i s not a constant but is r el at ed to 
temperature variationg at the surface of t he ocean as 
well as to t he extent of continent a l gl aciation. TI1us , 
the assu~ption of constant ~edimentation rate can 
introduce appreciable errors. 
It a l so should be noted that the chronologies of 
the Pleistocene determined by Ericson and Wol l in(l 968) 
uging paleont ol ogical methods and Emi li ani {1966) 
using the oxygen i~otope method differed "'idely. 
Emi liani (1966) placed the bejZinning of the Pl cisto-
c~ne about 4 25, 000 years aJ!O . ~o·herea!' Er lc~on and 
Noll in (1968) placed this boundar~· at about ~ mill ion 
years u~o. The l atter r epresents a revision from an 
ear l ier study by Eri cson ct al. (J\l<>-1) a~ a n•sul t of 
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subsequent paleoma~netic considerations . In the earlier 
~tudy, t he boundary ~oas assumed to be at 1 . 5 million 
years aJ!O. 
3.2 Greenland Camp Centurv Ic~ Cor es 
(1) Core Acquisitio~ 
Core drilling in glaciers to obtain thickness 
measurement s arc reported to have begun in Switzerland 
as early as 1842. It was not until 1950 that limited 
success was achieved almost simultaneously by three 
major cor e-drill ing projects conduct ed by groups from 
France, the Scandinavian countries , and the United 
States . In all cases core recovery was discontinuous 
and mainly of poor quality. At that time, core dia-
meter was limited to 5 to 8 centimeters and depth of 
penetration d1d not reach much mor e than about 100 to 
150 meters (Lan!<way , J r . , 1967; Lan!<t.'ay, Jr. and 
Hansen, 1970). 
Stratigraphic studies of the Greenland icc sheet 
by the United States Ar my Cold Regions Resear ch and 
EnjZineering Laborator y (CRREL) and its predecessor 
51 PRF. began in the earl y 1950' ~. Studies were init ially 
performed in hand- excavat ed pits and wer e fo l lo1;ed by 
deep-drilling programs using rotary, therma l and 
electromechanical coring devices. In 1966, a comtaned 
thermal and electromechanical coring system ~o·as used 
to recover a 1390-meter core reaching from surface to 
bedrock at Camp Century on the North Greenl and ice 
sheet . With the el ectromechanical system, chips re-
ma1n1ng in the bore hole were dissolved in an aqueous 
solution o f ethylene glrcol and the sample r ecovered 
in a bailer. The hole was "dry bore" to a depth of 
400 meters . At gr eater depths the bore hole was filled 
with fluids consisting of 88 percent trichloroethylene 
and 12 percent arctic diese l oil t o prevent c l osure . 
Contamination from the f luids can present problems for 
certain ice-cores s tudies . Al so , i n usinR the thermal 
system, heat can alter the physical and chemical com-
position of the upper 70 meter~ of core (Lang~ay,Jr. 
and Hanse, 1970). 
The best pl ace to drill for deep core in a polar 
!(lacier is in an area of s impl e environment. The bet-
ter environmental conditions are found usual ly i n 
areas of high e l e\·ation where wind moti on is low and 
summer surface temperatures do not cause excessive 
melting . ll'ind can redi stribute the year's accumula-
tion so that estimates of accumulation based entirely 
on the occurrence of isotopic maxima and minima can 
be completel y mi s leading (Gow, 1968) . Excessi ve 
melting and percolation through the i ce sheet can 
obscure stratigraphic s tructure on recrystulli:ation. 
Camp Century on North Greenland was chose-n for the 
drill site primarily because of i t s suitable envir on-
mental conditions (Langway , J r., 19b7) . 
(2) Cli matic Indicator Ba;:ed on t he Concentration 
Index of 0-18 
The use of Oxygen-IS concentration in glacier icc 
as a climat ic indicator of past conditions was first 
proposed by Dansgaard in 1954 . The concentration of 
0-18 in precipitation, panicul nrl r at high l atitudes , 
i s dotcrmi ned rna i nl y by its temperature of form:Ltion . 
Since the isotopic composition of precipitation in the 
form of ~now rema ins unchanged as glacier ice for long 
periods of t ime, jce cores off(•r an important source 
of pal eocl i matic information. lncreasin!! content of 
0-18 in the icc-cure profile lndicotcs warmlng climate-
and decreasing content of 0-18 in the i ce core i ndi -
~at~s cooling c limate. Unfortunately, it is not pos-
sible to use t he 0-18 concentrat ion index to infer 
t ime var iat ion i n t he r at e of accumul ation. The thick-
nt'~~cs ,)f old annual lay.ers depend on many unknoh•n 
parameters which can influence their r e lat i on t o the 
a~cumul ation rat e (Dansga:trd et al . 1969, 1971) . 
The concent r ation index 5(018) is defined as the 
relat ive deviat i on of the ratio of 0-18 to 0-16 in a 
sampl e of the ice core from that of Standar d :>lean 
Ocean Water or SMOl~ (Dansgaard, 1964) , as 
[ 




!t should be 
core arc not 
standard 3 . ~ . 
noted th:tt val ues 
in the same units 
of o(018) in the 
as that for t l.e 
sea-sediment cor e . They 3re refer enced to differ ent 
standards . f-or the sea sediment , the reference is t he 
Chicago Standard PDB-1 . For the ice core, t he refer-
ence is t he Standard ~lean Ocean l'ia"ter (S~!Oll') . The 
units used for the th'O types of co1·e data are i Tl fact 
in the opposite sense; increas i ng values of o(olS) in 
the sea-sedi ment core analysi s indicat e a cool ing 
trend , whereas increasing values of o(ole) in the ice 
core indicate a 1varmi ng trend . 
The ice-core measurrments were made hv a mass 
spectrometer with mea~urement accuracy given. as ±0 . 2°• . 
Detail s of the measurement t echniques i s given by 
Dansgaard (1961) and Craig (1961). 
The 1390-metcr long and 12-cm di ameter i ce cor e 
from C:amp Century Greenland ice sheet '-'as cut into 
some 7500 core segments and ana1y!ed in a cont inuous 
sequence to obtai n values of 6 (0! 8 ) . The upper 283 
meters of the core were cut to represent 10 to ::o 
yeur s per sampl e i n the t ime r ange of 0 t o about ROO 
yc~rs B. P. The next section of core f rom dept hs of 
:96 to 1150 meters was cut to ~eprescnt 50 year incre-
ments between 1000 and 12 , 000 years B. P. The remaining 
sect ion of the core down t o a depth of 1373 meters ~as 
cut to represent 200 year increments (Fig 10). The 
lowest 17 meters of si l ty icc were not considered 
since i t s mode of creat i on is still open t o question 
(Dansgaard et al . 1971) . 
The main advantage of icc- core d:J.t a over t he sca-
~orc data as a c l imatic indicator is the fact that the 
icc-core data offer s t he poss ib il i ty of a continuous 
:;cd imcntary sequence from h•h i ch data for time interval s 
as short as a J<.>cadc or less can be cxtroctcd, the 
only l imi t at ions being ohl itcration of i sotopic gra-
dients by diffus ion in soli d i cc (Dansgaard et a l. 
1971). For the purpose- of stuJy in~ the degree of sto-
cha sticlty in climat ic changes created by random pro-
cc~ses in the earth's environment , a time series whi ch 
can resolve climatic fluctuations of short duration is 
mos t important . 
The dls~dvanta.ge of t he ic:e-corc dat a in compari-
son to t he sea-core data is basical1v in their r e l a-
tive lengths of record . Sea cores offer the possi -
bility of deriving hundreds of thousands to millions 
of year s of cl imatic hist ory cover ing the ent i r e 
Plc i stoccne epoch 1\i th all the ~lad a 1 stages•. 1\'here--
as, the total ice-core profile from the Camp C.:-ntury 
:;i te repr esents s 1 ight l y more t han a hundred t housand 
years which covers only the last main ~lacial or ll'i s -
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consin s t age of the Plei stocene epoch . Data f r om the 
Byrd Station corr in the Antarctic offer a longer re-
cord but s t udies show that the c l imat e of the Byrd 
Station regi.on is extremely compl icated 1•hich makes 
climatic interpretation from the i sotopic record very 
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Fig . 10 . Lat e Plei stocene Oxygen- 18 curve for t he ice 
core from Camp Century, Greenl:md . OX)'gen-18 
va l ues are gi ven in 200-year int ervals . La-
bel s show tent ative interpr etations i n Euro -
pc:tn :l•ld North American terminology for 
various glacial events of the lat e Pleist o-
cene epoc h (from Dansgaar d ct al . i n Tur eki -
an, ,•d . , 1971) . 
(3) Tcmper~ture Rcl~tionship 
Dans_gaard (1964 ) pres~nts a graph lvhi ch shows 
3 stron~ correlation between the annual mean value of 
6(01 81 ~nd the annual surfac~ air temoer ature t . The . a 
5(0 18) values of precipitation were taken over a wide 
trmpcrature range incl uding values from ~orth At lantic 
coast and r.rccnlanJ ice- cap stations . The gr aph is 
~hawn In Fig. 11 and the equation is 
6(018) = 0.695 t - 13 . 6 
:l 
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Fig . 11 . The annual mean Oxygen- IS value of prec i pi-
tation as a function of thu annual mean air 
tt~mpcratur<i at surfacu . Tlw figures in pa-
r enthesis indicate the total thickness (i n 
em) of the investigated sno~ layers ( from 
LJansgaarJ, 1 %-~ ·,, (S~IOii, standard mean ocean 
l<ater) . 
LJcspi te the strong geographical corrc·lat ion be-
tween 6(01 ~) and nir temperature u~ ing present day 
d<Jta , Dansgaard et al . (1 969 , 1971) cmphasi : eu that 
the 6(01 A) profi l e of the i c0 core should not be 
strictly interpretud as a pa l eo-temperature record 
since ot her parameters may influence t he isotopic com-
position as IYt' ll. Their reasons arc rnumrratrJ as: 
(a) t he deeper strata originated further inland 
where pcrhap~ slightly different climatic condition~ 
existed ; 
(b) th~' i so topic compoSltlon of sea ~Vater, l<hi.ch 
provides the moisture for the preci pitation changes; 
(c) the ratjo of summer t o 1.-inter precipitation 
possibly changed; 
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(d) the mean meteorologica l 1\'ind pat tern poss i -
bly changed; 
(e) the flo~ pat t ern of t he ice in t he accumula-
tion area po ssibly changed; and 
(f) t he thickness of t he i ce sheet 
changed . 
possibly 
They suggest ed , however, that a gi ven incr ease in 
6(o1B) may br properly i nt erpreted as a consequence of 
,;armi ng and a decr E>ase a~ a conscoucnce of coolin~ . 
In any case , they conclude that ·the c5(Q1-3) curv~ , 
1\hile valid primarj ly for the North Creenl:md area, 
sh01vS a general trend for the> past i 5 , 000 ye<~r:; t h:H 
agrees qui te well with other part s of the world 
(4 ) Chrono logy of Ice Core~ 
The value of the isotopi c curves for the icc corrs 
depend s upon a kno,~ ledge of t he age of the ice in 
quest i on. For shallo,,- core~. it i s possi ble to e~­
tabl ish an absol ute time scal e by measuring seasonal 
oscillations in the isot opic compos i tion of the ice 
and count the summer i sotopic maxi ma cont i nuously from 
thesu-rface t o determi.ne annual l ayers . l'or deep cores, 
however , molecular diffusion in the sol id ic!J 1-1i l l 
gradually obl iterate the short - term oscillations so 
that the counting technique becomes impract i cal as the 
depth increases beyond a certai n 1 i mi t corre-sponding 
t o not more than a fe~ thou$and years (Dansgaar d et a L 
1969) . 
Radioactive isotope dating t echniques have not 
yet been developed to the degree that they can no~ be 
appl i ed to calibrate ic e cores from deep- bore hol e~ . 
For example , it h'a~ found in recent tests of a technj-
que for sampling C-14 from icc "in s i tu" that 1 ton of 
glacier i ce 1;as requin.•d to perform the measurement 
(Oansgaard et a I . 1969) . 
As a consequence, Oansgaard et al . (1969 , 19i l ) 
ra~orted to a theoret ical lee flo~ model to de-ve l op a 
prel iminary time scalr for the Camp Century icc core. 
The model is based on a generally accept ed glac ier 
f low theory ~ith r easonabl e assumpt i ons concerning the 
parameters that inf luence it . The prelimi nary time 
scale obtained from the theoretical mode l v.·as furt her 
adjust<.•d b)' ca lcu l ating the l'ouricr po~<cr spectra fo r 
the 200 year sampl es in sliding l O,OilO yrar interv'-115 
t o detect persistent oscillations. This provided t he 
data for a step-wise corr ec ti on of the preliminary 
time scale . r or detai l ~ of t hvir dat ing technique , 
reauers should r efer t o Dansgaarcl et al. (1 971) . A 
brief discussion of the technique i ~ prcsentedin 
Chapter \'T l. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE MILANKOVICH ASTRONOMICAL THEORY OF 
LONG-TERM GLOBAL VARIATIONS OF INCOMING 
SOLAR RADIATION 
4. 1 General 
This chapter outlines the basic concept s of t he 
~tilankovich astronomical theory . The outline is des-
criptive ln nature and is intended to be a concise and 
convenient back~round reference for the presentat ions 
given i n this study . For detailed and complete mathe-
mat ica l treatment of the subject, the reader is refer-
r ed to the work of Vernekar (1972) and t he original 
work of Milankovich (1941) which has been translated 
into Engl ish from German by the Israel Program for 
Scient ific Trans l ation , Jerusalem (1969) . Since the 
basic hypothesis in this investigation of determinis-
tic-stochastic models of long-term climatic changes is 
hased on the concept that i t s deterministic component 
is produced by a transformation of the almost-periodic 
astronomical process, review of the ~ilankovich theory 
is ~iven special attention. 
The astronomical theory is commonly referred to 
as the ~lilankovich theory in recogn1t1on of the fact 
that his r t~orous mathematical treatment of the pro-
blem gave it ~ firm theoretical ground . In addition 
to the astronomical c;tlculation~ , Milankovich develop-
ed a physical model to describe the effect of changes 
in incomin~ radiation on surface air temperatures and 
relnted the calculated air temperature fluctuations to 
the )!lucia! and inter,c:lncial periods of the Pleistocene 
epoch. I li ~ ~.·or\.. on t ht• nstronomic;'ll theory is seldom 
queqioncd hu t his qu;tnttt:ttivc e~timates of theastro-
nomtcal effects on atmospheric temperature and !(l acia-
tion have been a ~ubjec t of "' ide controversy. Much of 
hl ~ ~let L'Ol'\1 I0/1, i c;l l ;1n; 1 l~·~e~ ~rcms to have he en super-
ceded Plitchell, l9~R). This chapter is concerned 
only 11'i t h the .lt il:tnl..ovich ~tstronomical theory and not 
1vi th tl1c )I i lankov i..:h phys ical model of atmospheric 
temperature and gl ac iation . 
4. 2 The Basic ' lot ions of the Earth 
( I) Short Period Variations 
Once each ~4 hours the eart h rotates on its axis , 
spinninj! from "·est to east on its path around the sun 
cau~inj! diurnal variations in many geophysical and 
hydroloj!ic phenomena and producing the daily cycle . 
Once each month the moon makes a complete revolution 
around the earth causing almost-periodic oscillations 
in tides and related hydrologic phenomena and pro-
ducing the lunar cycle . Once each year the earth moves 
in an ell iptlc orb it around the sun causinj! the annual 
periodic variation of incomin~ solar radiation re-
crived over the whole planet and producing the annual 
cycl c . 
(2) Long Period Variations 
As determined from celestial mechanics t he l ong-
term variations in the el ements of the earth ' s orbit 
are due to the interaction between the earth and eight 
other principal planets, namely, ~tercury, Venus , ~1ars , 
.Jupiter, S:1turn, Uranus, :'<leptune and Plut o . Changes 
in the gravitational field accompanying motions of t he 
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planets resul~ in perturbat ion of the earth's orbit 
and its axis of rotation . Three parameters are used 
to describe changes in the earth ' s motion as a function 
of time . These parameters are : eccentri city of the 
orbit, tilt or obl iquity of the ecliptic, and preces-
sion . \'ernekar (1972) has recomputed ~!i lankovich ' s 
results fo l lowing essentially the mathematical and 
theoretical treatment developed by ~1ilankovich but 
with corrections , modifications and more accurate 
equations derived by subsequent res earcher s including 
Brouwer and van Woorkom, Sharaf and Budnikova, and 
Vernekar . Figure 12 shows diagramatically the various 
motions of the earth. Variations of the three para-
meters, eccentricity, tilt, and precession, are shown 
as a function of time in Fig. 12. 
Eccentricity . The earth and moon trace an ellip-
tical path in their annual orbit around the sun with 
the sun at one focus . The sun ' s gravity acts on the 
earth and moon as if they were coupled into a giant 
dumbbell . It is the center of the dumbbel l mass, 
rather than the center of the earth ,,•hich moves in a 
smooth elliptical orbit (Fig . 12, dashed line) . The 
center of the earth follows a serpent ine path (Fig . 12, 
dotted line). The earth-moon system does not quite 
retrace its orbit in successive years . ll'ith each re-
volution, it begins a path in a position slight l y 
counterclockwise from the previous . Over the past 4 
mil l ion years,Vernekar has calculated the eccentricity 
of the orbit to vary from a minimum value c l ose to 
zero which was reached 534,000 year B.P.• to a maxi-
mum val ue of 0 . 061 which was obtained 2,775 , 000 years 
B.P. It can be seen on Fig. 13, upper gr aph, that 
variations in eccentricity exhibit an almost-periodic 
movement with maxima and minima changi ng in ampl i tude 
and spacing with time. The aver age time for one com-
plete oscillation has been 93,000 years over t he past 
4 million years. 
Ti lt or Obliquity of the Eclipitic . The i nterac-
tions between the earth and other bodies in t he plane-
tary system lead~ to an oscillatory change in the tilt 
of the earth ' s axis with respect to the orbital plane. 
The t i 1 t has varied from 24 . 51 degrees to 22.10 de-
grees in the past 4 million years with an almost-
periodic movement averaging 41,000 years per one com-
plete oscillation. The present value of the tilt or 
obliquity is 23.44579 degrees. 
Precession of the f:quino xes . Because the eart h 
has an oblate shape which is flattened at the poles 
and bulging at the equator, the sun's gravitational 
attraction of the equatorial belt tends to pull the 
earth ' s axis of rotation t owards the vertical in rela-
tion to the plane of the orbit . The external force 
applied to a rotating body causes the tilted axis of 
the earth to swing ponderous l y around in a tight eire le 
to trace a double conical figure much l i ke the wob-
bl ing of a spinning top . The movement is called pre-
cession and has un almost-periodic movement averaging 










TILT OR OBLIQUITY 
ANNUA L ORBIT OF EARTH AROUND 
SUN 
PATH OF ECCEN T RICIT Y 
ECCENTRICITY 
Fig . 12. The motions of the earth (from Imbrie and Kipp, 1971, after 
Yernekar, 1968) . 
21,000 years per one complete oscilla tion . This means 
that the line joining the equinoxes Of the earth ' s 
orbit will make one complete revolution of the orbit 
in t his time , on the average . 
The cycles attributed to the various astronomical 
causes are sho"11 graphicallr on Fig . 14. The dailr , 
monthly, annual, and 11.3 years sunspot cycles arc 
undisputed periodic movements "'ith known physical 
explanations . The 21,000, 41,000 and 93,000 year, 
the average periodicities arc the result of the ~lilan-
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kovich mechanism, and almost-periodic astronomic pro-
cesses of eccentricity, t ilt, ~nd precession. These 
almost-periodic movements r epresent avera!!e frequencies 
and not exact cycles as in the case of trul y periodic 
process with comensurate frequencies . 
4 . 3 Milankovich Theorv for Long-Term Variations i n 
Incoming Radiation 
The three above de~cribed concurr ent motion~ of 
the earth do not havt commensurate frequencies. At 
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Fig. 14. Periodicities and almost-periodic movements due to astromical 
causes . 
one time, th«¥11'ill reinforce each other, and at another 
time ~~·ill oppose each other in their effect on the 
radiation received at a given point on t he earth's 
surface. Vernekar (1972) following Mil ankovich ' s 
model has recomputed t heir integrat ed effect on the 
influx of sol ar ener~y r eceived by t he upper atmos-
phere as a function of lat itude , a nd seasonal time. 
The results are expressed in langleys per da] . I t is 
important t o emphasi:e t ha: t he total infl ux of heat 
received at the top of t he ear th ' s at mospher e over a 
year is a constant in t he Mi l ankovich model. The 
changes are in the seasonal and l:• t <t udonal d i~t ribu­
tion pattern. 1 t should t>r notl·t! t h:tt t.,•cau~,. of t h!• 
unequal duration of the astr onon:ical S<Jmm<•r a mi 11·intC'r 
half-years, the comparison of t h<· av c- r:~v•· int <·u<it~· of 
insolation durin~ summer or ~; intC'r hal f - y,·ar:. fn•m onr 
geolo~ical time to anot her yicl d~ <lll l ~· au :.pprox1mat •· 
resul t . Milankovich, ther efor e , d< · f ll~<·d " c.ll o r·ir" 
half-years of equal duration such t h:1t t h<· c<•n traq in 
the i nsol ation between t he t~o·o hal Vl· ~ b m.<x 11nur. •. Three 
di mensiona l p l ot s of the result~ :tn· ~:iv o· n 1•, l'rrnr~ar 
ar e pr esented in Appendix of t h 1" p:q•<· l . 
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The compl ex mathemati cal fo rmul ae deve loped to 
compu~:e the long- t erm var i ations in seasonal contrast 
of sol:~.r radiation at tho diffenmt l:ttitudes arc de-
tailed by Vernekar (197~) . An excel l ent non -mathema-
tical de~cription of t he effect~ of the earth ' s motion 
on 1011g-term changes i.n the sea~onal and l atitudinal 
distribution pattern is givdn b~ Br oecker and van Donk 
( 1970). Essentially , the radiation received by the 
earth as a whole on any given d3y depends on the posi -
tion of the earth in i t s orbit . If t he earth happens 
ro be a t t he Ion~ end (aphel ion) of the orbit, less 
than average radiation 1\i.ll be received , and if it i.s 
at the short end (perihel ion) of the orbit, more t han 
average radiation will be received . Thus during 
periods of high eccentricity, the seasonal contr asts 
wil l be enhanced and duri ng periods of low eccentricity 
t he seasonal cont rasts wi l l be r educed . 
The magni tude of the precessional effect on sea-
sonal contrast i n solar radiat ion i s r elated to the 
eccentricity of the earth ' s orbit . If the orbit were 
perfectly circular , precession would have no effec t 
on seasonal contrast . Since t he orbit is ellipt i cal , 
changes in eccentricity have a considerable modulating 
effect on the amplitude of the 21,000 vear aver age 
precess ion cycle . As a resul t of precess i on, the 
summeT season or the winter season can occur either at 
the short end of t he ellipse or at the .long end of t he 
ellipse . During periods 1;hen summer occurs at the 
s hort end of the ellipse , the days will be warmer than 
duri ng period~ 1vhen summer occurs at "the long end of 
the ellipse . I t i$ clear that the t wo hemispheres are 
exactly out of phase with respect to this effect. 
When the northern hemisphere is having a reduced sea-
sonal contrast, the southern hemisphere will be having 
an enhanced contrast . Effects due t o precession do 
not show a marked l atitude dependence. 
The tilt effect on seasonal changes in solar 
radi acion is s t rongly latitude dependent, being almost 
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absent at low latitudes and greate$t at the pole. For 
example, at 450:-J, t he mean sumr.1er r adi ation increasds 
by 1. ::! percent for eoch 1 dep·ee i.ncrea~e in ti 1 t, 
•.;hiJe at 65°:\ , the corresponding change is 2. 5 percent 
(Broecker and van Donk,l970).During periods of gr eat er 
tilt the seasonal contrast is enhanced and during per-
i ods of smaller tilt the contras t is reduced. The t~o 
henisphcres respond synchronous ly to the r.ilt eff ect. 
Since t i lt effect i~ i n phase for the th'o hemis-
phere~ and t he precessional effect is not t he result-
ant changes in seasonal contr<lSt for the northlm 
hemisphere 1.;ill be different from that for the southern 
hemisphere. Because of the latitudinal dependence of 
the t ilt effect , curves of l ong-term insolation values 
for different latitudes will differ i n detai ls. 
Anal ~ses of the po1;er spectr um of insolation 
vuria t ions over t he past 2 mi 11 ion years for every l 0 
degrees of l atitude i n the northern hemisphere start-
ing at :;oN lot i tude have been carried out for both the 
summer and lvinter hal f-vears. Plots of their po1.;er 
spectrum de>nsi tics ar e sho1m in f'i gs . 15 and lti. 
I t is impor tant to stres s that vari ations in the 
intensity of solar radiation computed from the ~l ilan­
kovich model are the result of three variables which 
do not have commensurate frequenc i es . I t is t herefore 
r easonabl e to C'xpect a lmost-periodic movements in th<: 
long-term variations of incoming solar radiation . I f 
we assume the t hree variables to be independent with 
average perioJ icit ies of 9~ . 000 , ~ 1, 000 and Jl,OOO 
year~ , r espectivel y, then it can be expected that t he 
ampl itud~s and periodicities of the long- t erm insola-
t ion variations wi ll not begin to rep~at itself until 
a time span of 78 trillion year s have elapsed.. The 
t ime span is the product of the t hree periodicitie~ . 
Thus, such repetition has not occurred during the life 
span of the earth . 
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Fig . 16. Spectral density graphs of i ncoming sola1· radiation for th<' .:.tlo-
ric 1dnter- hal f >'ear at se l ected I atiludcs iu the uor·thcrn hc1nis · 
phcre. 
The insolation data used in the spectral analrsis are expressed as dedations in langl cys per day from the ir 1950 i\ . 0. \'alue s 
a t 1000- year intervals from 2,000 , 000 years before the present (BP) to 119,000 years after the present (AP) . 
CHAPTER V 
M ODEL FORMULATION 
5.1 General 
The existing models of long-term climat ic changes 
can be divided into three broad categories . In the 
first categories are the model s which attempt to ex-
plain the causes for the onset of a major ice age. 
These models are generally descriptive in nature and 
cannot provide the explanations for the 1vaves of gla-
ciations that are known to have occurr ed within the 
Pleistocene epoch. 
In t he second category are the models which 
attempt to expl ain c l imate oscillations within the 
Pleistocene epoch . ~lost of t hese models are concerned 
with the problems of providing an absolute chronology 
of Pleistocene events rather than the development of a 
tool for use in the prediction of future events . Typi-
cal of.' these models arc the onc.-s '-''hich attempt to cor-
re lit~ glacial phases determined from geological, 
paleontological, and other evidences with the m1n1ma 
of summer radiation as defined bv the ~lilankovich 
theory. The curve of summer radiation for 65oN has 
been most 1.-idely used for this purpose. Other models 
such as the Emili.mi and Geiss model (1957) provide a 
comprehensive theory for glaciat i ons and their causes ; 
ho .. evcr, they are mainly descript ive or conceptual 
without support of a mathematical model for the pur-
pose of quantitative prediction . 
ln the third category are the phy~ically-ba!<cd 
mathematical models which try to take into account all 
essenti~l component~ of t he heat balance of the earth-
atmosphere system and all important feed-back mechan-
isms (Matthews et al., ~ds., 1971). 
These models :~rc r.1ainly in the l.'arl~· stages of 
development and are conSt:lntly improving a~ larjter and 
fa~ter computer :< become ~tvai l ablc. Eventua lly these 
model R will provide a hettcr insiAht into the impact 
of chanACS in the atmospheric , oceanic , and terres-
trial environments on the lon~-term climate; but at 
present their :~pplications arc still restricted to 
relatively short-term predictions. 
The investi~ation of this papt'r is based c.-ntircly 
on t he avail able core data with the objective of 
analy:in~ lon~-term climatic changes as a dctc.-rminis -
tic-stochastic process. Deterministic component of 
the process is in the form of an almost-periodic ~avc­
ment. ~1athematical models will be developed to permit 
quantttative projections considering both the deter-
ministic and stochastic componen ts . The f ollowing two 
:~ssumptlons arc basic to the study: ( 1) the Milanko-
vi ch astronomic theory of the orbital and axial 
motions of the earth is valid and the ::~athcnatical 
representations of the long-term variations in the 
insolation are correct; and (2) for the purpose of 
th is study, it is not necessary to resolve questions 
concerning the exact interpretation of the o(o 1B) 
curves derived from sea- sediment and ice-sheet cores, 
because the assumption is made that thegc curves are 
related to terrestria l glacial events and consequently 
reflect effects of long-term cli~~tic changes . 
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5.2 ~Process-Response ~odel 
The study of long- term climatic changes on a 
palco-time scale can be conveniently expressed as asys-
tem of processes .1nd responses. Figure 17 .• illustTat es 
a process -response model developed for this purpose, 
1~i th the basic process controlled by the ~lilankovi.ch 
theory. The long-term changes in latitudinal radiant 
energy supply can be considered as the basic input 
process. Changes in general climate refl ected by 
changes of the indices of Oxygen-IS concentration in 
the Rea sed iment and ice core are considered the inte-
grated response of interest in this study. Other fac-
t ors in the model can be viewed as either intermediate 
processes or intermediate responses depending on the 
research interest and objective of any particul ar study. 
In this stud~ all the intermediat e factors are lumped 
togc.-ther in a black-hox or gray-box approach. 
This model illustrates the conplexity of the in-
terrelationships between the various factors. As stat-
ed in several places of the previous text,the physical 
basis of the deterministic co~ponent is derived from 
perturbations exerted on t he orbital and axial motion 
of t:te earth by planetary forces Nhich produce changes 
in the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of solar 
energy at the upper atmosphere . The physical basisof 
stochasticltY in long-term climatic changes embraces 
many aspects of the earth-atmosphere -ocean environ -
ments . The most i~portant of these arc: the periodic-
stochastic fli.tering of incoming solar radiation by 
the.- atmosphere; the energy flux exchange between the 
ocean and atmosphere 1•h ich is mainly controlled by 
periodic-~tochastic processes of atmosphere, but also 
by th~ ocean ' s own circulation, sea level , heat content 
·md :llht>do chan)i!e!' due to sea-ice formation; the physi-
=al characteristics of the land masses including the 
presence of continental ice sheet, albedo, thermal ca-
pacity, surface water , relief, aerodynamic roughness , 
and the.- many other geophysical , chemical and bio-
lo~ical random processes that are going on continually 
at the earth's !'urface and in the earth's crust; and 
the hi~hly stochastic environment of the atmospherein-
cluding its circulation pattern, heat and moisture 
contc.-nt, ~aseou~compo~ition, turbidity and cloudiness . 
Because of the complexity of the system, a "lumped" 
or "black- box" approach in model formulation seems 
appropriate. 
The "lumped" approach is particularly valid at 
the stage when quantitative data still arc lacking on 
almost a l l a~pects of the sys t em. The use of various 
dating techniques related to t he s tudies of f lo raand 
fauna fossi l s, ~en-level fluctuations, and glacial 
deposits has provided vast amounts of qualitative in-
formation on many of the processes and responses. How-
ever, quantitative information for systems analysis is 
just about l imit~d to data derived indirectly through 
the ~li Jankovich theory and from st'a sediments and ice 
cores . 
5 . 3 General Hrpotheses and Assumptions 
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(1) The models are to be applicable only within 
the past few mil l ion years on the assumption that the 
configuration of the earth's surface relative to the 
mountains, continents, and oceans have remained 
substantially the same during this period, except that 
the ocean l evel has fluctuated due to the ice-sheet 
build-up or disappearance . Thus the effects of ~eo­
tectonic plate movements, such as conti nental drift , 
polar wandering and mountain building , and the astro -
physical influences "'hich are highly speculative , are 
not a conside:ation in this study. This assumption is 
particularly important since the physical causes of 
climatic changes are not one but many and the more im-
portant of these may not be the same i n going from one 
period of geo logic history to another or from one time 
scale of change to another (Mitchell, 1968). 
(2) Solar constant is assumed to be unchanging 
over time , but the amount of incoming solar radiation 
r eceived at the top of the eart h ' s atmosphere is ~ 
sumed to vary with time fo r the various seasons and 
l a t i tudes in an almost-periodic manner according to 
t he Milankovich theory, producing a deterministic com-
ponent in long-term climatic changes. 
(3 ) The determinist ic component incorporates the 
feedback effect from the growth and retreat of conti-
nental ice sheets . 
(4) Randomness or stochasticity is due primarily 
to the influences of the earth's atmosphere, ocean, 
and cont inental surfaces . 
(5) Long-term cl i mat ic conditions are reflect ·ed 
i n the o(o1 8) values derived from sea sediments and 
icc cores. 
(6) Changing values of 6(0 1 ~) reflect changing 
climatic conditions , namely: of air temperature, sur-
face water temperature, ice - sheet vo lume or some com-
binations of these factors . 
(7) The core data prescribe the upper and lower 
boundar ies for values of the deterministic component 
corresponding to a non-glacial interval and to an in-
ten•al of maximum glaciation, respectively . 
(8) A non-glacial interval contains no continen-
tal icc sheet except for Greenland and Antarctica 
According to a theory of Fairbridge (1961), the Green-
land and Antarctica ice sheets did not melt during the 
r adiation oscillation of t he last one-half million 
years partly because of their bowl-shaped basins which 
prevented excessive calving at the margin of the icc 
sheets and partly because of the tremendous albedo of 
the high latitude ice. During a non-glacial i nterval , 
alpine gl aciers can exist at high altitudes at all 
latitudes. 
5 .4 Basic Assumptions Relating Milankovich Insolation 
Variations t o the Growth a~Retreat of lee Sheets 
Initiation . Initiation of a continental ice sheet 
can occur only during long intervals, of say 5000 years 
or more, of mild winters with cool summer s . This will 
occur when the poles are most nearly perpendicular to 
the ecliptic resulting in t he suppressi9n of seasonal 
contrasts . Mild winters produce high evaporation from 
the oceans at low latitudes and consequently lead to 
great snowfall and accumulation on the continents at 
both high latitudes and high altitudes . Cool summer s 
result in l o"· ablation r ate of the sno" and decrease 
the elevation of the sno"•-1 inc thus permitting snO\\' to 
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accumul ate through the summer. Over several mi l lennia, 
the sno"· accumulation forms into an ice sheet starting 
at the high latitudes and on the high mountaineous 
regions of the midlatitudes. 
Growth and Retreat . A continental ice sheet , once 
initiated can retreat and advance in response to the 
long- term increase or decrease in solar radiati on 
following the almost-periodic fluctuations in the in-
coming solar radiation. However, it is affected by 
large random effects of earth's environment or1g1n . 
While the ice sheet is still relatively small, increase 
in summer radiation and reduction in \\•inter radiation 
over several mi l lenia can cause substantial retreat of 
the ice sheet due to high ablation during the warm ~ 
mers and low snow accumulation during the cold and dry 
"inters. 
As the ice sheet grows in size, the albedo of the 
icc >l'i ll reflect as much as 70 percent of the i ncoming 
solar radiation back into space, thus nullifying t he 
effect over a large area of any seasonal increase in 
solar radiation . This f eedback effect further de-
creases the temperature and reduces the melting, even 
in summer . The general atmospheric circulation pat-
tern is l ikel y to become a l tered by the presence of 
the ice sheet in such a manner as to become favorable 
to the per petuation of the ice (Mitchell, 1965) . An 
ice sheet, once start ed, thus tends to provide its O'-'n 
impetus for growth. Nevertheless , during an interval of 
high summer solar radiation, small r etreat of the i ce 
sheet can occur due to melting at t he southern edge of 
the icc sheet and calving of ice ~locks into the sea 
as iceber gs . With the onset of another interval of 
mild winter and cool summer, the ice sheet wi 11 once 
again advance. Alternate periods of r etreat and growth 
will continue until the ice sheet has reached a lati-
tude of about 40 degrees north which was about the 
southern limit of the Laurentide ice sheet in North 
America during the late Pl eistocene epoch. Once the 
ice sheet attains th is critical dimension, conditions 
become altered in such a way as to become favorable to 
the destruction of the ice sheet. 
Deglaciat ion. Deglaciation of the ice sheet will 
occur once the ice sheet has grown to t he maximum ex-
tent onl y during an interval when hot summers and cold 
winters are in phase at all northern l atitudes . At 
maximum devel opment, ablation by summer melting under 
greater solar energy input at the lower latitudes will 
begin to balance advance of the ice front. The volumes 
of col d glacial 1~ater returned to the neighbor ing 
oceans will enable part s of the North Atlantic to 
freeze over . 
As a result, the glacial anticyclone will increase 
markedly in extent thus cutting off the supply of 
north-bound moisture to the ice sheet by diverting 
approaching westerly depressions in the northern tem-
perate zone t o a more southerly course. Suppl i es of 
new snow t o the ice sheet may be virtually nil . It is 
obvious that even the most intense cold cannot produce 
snow when water vapor is absent in the air. The ice 
sheet becomes stagnant . Ablation at its edges soon sur-
pass the rate of spread of the ice and retreat f r om 
the maximum ~egins. With the advent of an interval of 
hot summer s and cold dry winters , the retreat is very 
rapid and the en tire ice sheet can be dissipated within 
a short int erval of a few thousand years . Thus t he 
growth and decay of a continental ice sheet as indi-
cated ~Y the oxygen-isotope records of the sea cores 
has a dominant asymmetric sawtoothed-cyclc. The saw-
toothed cycle has been pointed out by Broecker and van 
Donk (1970) and ven den Heuvel (1966). 
5.5 Support for the Basic Assumptions 
Init i ation . According to Milankovich (1941) , one 
of the more important climatic effects of long-term 
variations in the seasonal ~md latitudinal distribution 
pattern of incominjl solarradiat ion is in the di5place-
ment of the sno••line. A low sno<\"line during the summer 
5eason implies low sno·~elt. A mathematical expression 
~as developed by Milankovich relating the present -day 
elevation of the snowline at the different latitudes 
to the amounts of insolation received at the respective 
latitudes duringthe caloric summer-half year. Assuming 
interglacial periods within the Pleistocene to be 
similar to the present, t he results from the sno1,·line 
mode l i n conjunction with the radiation curves for the 
various latitudes can be used to identify the position 
in time at which conditions may be suitable for 
i nit iation of glaciers and ice sheets. 
For this study the mathematical expression devel-
oped by ~1ilankovich is revised on the basis of the 
present-day insol ation values given by Vernekar (1972). 
The present-day snowline elevations at the various 
latitudes are assumed to have the same val ues as that 
used by ~lilankovich following the work of Koppen. The 
data are fitted to a third-order polynomial rather 
than the linear function used by ~lilankovich. The eq.Ja-
tion is 
H = -33,1259.88 + 1239. 60 Qs - 1 . 557 Q! + 0 . 00066 Q~. 
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H is the elevation of the snowline in meters 
is the caloric summer half-year insolation in 
langleys per day . Curves of the basic data are pre-
sent ed in Fig 18 and the results are plotted in Fig 19. 
~li lankovich refers to "H" as the "solar altitude" 
of the snow limit because the value depends only on 
the summer insolat ion value. Other factors ~hich 
affect the elevation of the sno1~ l ine such as temper-
ature, precipitation,and ocean currents are considered 
bv ~ilankovich as secondarv influences. These in-
f.luences arc excluded in the. snovdine model by assuming 
that they arc uniformly active a ll over the earth ' s 
surface . For our purposes, the "solar altitude" may 
be termed the deterministic component and the effects 
of the other influences may be termed the stochastic 
component . 
The application of the snowline model to the pre-
sent study m::y be ill ustr;:;ted by the followiJ\g hypothe-
tical example. Consider an area at latitude 750N near 
the Arctic Coast with an average elevation of 10 me-
ters . The present-day snow limit at 7SON is 475 meters 
(from Fig. 18) . According to the snowline model, a 
drop in summer insolation of 14 langlcys per day from 
the present-day value is required to lower the snow-
line from 475 meters el evation to 10 meter elevation . 
Thus by inspe~ting the summer insolation curve for 
750~ latitude, it is possible to identify those posi-
tions in time at which 1n1t1ation of an ice sheet 
could occur in the ~rca assuming interglacial condi-
tions prevailed prlor to those times. 
Simi larly, consider Mt. Synth at an elevation of 
~OOO .. meters at S0°N latitude . Once again , according 
tO Koppen I the present snowl ille at S0°N lati cude is 
2600 meters. Th<: sno1~line model requ.1.res a Jrop in 
summer insolation of 32 langleys per Jay from the pre-
sent day values to lower the snowline from 2600 meters 
to 2000 meters (from Fig. 19) . Thus by inspeccing th<l 
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summer insolation curve for 50°~ latitude, it is pos-
sible to identify those positions in time at 
initiation of an alpine glacier can occur at Mt. 





Furthermore, an examination of the winter insola-
tion curves fqr the lOh' latitudes will shoN ~~hether 
the positions in time coincide with interval s of mi ld 
winters. ~tild winters at the 1o1> latitudes coincidin~ 
h'ith cool summers at the hi~h l:J.titudes should lead to 
great er precipitat ion in winter and reduce ablation of 
snow in summer, thus induc in~ the initiation and ~rowth 
of ice caps . 
The concept described above plays a vital role in 
t he modeling procedure presented in Chapter IX. The 
model of the determinist ic component is so structured 
that computations must start at a point in t ime cor-
responding to the end of an interglacial or the begin-
ning of a glacial period . The wrong choice of a starting 
point will produce osci llations in the deterministic 
component that are completel y at variance ~ith that 
exhibited by the oxygen-isotope curves. From this 
phenomenon, it is possible, by repeated trials using 
different starting points i n time for the model, to 
identify those positions in remote t ime within the 
Pleistocene epoch "·hen inter~lacial periods probably 
occurred . 
Growth and Retreat. Secondary oscillations 
averaging about 20, 000 years in length are evident in 
the o(oiBJ- curves during general periods of glacial 
advance. The ~rowth and retreat of the ice sheet 
suggested by these osci l lations may be explained by 
l~eertman' s theoret i cal analysis (1964) of the rate of 
growth or shrinkage of non-equilibrium ice sheets. 
Accordinl to Wecrtman, t he growth or retreat of 
an ice sheet is a function of the accumulation rate, 
ablation rate, and the rate of change of the snowline. 
As long as the total accumulation is greater than the 
total ablation , the icc sheet will grow until it 
reaches an equilibrium si:e, as it concerns the deter-
ministic component of the process. Ho1~ever , if for 
some reason the accumulation rate, the ablation rate, 
the rate of change of the snowline, or any combination 
of these quantities, vary in such a direction that the 
equilibrium size of the ice sheet becomes sma ller than 
the actua l si:e of tho ice sheet at the time, then the 
periphery of the ice sheet will become stagnant and a 
moderate decrease in accumulation or increase in abla-
tion can cause a larRC ice sheet to shrink. The hal f-
len~th L of an equilibrium-si:e ice sheet is derived 







is considered as a const ant repr esenting 
the shear stress acting at the bottom of the icc sheet 
and parallel to its be~ p the density of ic' g the 
gravi tational 3cceleratlon, s the gradient of the 
snowline, u the accumulation rate, and B the abla-
tion rate. 
~ost of i~e-sheet oscillations can be treated as 
a deterministic component resulting from the long-term 
changes in insolation at tho northern latitudes . A 
period of high insol ation during the winter-half year 
and lOh' insolation during the sur.tmer-hal f ""ill result 
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OEGRtES NORTH LATITUDE 
Fig. 1\l. Snow I ine elevation as a function of latitude ;~nd change 
in caloric su~et·-hal f year incoming solar radiation 
during any specified interva l of time. 
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Fig. 18 . Rclotionship between latitude, snowline elevation, 
and calori c summer-half year incoming solar rad iat i on 
in 1950 A.D. 
Weertman theory, this will produce a growing ice sheet. 
On the other hand, once the process enters a period of 
diminishing insol ation during the winter-half year and 
incr easing insolation during the summer half-year , 
changes in the accumulation rate, ablation rate, and 
snowline elevation over the ice sheet can r educe the 
equilibrium size to a critical level causing shrinkage 
to occur . Thus , the Weertman t heory in conjunction 
with the ~lilankovich mechanism offers an acceptable 
explanation for t he long-range deterministic oscilla-
tions in ice-sheet extension . 
Secondary influences such as volcanic and meteo-
rite activities , changes in co2 content of t he atmos-
phere, and many other fac t orspertur b the determinist~ 
aloost-periodic oscillations by introducing stochasti-
city int o the process . The mathema t ical model devel -
oped in Chapt er IX treats the process in a systems 
approach to the availabl e data rather than on a physi-
cal basis since there i s no information on pal eo-
accumulation and ablation rates at the present time . 
Deglaciation. Weertman (1964) has shown how a 
large continental ice sheet can be completely dissi-
pated within a short span of a few thousand years . The 
mechanism is the same as that described in the pr e-
ceeding sect ion. The difference bet1~een minor retreats 
during a period of general glacial advance, and com-
pl ete deglaciation i s due mainly to the degree of 
reduction in the accumulation rate, the degree of 
increase in the ablation rate, and the increase in the 
snowline elevation . The reader may refer to the paper 
by Emiliani and Geiss (1957) in which a lengthy and 
detailed discussion is presented of the pr obable ~n­
vironmental conditions and int eract ions between ice 
and ocean which led to the rapid deglaciation of the 
last ice sheet. 
In constructing the deterministic component of 
the model i n this investigation it is assumed t hat de-
gl aciation of a continental-size ice sheet can occur 
only during an interval in which summer half-year in-
solation variat ions at all northern latitudes are 
essentially in phase . Such intervals are conducive to 
high ablation rates and large increases in the snow-
line elevation. And, as stated in t he basic assump-
tions, once the ice sheet has reached continental 
proportions , t he atmospheric circulat ion pattern and 
oceanic conditior.s become altered so that the supply 
of moisture to the ice sheet is greatly reduced. Thus, 
the conditions of t he Weertman theory for rapid degla-
ciation are staisfied. 
The position in time at which conditions may be 
suitable for deglaciat ion of a continental-size ice 
sheet can be identified from the radiation curves . 
This feature is i ncorporated into the model of the 
deterministic component presented in Chapter IX. How-
ever, the degl aciation process is subj ect to high de-
aree of stochasticity created by atmosphere,ocean, and 
terrestrial factor s . 
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Synchroneity . The ~lilankovich mechanism produces 
climatic changes which are out of phase in the two 
hemispheres. This contradicts the evidences that all 
major glaciation have been world wide (Sellers , 1965) . 
This contradication can be countered with the sea-
level mechanism (Chapter II) by which glaciation in 
the sout hern hemisphere is lar gel y controlled by gla-
ciation in the northern hemisphere even though c l i matic 
events may not be in phase . In any case , cl imatic 
changes would be out of phase by only abou~ 10,000 
year s which is too smal l t o resolve conclus~vcly by 
existing dating techniques (Sellers, 1965). The ques-
tion of synchroneity is explored further in the paper 
by Emi l iani and Geiss (1957) . 
CHAPTER VI 
METHOD OF MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
6.1 General Model 
The oxygen-isotope data obtained from the sea 
sediments and ice cores can be considered as t i me 
series representing realizations of non-stationary 
geophysical processes that are governed in part by 
laws of chance. The approach used in this study is 
built on the underlying hypothesis that the original 
non- stationary process, X., can be decomposed into 
one or more deterministic1 components and a stochastic 
component which can be reduced to a second-order sta-
tionary and independent process, ~i . A further as-
sumption is made that t he two basic types of components 
of time series , deterministic and stochastic arc i nde-
pendent of each other and therefore can be superim-
posed on each other by simple algebraic equations of 
time series composition. This technique has been used 
in analysis of the structure of hydrologic time series 
by many investigators (Thomas and Fiering, 1962; 
Yevjevich, 1964; Beard , 1965; Roesner and Yevjevich, 
1966; Qui mpo, 1967; Beard, 1967; Sal as La-Cruz and 
Yevjevich, 1972a and b) . 
A general heuristic model used to describe such 
processes is given by 
in which Xi is a time dependent non-stationary hydro-
logic process sampled at equal i nt erval s of time, Di 
the deterministic component which may be periodic, 
almost-periodic, trend or jump movements, or some com-
bination of these movements, and Yi the stochastic 
component either time dependent or time independent. 
6.2 Diagnost ic Tools 
Autocorrelation analysis and spectral analysis 
are t he t \\'O main diagnostic tools used in this study 
to ascertain the structure of climatic processes re-
flected in the 6(018) time series . The correlogram 
and variance density s~ectrum offer visual aids for 
distinguishing between different t ypes of oscillatory 
t i me series. The shapes and properties of correlo-
grams and po1•er spectra of sample data are compared 
with those of known deterministic and stochastic pro-
cesses or their combinations, for advancing hypotheses 
as to the appropriate mathematical models fo r use in 
representing the time series structure . Parameter~ of 
the hypothesized model are estimated by the bestavail-
able techniques after which a suitable statistical in-
ference test is made t o accept or reject the hypothe-
sized model. 
Correlograms and po1ver spectra provide equivalent 
descriptions of stat i onary processes because they are 
mutual transformations, ~-.·ith the autocorrelation 
analysis carried out in the time domain and spectral 
analysis in the frequency domain . 
(1) Autocorrelation Analysis and the Correlogram 
Correlogram. The autocorrelation coefficient is 
a measure of the interdependence between successive 
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values of a time series at a specified lag . The corre-
logram is a graph of the autocorrelation coefficient 
pk as a function of the lag k, with ok plotted as 
ordin~tes and k as abscissas. The plotted points are 
generally connected by straight l ines to set out the 
distinguishing features of the correlogram. 
For a deterministic process represented by a 
periodic model, the correlogram is also periodic de-
pending on the harmonic components of the periodic 
model . For the usual stochastic processes in geophysi-
cal phenomena represented by autoregr essive model s , 
the correlograms will show dampening oscillations . For 
the first-order autoregressive Markov model with p
1 
positive, the theoretical correlogram decreases mono-
tonically as c
1
k, k = 1,2, . .. For an indeperdent 
stochastic process, the sample correlogram oscillates 
randomly about zero . For a time series consisting of 
only a small number of observations, sampling varia-
tions may cause the computed correlogram to deviate 
substantially from the expected population correlogram. 
For the discrete time series used in this study, 
the population autocorrelation coefficient ok is 
defined as 
E(Xi Xi+k) - E(Xi) E(Xi+k) 
E(X.)2 - (E(X.))2 
6.2 
1 l 
in which X. 
l 
and \.k are the observations at times 
i and i+l. respectively, COV(\, xi+l.) is the auto-
covariance function, and var (Xi) and var(Xi+l.) are 
the variance~ at lag 0 and lag k, 
the open scrie~ approach, the 0 k 
respectively. For 
is estimated by the 
sample value rk ' complltcd or 
1'-k N- k 
1 ~X X 1 (" 
rk = N-k . '· i i+k - lN-KJr . ~I 
1•1 1• 
6.3 
with N-k l N-k 
(-~- ;: x_l - -- (1---i.l xl. )~)1/::: 
N-k i=l 1 (N-k) ~ 
0 • 
1 
and N k N-k 
1 - __ 1_ ( r x. )'- ]1/ ::! 
[N-k ih xi+k2 (N-k)~ i=l 1+k > 0 = 2 
~ith N the total number of sample ob~ervations. 
Significance Test . Statistical inference for the 
open-series approach used in this study is based on 
the equation developed by ~U1. Siddiqui quoted in 
Yevjevich (1972b) . For normal independent variables 
in l··hich i s the Beta function. 
The above equation is applicabl e for rel at ively 
large N and ~mall ~. For ~ufficiently l3rge N (say 
N > 30) the last term 0 [ ~L J may be neglected . To make 
the above equat ion generally applicable for any size N 
and k, it is onl y necessary to replace N by the term 
~+k- 1. ~quation 6.4 has been used to set the 95 percent 
tolerance limit s in the correlogram anal yses mode in 
this study . lf the computed value of rk lies out-
side the tolerance limits, rk is examined on the 
assumpt ion that it may be s ignificantl y different from 
:cro. A t ime series is always considered random if 
all rk for k~_l l ie wi thi n the ·tolerance llmits . How-
ever, because t he o;ampling errors, a fe~· values of rk, 
corresponding to the probability level of the l imits, 
may lie out side the tolerance limit s even if t he sam-
ple is taken from an i ndependent random process. 
(~) Spectral Analysis 
Harmonic Analysis . Spect ral analysis is applied 
to both deterministic and stochastic processes . Classi-
cal Fourier or harmonic analysis techniques are used 
in decomposing oscillatory, periodic, almost-periodic 
and transient phenomena t o seek out determinist~regu­
l arities. Since the present study does not l end itsel f 
to har monic analysis for reasons which will be dis-
cussed later, the mathematical equations and associated 
tests of significance of harmonics l>ill not be repeated 
here . The equations and t heir derivation s can be found 
in many references (Yevjevich , 1972a) . 
Asp~cts of Spectral Theory . Spect ral estimati on 
t echniques in the analysis of st ochast i c processes are 
used i n searching for average frequencies rat her than 
for exac t frequencies as in the case of analysis of 
deterministic periodic processes. Spectral estimation 
rnay be used also in examinin~ average periodicities 
present i n det erministic almost - periodic processes. 
Spect ral analysis decomposes a s t at ionary time 
series into a set of frequency bands and measures the 
r elative import ance of each of these bands in t erms of 
i t s contribution t o the overall variance or power of 
the s eries . The power spectrum using s t andardi:ed 
values of the time series is essen, i ally a density 
function with the variance density of the process pbt-
ted as ordinates against their respect ive values of 
frequency as abscissas . The plotted points are con-
nected by st raight lines t o define the varianceJensity 
curve . If a band of frequencies is i mportant, the 
spectrum will exhibit a high sharp peak in this fre-
quency band. The spectral method will give an invento-
ry of al l frequencies (up t o the ~yquist f requency) 
which go into making up the series. 
It should be noted that a spectral estimat ion 
technique is based on t he assumption of stationarity 
and does not require t he ~peci fication of a model. 
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This technique, therefore, is mainly an empi rical tool. 
It does not chronicle the progress of any cycl es but 
merely denies or conf irms their existence in specif ic 
time series . ~onetheless, when knowl edge is lacking on 
either the physical phenomena !!enerating the observa-
tions or on the theory of s tochastic pr ocesses neces-
sary to model these phenomena, spectral anal ysis can 
provide clues as to major sources of variations in a 
process and detect trends, periodicities , and persis-
tence linkages within a t ime series . 
Variance Densi t y Spectrum. For the descrete time 
series used in this s tudy , the popul ation variance 
density spectrum, ·,(f), is defined as 
y( f) = ~[ 1 + 2 E p (k) cos ~11fk ] , 
k:l 
6. 5 
in ~·hich f is t he frequency, C'l(k) the autocorrela-
t i on function, and k the lag. The range of f in 
pr act ice is 0 to 0 .5. The lower limit of the frequency 
i s :ere because fmin • 1/N ; and for N~, fmin~ 0 
fhe upper limit of the frequency is the Nyquist fre-
quency for which f max • 1/ (2!\t) ; hence if 6t is ex -
pressed as a unit time period of one , then fmax "0. 5. 
In practice , the sample variance density spectrum 
i s obtained f rom an equation containing a smoothi ng 
function D(k) appl ied t o t he l i mi t ed number of the 
fi r st m values r(k) of the sample autocorrelation 
function . The equat ion for the ' 'smoothed" variance 
density spectrum is then 
m 
g(f) = 2 [1 + 2 ! D(k) r(k) cos 2dk] 6 . 6 
~·1 
in which m is the maximum lag used f or r (k) . The 
smoothing funct ion is often referred to as a weighti~, 
filter , or kernel function and is also called the lag 
1;indo1~ or spectral windo1~ depending on whether it s use 
is in the time or frequency domain . 
With a finite amount of data it is possible t o 
es t i mate only the average variance densities for a 
set of frequency bands . The spectral window isdesigned 
to give more lveiRht to the power contributed by fre-
quencies near the center of the band and suppr esses 
the contributi on of those frequencies distant from t he 
center . Thus, the smoothed power spectrum may be 
thought of as a weighted average of t he truespectrum 
t aken over some frequenci es. ~1any mathemati cal forms 
have been proposed for the spectr a l windows . The 
design or selection of window shapes is termed ~indow 
car pent ry. The rectangl'lar, Bartl ett, Tukey , and 
Par:en wi ndows are common fo r ms used in window carpen-
try (Jenkins and l~atts, 1969) . All four forms were 
examined in this s tudy with the Par:en window select ed 
for final comput ations . 
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, k > m 
with its transform in the correlogram domain 
6 . 7 
~ 
0 (k) _ l m [sin wf m/2] - 4 wf m/2 
where m is the maximum lag parameter . 
6.8 
The maximum lag controls the band-width of the 
spectral window. In practice, smoothing of the spec-
tral estimate is carried out empirically. The procedure 
is t o compute the smoothed spectral estimates ~<ith a 
\,•ide band-\,·idth and then usc progressively smaller 
band-widths to explore details of the spectrum. This 
technique is called 1dndow closing. With wide band-
widths the estimates have a small variance but large 
bias o~ distortion. With small band-wi dths, the bias is 
small but t he variance becomes large and unstable 
creating problems of interpretation. In practice, 
the desire i s t o achieve a compromise between bias va~ 
iance using the smallest band-widths consistent ~<ith 
accuracy and stability of the power spect rum estimates. 
Shapes of some smoothed power spectrum for first 
and second-order autoregressive process es are given in 
JenKins and Watts (1969) and Yevjevich (1972a) . If the 
generating process contains periodic terms , the fre-
quencies of harmonic terms of the periodic and almost-
periodic processes will appear as high sharp peaks in 
the power spectra. 
Significance Test . Jenkins as quoted in Yevjevich 
(1972a) has shown that the distribution of g(f) may be 
approximated by a chi-square distribution with t he 
equivalent number of degrees of freedom de~ending on 
the spectral window use . For t he Pa:rzen w1ndo~< , the 
equivalent degrees of freedom EDF is 
EDF " 
4
N m 6 . 9 
The upper and lower tol erance linits used for 
testing significance ar e given by 




EDF 6 .10 
where T
1 
is the upper tolerance l imit, 
er tolerance limit, and a is equal to 




0. 05 for 95 
For practical application, Yevjcvich (1972a) sug-
gests that the values of r1 and T2 should be 
increased at the two extremes by 41 percent because 
variances of spectral estimates at f=O and f .. 0. 5 
are twice as large as at ot her f requencies . 
6 .3 Deterministic Components 
The usual approach in stud}•ing the deterministic 
components in hydrologic time series is to ~ind and 
remove the trends in parameters by an appropriate ex-
ponential or polynomial model, and then find and de-
scribe the periodicities in t he para~eters by_a set of 
trigonometric functions using class1ca1_Four1er anal-
vsis t echniques . The approach for seeklng out and de-
~cribing periodicities i n par ameters of hydrolog~c 
t i me series is useful when periods can be substantl-
ated by physical considerat ions . This approach has 
been used ext ensively in hydrologic analyses f or de-
scribing tho oscillations withi n t he day and/or the 
year which are unmistakenly periodic in nature . 
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On the other hand, long-period oscillations such 
as those obser ved in tree-ring data showing such per-
iods as 80, 405, 2400 years may be the result of a sto-
chastic samplin~ ori~in rather than of a determinist~c 
nature. Classifying such oscillat ions as detero1n1St1c 
periodic is a questionable approach. 
The time resolutions of 10, SO, and 200 years 
provided by the 6(01 8) icc-core data, and about 2000 
years by the sea-sediment core data are far too coarse 
to detect any eventual deterministic short-period 
oscillations. Thus, for the purpose of this study, the 
oscillations in the 6(01 ~) curve~ with apparent perirls 
varying from .11 fe\,' decades to about 20, 000 year~ a ;e 
considered sampl ing stochastic and not determ1n1st1c 
oscillations. From physical considerations, deter-
ministic osci llations of ver y long periods are likely 
onl y a function of changing i nsolation resul ting from 
the Milankovich effect on insol ation , as the only 
causal factor described by a pr ecise mat hematica l time 
model. Other factors arc rather speculative and with-
out a quantitative mathematical support. For time 
spans of much less than about 20,000 years, the long-
term deterministic component 1.•ill appear onl y as a 
trend, representing a portion of the almost -periodic 
astronomical component . 
Trend Component . The trend components in the 
o(o18) curves of the ice-core series coveri ng time 





is the value of the deterministic trend 
component at interval i, and ~j are the pol)~Omial 
regression coefficients, t o be estimated from sample 
data. 
The regression coefficients are estimated by the 
l east squares procedure . The t -s tatistic is used to 
test the hypothesis whet her the s l ope of a l inear 
trend is significantly different f r om zero : _If the 
hypothesis is accept ed, the regression coeff1c1ents ?f 
the polynomia l equat ion are comput ed and an analys1s 
of variance based on the F-test at the 95 percent con-
f i dence l evel is applied to find the significant 
higher-order terms of the equation. 
Deterministic Modeling. The statement was made 
earlier that Fourier analysis technique cannot be 
applied in thi~ study to seek out deterministic regu-
larities in t he 6(018) time series . The reasoning be-
hind this statement is as follows . Chapter V states 
that lon~-term variations in insolation as a result of 
the Milankovich mechanism are almost-periodic move-
ments which do not have commensurate frequencies . 
Basic assumpt ion is also made that the deterministic 
component in lon~-term climatic changes as reflected 
in the 6(018) time series is the result of long-term 
variations in solar radiation. Since the oscillatory 
pattern of t he deterministic input to t he system is 
almost-periodic it is reasonable to assume that the 
deterministic output component contained in the 6{018) 
time series is also almost-periodi c . Since the 6(018) 
time series have very short records relative to the 
oscillatory characteristics and t he t ime span under 
consideration, it does not seem feasi ble t o devel op 
from the present dat a a stat istically meaningful model 
using Fourier series representation. 
The models proposed in this study ar e in the form 
of tho mathematical funct ions which are postulated by 
considerations involving inductive reasonin!( . Although 
the functions are developed empirically, t hey are de-
signed to satisfy the hypothesi s and assumptions unde~ 
lying the conceptual interpretation of the physical 
pr ocess . The aim is to specify simple yet realistic 
mathematical models 1;hi.ch t;ill generate objective and 
quantitative estimates of the physical s tates of me 
deterministic phenomena at any given point in time . 
For the purpose of this s tudy, an empirical math-
ematical model based on a simple mass-budget relation-
ship is used to describe the deterministic component. 
It was considered that more complex models using dif-
ferential equat i ons to descr ibe the process would not 
be warranted at this time in view of the accuracy of 
the time scale and the rather coarse t ime resolution 
represented by existing data as well as the limited 
amount of data that i s available for use in parameter 
estimation . In any event, the simple algebraic model 
proposed in this study apparently provides satisfac-
tory r epresentation of the deterministic component for 
a practical demonstration to meet the objectives of 
this s tudy without excessive mathemat ical invo lvement. 
Simpl icity of the model should permit easier interpre-
tation of the results. The development and form of 
the model are presented in detail in Chapt er IX . 
Similarly, an empirical mathematical model based 
on a conceptual interpretation of the sediment deposi -
t ion phenomena on the deep-sea f l oor 1;as developed to 
provide a time scale for the 6(018) data from the sea-
sediment core. Details of the model are presented in 
Chapt er VI II. 
Parameter Estimation. In t his study, the struc-
tura l configuration of the deterministic model i s as-
sumed to be r epresented by a set of mathemat i cal equa-
tions 1;ith unknown parameters that mus t be estimated 
from the data . 
The t echnique used for opt~m1:ation of the para-
meter estimations is based on the gradient or steepest 
descent method. The general l ayout of the identifier 
is shown i n rig. 20 . The parameter optimi:ation study 
was c.arried out using a computer program prepared by 
Dr . G. Johnson, Associate Director of the Colorado 
St ate University Computer Center . First and second 
partial derivatives '"ith respect to each parameter 
are d-etermined numerically to define the direction 
vectoT . Interpolation is then used to determine where 
the minimum is located along t he direction vector . The 
object ive function i n the present work is the mini mi-
zat ion of the squares of deviations between t he obser-
ved and calcul ated values . Many variations to the 
approach are described in the l iterature. For further 
details the reader may refer to Graupe (1972) and to 
the unpublished dissertation of Tuffour (1973), in 
which the mathematics of the steepest descent algori-
thm that is contained in the computer package used in 
the present study are summarized . 
6 . 4 Dependent Stochastic Component 
The stochas tic process Yi is obtained from the 
original Xi ser ies by removing the deterministic com-
ponent which appears e ither as a trend or an almost -
periodic function in the c(o18) data . The form of Eq . 
6.1 is rewritten as follows 
30 
6.12 
in which \ is the stochastic component, \ is. the 
original time series , Di is the deterministic com-
ponent in the mean which appears either as a trend or 
an almost-periodic movement. The Yi random series 
thus obtained from the 6(018) data is assumed to be 
stationary i n the mean and the variance with but one 
exception in this study . 
The stat ionary stochastic series Yi is reduced 
to a s tandardized series ti using the nonparametric 
approach based on sample estimates 
Y. - y 
1 6.13 Ci 
S(Y) 
in which S (Y) is the standard deviation of the Y. 
l. 
series , and Y the mean of Y.. The stochastic process 
l. 
'i obtained from Eq. 6.13 usually shows a time depen-
dent structure. 
(1) Dependence Mode l s of Stochastic Components 
Stationary stochastic processes with a dependence 
structure can be modeled by linear autoregressi~ 
moving average schemes . Only the autoregressive mne~ 
to/ill be used in this s tudy since they provide sa tis-
factory repr esentation of the data and have physical 
significance faT hydrologic and geophysical applica-
tions (Yevjevich , 1972a and b) . The reader may refer 
to Box and Jenkins (1970), and Jenkins and Watts (1969) 
for a thorough mathematical treatment of the various 
t ypes of l i near s tationary models . 
(2) Autoregressive Model 
The general m-th order autoregressive model is 
~iven by 
m 
e: . r a. e:. + l; i 6.14 l j=l J l- j 
in which ~ - are the autoregressive coefficients, m 
J 
is the order of the autoregressive model , and si is 
the independent stochastic component. 
variance, since var(e:1) = var(e:i_ 1) - ··· 
Eq. 6.14 can be expressed as 
m m 
In terms of 
= var (e:i-m), 
var(e: . ) = r E aka. p lk- · I var(e:i) + var ~i 
l k=lj=l J J 
6.15 
because var(e: . ) = 1, the variance of the independent 
stochastic coffiponent is 
m m 
va r ( ~ . ) = l- r I: ak aJ. P I k-J' l . 6 16 1 k=l j =l . 
Since it is more convenient in data generation to use 
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Fig . 20 . General layout of the direct search technique of parameter estimation. 
a r andom variable wit h unit variance, Eq. 6. 14 can be 
modified to 
m m m 
ti l: a . e:. ... [1 - l: l: ak a. PJk-j I )~ ~i j=l J ~-j k=l j=l J 
6 . 17 
For most hydrologic time series the above model using 
either the first- , second- or third-order will resul t 
in a good fit within the limitations of data acrur acies. 
Thus, the process ~i becomes a second-order station-
ary and st andard (0, 1) random independent var iable 
since e:i has been standardized already as a random 




(3) Parameter Estimation 
Estimates of the autoregressive parameters for 
order m is obtained in 
coefficients rk using 
and Jenkins, 1970). 
rl al + a2 r2 
r2 a l rl .,. a2 
terms of the autocorrela-
t he Yule -Walker equati ons 
... ... 
... ... 










Since the syst em of equations is linear in the 
a;, it may be solved using multiple linear regression 
estimation techniques. Standard computer program pack-
ages are r eadi l y available for this purpose . 
Est imates a. of the population autoregression 
J 
coefficients a. as a function of the estimated auttr 
J 
correlation coefficient rk are summarized below for 
the models of the first three orders. 
For the first-model where m = 1 
For the second-order model where m 
r l -rl r2 
1 - r 1 
2 
For the third-order model ~>.•here m 3 










(1 - r 2) (r 2 .,. r / - r 12 - r 1 r 3) 
(1 - r 
2
) ( 1 - 2r / .,. r) 
6 . 19 
6 . 20 
6.21 
6.22 
6 . 23 
in which rk are estima:es of the autocorrelation 
coefficient s for lag k ~nd aj are estimat es of the 
autoregressive coefficients. 
(4) Selection of the Order of the Autoregressive 
~lodel 
Several methods are used in this study to deter-
mine the appropriate orders of the autoregressive 
model s for describing the t ime ser ies under considera-
tion. This involved the use of variance density spec-
tra and correlograms . 
The first approach uses the power or variance 
density spectrum of the ti series. A visual examin-
ation of the spectrum shows whether its shape is typi-
cal of a first-order or second-order autoregressive 
process. 
The second approach assumes autoregressive models 
of various orders up t o 10. The paramet er s of each 
order are estimated and the variances of the residuals 
between the observed ti series and the values (i 
computed from t he models, arc plot ted . The order of 
the model showing the l01•est unbiased residual variance 
is selected for further analysis . Estimate of the 
residual variance is of the form 
in which S 2(m) is the residual variance of the m-th 
( 1 
order autoregressive model, t akes into 
N - 2m - 1 
consideration the degrees of freedom and aj 
estimated aut oregression coefficient s. 
are the 
The third approach is essentially a fol low-up of 
the second approach . Here , the residuals (i of Eq . 
6. 17 obtained from the t i series for an m-th or der 
aut oregressi ve model are tested for independence using 
the autocorrelation technique. If the ( i series is 
shown to be an independent random series,then the m- th 
order autoregressive model is considered as an accept-
able dependence model of the ti series . This is 
a whitening-series approach . 
The third approach is a simplified method pro-
posed by Yevjevich (1972b) . The method uses the coef-
ficient of determination Rj2• jcl , 2, 3, . . . , ns the 
crit erion for selecti on. The coeffi cient of determin-
ation indicates what portion of tho total variation of 
ti is explained by the autoregressive part of the 
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The first-order model is selected if 
6.26 
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R 2 - R 2 < 0 . 01 and R 2 - R 2 < 0. 02 2 1 3 2 -
6.29 
The second-order model is selected if 
R 2 - R 2 > 0.01 and R 2 - R 2 < 0.01 2 1 3 2 6.30 
The third-order model is selected if 
R 2 - R 2 > 0. 01 and R 2 - R 2 > 0.01 2 1 3 2 6.31 
6 .5 IndeEendent St ochastic ComEonent 
The independent st ochastic component ~i is ob-
tained by removing the autoregressive structure from 
t he dependent st ochastic component ti This is ac-
complished by Eq . 6.17 which can be rewritten as 
~i 6.32 
The ~i ser ies is then accepted as a second 
or der st ationary i ndependent pr ocess assuming that the 
autoregression coefficients are not periodic. Values 
of the ~i series are used to find a probability dis-
t ribut ion function which will best fit the empirical 
frequency di stribution. For this purpose, two sym-
metric distributions, the normal and the bilater al or 
double-branch exponential dist ributi on function are 
used as wel l as one asymmetric distribution (the three 
parameter lognormal function). 
(1) ~ormal Probability Function 
Density Function . The probability density func-
tion of the normal distribution used i s 
f(E;) cxp[- 1 (~ - 1J)2] 6.33 
ol'iTi 2o2 
in which )J i s the expected value of .;i and 0 its 
standard deviation. 
_P..:...ar_o:....t~--'.c--=t_e,r_E"-:.~-'timation . The ma:-:i mum likelihood 
estimator!' of the pa1::iiiieter~ of the normal dcnsjt;· 
function arc 
6.34 
• l X 
c = [~ ;; 
i =l 
6 . 35 
1vi th N the sample size . 
(2) Bilateral or Doubl e-Branch Exponent i a l Prob-
aoil ity Function 
Den~>i t y Function . The probability den~i ty func-
tion of the bilateral exponential dis tri but ion is 
f (O 6 . 36 
in l>'hich ~ is the expected value of the rnndom vnri-
able r,
1
, and 2S2 its vari ance . 
Parameter F.s t i mation . If a value of eit her \.! 
or S is obtained from aprior i knotdedge o f the pro-
cess , then a maximum l ikelihood estimator of the re-
maining paramet er can be derived analytical l y . If 
neither u nor 8 i s kno1;n, an empirica l approach 
us ing numerical methods may be- required to ma:dmi :e 
t he l i ke l i hood f unction for estima ting the t wo p3ra -
meters . For t he purpose of this study , it is assumed 
that an apriori kno1,rled!!e for 1- kno1m, ,,· it.h ~·0, 
because ;;i i s an i ndependent random series derived 
from E"i 1\hich has been St:lndardi:ed a~ a (0, 1) 
series . Thus the- maximum likt'li hood estimator of B 
is gi vcn by 
'\ 
~ 
l~:il r:; ~ 
i " 1 6.37 
(3) Three-Paramet er Log- Norma l Probability 
I' unction 
Densitv Functi on . ThL' thre~-p:1rameter log-normal 
prob:tbil ity den$ity functlon . is 
1 
f( ,;) = exp{- [ln(~-~0) - ~ ] 2/20" 2) .,If; 0 ( <; - ~ ) n n n o 
6 .38 
in which \1 n is the mean of 
ln (~ - i;o ) 0 n is 
t he standard deviation of In ( ~ - ~0) , and ~0 i s the 
lOio/E'r boundary or l ocation parameter. 
Parame ter ~st imation . The lo1.;er boundary .·,
0 
i~ estimated rrom the folJot;ing equntion by an itera-
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i." 1 '·· i 
- ~0 
0 6 . 39 
Once i s estimated, t he other two parameters may 
be estimated f r om the fol l oh·ing 
. 
\Jn <i . 40 
1 
N 1/2 
{-N l: [ln (E:; - ~o) - ~n] } 
i=l • 
6 . 41 
(4) Crit eria of Best Fit 
The chi -_square stat i s t ic is ust:'d excl usively in 
thi s study to t est t he goodnes' of fit of probability 
f unctions to empirical frequency distributions. In 
carrying out a test, the t otal range of sample obser-
vations i s divided into k mutually excl usive c l ass 
intervals , e a ch having an observed frequency denoted by 
N. and equal c l a ss probability denot e d by pal/k . 
1 
The measure of t he departures bet"een the ob1erved 
frequencies 1\
1 
and t he expect ed probabilities Np 
(correspondi n g to the distribution func tion to be fit-
ted) is defined as t he chi-square statistic 
k 
E 
i =l 6 . 4 2 
This stat isti c i s asymptoticall:· chi-square di stri-
buted 1\i t h k. - 1 - D degrees o f f reedom , ~Vht•rL' D i g 
the numher of parameter~ a l ready estimattld frorn t ht' 
observed data. 
The ch i-squ~re tc.>Rt prescribes the criti cal ~v3 l u~ 
x 2 for a given conf idence level so that for x· <x ., · 
0 
t he nul l hypothesis of a ~ood f it is accepted, and for 




This chapter deals 1vi th the j!eneral characteris-
tics of the data used in this study . Background 
informat ion is presented earlier in Chapters I II and 
IV. 
7. 1· Sea-Sediment Core Data 
Extensive ~;ork by Emiliani (191l6a, 1966b, 1972) 
has produced a number of 6 (018) curves for Pleistocene 
cores in the Caribbean . Four of the longest cores 
anal vs ed by Emil iani ar e from the Niami P6304 core 
series taken in the Caribbean durin~ ~ovember to 
December of 1963. The curves for the four cores are 
shown on Fig. 8. Shown on the same figure is the 
6(018) curve produced by van Donk (Broecher and van 
Dank, 1970) for Lamont core Vl:!-1::?::? which ••as also 
taken in the Caribbean . Oxygen-isotope analyses of 
selected species of pelagic foram shells were Joneat 
str atigr aphic intervals of about 10 em for al l five 
cores. The ordinates of t he cores expressed as o(oLB) 
are given in units of per mil deviation from tho 
Chicago St andard PDB-1 wi th the lowest representing 
the warmest climate (cf. Chapter III). The abscissas 
represent stratigraphic positions below the sea floor 
and are given in units of centimeters of depth from 
the top of the core. In order to convert stratigraphic 
positions to an absolute time scale, some means of 
dat i ng t he various layers within the core is needed . 
This subject is the concern of the next chapter , 
Emi liani (1966a, 1972)has examined al l four cores 
of the P6304 series for microfauna! similarities of 
stratigraphic levels based on the first appearance, 
extinction, coiling direction, and occasional eclipse 
of certain pelagic species or subspecies . Such stra-
tigraphic similarities are used as key horizons in 
correlation to provide a means of transfer of a time 
scale established by radi ometric dating f r om one core 
to other cores . Also , by examining many cores using 
micr of auna! cross-correlation techniques , it is possi-
ble to infer whether a core represents essentially a 
continuous and complete stratigraphic section. 
According to Emiliani all four of the cores from 
the P6304 series show good microfauna! correlations 
and represent complete st rat igraphic sections . Al so , 
the cores , including the Lamont Vl2-122 core , show 
remarkedly consistent fluctuation patterns in the 
o(olB) recorded which can be correlated " isually as 
indicated by the dotted lines on Fig. 8. 
Since all five cores were taken essentially from 
the sane ocean area in the Caribbean sea and are highly 
correlated it was decided that analysis of one core 
from this suite of cores I<Ould be sufficient to meet 
the objective of this st11dy . Tho locat ions of the 
cores i n ·terms of latitude and l ongitude are gi von in 
Fig. 8 . 
The Miami P6304 -9 core was selected over the 
others for the fo l lowing reasons: 
(a) P6304-9 is the longest of the five cores. 
With a lengt h of 1428 .5 cent imeters, t he core repre-
sents a possible time duration of about 500,000 years . 
This permits model testing by a split sample tccruuque . 
The upper zone of the core corresponding to the t i me 
period from t he pres ent t o about 300,000 year s ago 
will be used for calibration pur poses . Values from t he 
l ower zone of t he core representing a t ime span of 
about ~00,000 years, extending from about 300,000years 
B.P. to 500,000 years B.P. , will be used to test the 
adequacy of the model . 
(b) The &(ol8) record of core P6304-9 appears 
superi or in deta i l t o that of other cores of Fig . 8. 
This may indicate less effect on the t i me r eso lution 
of the core from disturbances by ocean-bottom dwelling 
organisms. Thus, recor ds of cl imatic osci llat ions 
during the Pleistocene epoch may have been better pre-
served in the 6(018) curve of core P6304-9 than in 
the other cores . 
7. 2 Ice-Co=e Data 
The Camp Century, Greenland ice core which span! 
a period of 126,000 years (Fig . 10) offer s the most 
detailed and probably the most accurat e representation 
of climatic history of the late Pleistocene yet pro -
duc~d to date. As explained in Chapt er III, the 1390 
meter long core was sampled at a great number of po~ 
t o det ermine their r atios of ol8 t o o16 . The mea -
surements are expressed as 6(018) in uni t s of per mil 
deviat ions from t hat of Standard Mean Ocean Wat er 
(SMOW) . Since t he ice core represents essent ially a 
continuous sequence of annual layer s of snow, and sinoe 
values of 6(018) in high-latitude snow depend mainly 
on the air temperature at the time of formation and 
deposition of the snow, a curve presenting a pl ot of 
6(018) values along t he length of the core shoul d 
ther efor e show a sequence of rela t ive t emper ature 
changes t hrough t i me . The highest 6(018 ) values 
repr esent the warmest cl imate . 
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Time calibr ation of the 6(018) curve from t he 
Camp Century, Greenland ice core was carried out by 
Dansgaard et al. (1971) using a mathematical t:reat-
nent based on Glen's Creep Law. The pr eliminar y time 
scale obtained from the theoretical model was then 
subjected to power spectr al analysis t o det ect per-
sistent 6(018) oscillations . The oscillations evi-
dent in t he power spectrum were identified as those 
mat ching the 78, 190, 405 , and 2400 cycles evident in 
C-14 analysis of tree-ring data . The results were 
then used to make a non-linear adjustment to the pr e-
liminary time scale to obtain a corrected time scale 
following the tree-ring chronology. This approach i s 
considered reasonable since the 6(018) series from 
t he ice core and the t ree-ring series calibrated by 
C-14 dating probably represent t he same real izat ion of 
the climatic pr ocess as it changes i n t ime . 
In the Dansgaard study the 78 and 180 year oscil-
lations were treated as deterministic cycles; whereas 
in the work for this report, all oscillations of 
several decades and core are considered stochast ic in 
nat ur e tdth except ion of oscillations induced by t he 
~ilankovich mechanism. 
The time scal e for the upper portion of the ice 
core representing the past 780 years back to about 
1200 A. D. appears t o agree with instrumental and his-
torical r ecords to an accuracy of + 3 percent (Flint, 
1971) . The time scale for the past 10,000 years is 
considered ~o ~ave an accuracy of ~10 percent although 
agreement w1thl n: 1 percent lvel'e found when comparing 
stratigraphic features 1d th t hose obtained from both 
C-14 dates and varves dates according to the Swedish 
varve chronology for the same periods (Dansgaard et ru. 
1971) . 
The ice-core data for this study were obtained 
from the published figures presented by Dansgaard et 
al. (1971). Figures representing about 126,000, 
10,000, and 780 years of climatic history each 1.·ith 
different time resolution are given. The figure which 
r epresents about 126,000 yea'!'s of history gives aver-
age values of 6(018) in 20Q year increments. How-
ever, for t he upper port ion of the core, t he values of 
6(018) are shoiYn as ave'rages for unequal increment s 
~f time . For t he purpose of this report, the unequal 
1ncrements for the 10,000 year li(ole) series were 
reduced t o equal increment s representing 50 year 
averages . For the 7RO year o(olS) series, the un-
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equal incr ements were reduceu to equal increments 
representing 10 year averages. 
7 .3 Incoming Solar Radiation Data 
The data for long-perio~ variations in incoming 
solar radiation are based not on observations but on a 
mathemat ical model of the axial and orbital motions of 
t he earth following the ~lilankovich t heory. The com-
putations by Vernekar (1972) cont ain revisions and im-
provements in someof the origina l mathematicalformulas 
developed by ~!ilankovich . The data are presented as 
~leteorological ~1ono[<raph Number 34 by the American 
~leteorological Societ y . 
The data are presented in the Monograph as devia-
tions (langleys per day) of t he solar radiati on from 
their 1950 A. D. values for t he caloric winter and 
sumDer half-years for both the norther n and southern 
hemisphere . The radiation chr onology is given in 1000 
year intervals spanning a historical period of 2 
million years and i s extended for 119,000 years into 
the future . The data are used as the deterministic 
input s for the climatic models proposed in this study. 
CHAPTER VIII 
RATES OF DEPOSITION OF DEEP-SEA SEDIMENTS 
In order to treat the 6(018) curves of core 
?6304-9 as a time series , the first requ1s1te is to 
develop a time-length scal e for the core . The approach 
used for thi s purpose is carried out i n four steps . 
In the first step , data from various sources on radio-
active dating and high sea l evels are combined to es-
tablish a preliminary time scale marking the prominent 
peaks and troughs in the o(ol8) curve of the upper 
zone of the core . In the second step, conceptual in-
terpretation of the sediment deposition phenomenon is 
developed and the assumptions for model building are 
made . In the third step, the mathematical model of 
the sedimentation rate i s postulated l>'h ich incorporates 
variables and paramet ers that can generat e objective 
estimates of the deposition rate . In t he fourth and 
final step , the preliminary time scale developed in 
the first step is used in an optimization routine to 
estimate values for the parameters of the mathematical 
model postulated in step 3. l'li th this model, it is 
then possible to specify an absolute time scale for 
the entire core on the basis of a varying sediment a -
tion rate. 
8 . 1 Preliminary Time Scale 
Core P6304-9, with a length of 1428 .5 em, has lH 
6(018) data point s measured at 10 em intervals . In 
order to obtain a reasonable number of sample points 
for model calibration, it was decided to establ ish a 
preliminary t ime scal e for the top 760 em of the core· 
which wou ld provide 77 data points for parameter esti-
mation. The 760 em level was chosen for three reasons: 
(1) it marks n prominent peak in the 6(0 16) curve; 
(2) it is located at about the mid- length of the core; 
and (3) the depth scale of this :one, representing a 
time span from 0 to about 280,000 B. P., can be corre-
lated! to radiometric dat ing with reasonable degree of 
confidence . Radiometric dating beyond 200 ,000 to 
300 ,000 years are subject to a high degr ee of uncer-
tainty with standard errors ranging up to s everal tens 
of thousands of years . 
The glacial chronology for the late Pleistocene 
epoch extending back to about 70,000 years is \¥ell 
established through C-14 dating of various terrestrial 
deposits in many parts of the world such as the glacial 
deposits in the Ontario and Erie ~asins in ~orth 
America (Goldthwait et al. 1965) and the pollen and 
varve deposits in Europe , South >.Jner ic a, Asi a, a n d 
Africa (Flint 1971). For example , according to Goldth-
wait et al ., radiocarbon datings of geological deposits 
sho1< glacial maxima to have occurred at 18,000, 40, 000 
and 60,000 years B.P . It has also been establishedtmt 
interstadials (interval s of minor retreat of the ice 
sheet) occurred at about 35,000, 50 ,000 and 7 0 , I) 0 0 
years B. P. Furthermore, Broecker et al . (1968) have in-
dicat ed on the basis of radiometric dating of deposits 
from coral reef terraces found in Barbados , t hat high 
sea levels have occurred at about 52,000, 105,000 and 
1~5,000 B. P. Prominent periods Ln the advance and re-
treat of the icc sheet deter mined from such terrestrial 
evidences can be correlated directly ~ith the prominent 
peaks and troughs that are evident in the 6(018) curve 
from t he Pb304-9 core . Through this t echnique jt was 
possible to establish a preliminary time- l ength seal ~ 
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for the upper zone of the core corresponding to 70,000 
years of climate history. 
For the period beyond 70,000 years, Rona and 
Emiliani (1969) , and Broecker and Ku (1969), have car-
ried out , independently, time-length measurementsof 
several Caribbean cores, including core P6304-9 , using 
the protactinium-ionium dating technique to provide 
absolute dat es for several strategic stratigraphic 
levels extending back to about 41)0,000 years. Average 
sedimentation rat es were used to determine ages be-
tween radiomet rical l y dated l evel s . As mentioned in 
Chapt er III, conf l icting estimates were obtained by 
the two groups of investigators . Broecker and Ku pro-
duced a time scale about 25 percent longer than that 
of Rona and Emiliani . Since the Broecker and Ku esti-
mates seem to be supported by independent estimates 
based on magnetic reversals and on the high sea- level 
estimates from absolute dating of coral reefs on the 
island of Barbados (Broecker and van Oonk , 1970), the 
longer time scale was adopted in t his study. 
Broecker and van Donk (1970) reported an average 
sedimentation rate of 2. 67 em per 1000 year s for t he 
upper 340 em of core P6304-9 . This value i~ based on 
radiometric dating and corresponds to the longer time 
scale proposed by Broecker and Ku (1969) . Using this 
rate for extrapolation, the age of the 760 em level 
1vas determined to be about 285 , 000 years B. P. 
On the basis of the age -depth relationship est• 
blished for the 70 , 000 year period, average sediment-
ation rates 1.rere computed for non-glacial, glacial , 
and deglaciat ion intervals represented in the upper 
zone of the core . These average rates were then 
applied to similar intervals represented in the core 
:one dOI"Tl to the 760 em level. 
The resul t s are shown on Fig . 21 where the 
6(018) values for the upper 760 em core l ength are 
plott ed against the preliminary time scale established 
as described . Super imposed on the same figure are the 
results from the sedimcntation-ra te model which is dis-
cussed in the following pages . 
8.2 Concepts and Assumptions Relating to the Build -Up 
of Sea Sediments 
Core sediments are mixtures of fine partie l os de-
rived from the lands and from marine organisms formed 
in the ocean itself . The sediment of terri~enous 
origin are mainly lutite consisting of clay si:ed par-
ticles formed during the process of terrestrialerosio~ 
~fast lutitc is carried into the ocean bv river~ and a 
r.~uch smaller proportion is brought by 1;i~d . The sedi-
ment of oceanic origin consists chiefl y of the shel ls 
of microscopic s ingle-celled marine animal such as 
forams , and pl nnts such as diatoms (Flint, 1971). The 
build-1Jp of sea sediments throul(h time is mainly c'etcr-
nined hy the rnte of deposition of the terrigenous 
lutite since it composes by far the bul k of the sed i -
ment. The rate of deposition of lutitc is in turn 
controlled by terrestrial events such as t:1e a • .h·ance 
and retreat of cont inental ice sheets l<hich affect ero-
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Fig. 21 A chronology for sea-sediment core P6304-9 based on: (1) correlations with radiometrically 
dated data from terrestrial sources; and (2) the model developed in this study for determining 
the rate of deposition of deep-sea sediments as a function of the Oxygen-18 data. 
of the sediment deposition phenomenon are hypothesized 
in order to specify the mathematical form of the 
sedimentation model. 
Assumptions Applicable Durlng a Glacial Retreat 
Interval: 
(1) Sedimentation rate will be higher when the ice 
sheet is large than when the ice sheet is small. The 
rationale here is that when the ice sheet is large, 
widespread melting will produce large runoff. The 
melt water t hroughout the zone of ablation wi 11 flush 
out the finer c l ay fractions (lutite) during or even 
before deposition by retreating ice sheet of the re-
sidual coar se sediments (Flint, 1971) . The larger the 
ice sheet, the greater the amount of melt water and the 
larger will be the amount of fine sedi ments flushed 
f rom the glacial t ill for transporting into the Carib-
bean at the location of the sea-sediment coring pro-
gram. On t he other hand, when the ice sheet is small, 
melt water runoff from the ice sheet will also be 
small thus limiting the amount of outwash of lutite 
from the glacial debris. (2) A large rate of melt of 
the ice sheet will produce higher sedimentation rate 
than a small rate of melt of the ice sheet. It is 
obvious that, for the same size ice sheet, a higher 
melt rate will produce higher runoff and consequently 
higher sediment l oad than that produced by a lower 
melt rat e . 
Assumptions Applicable During a Glacial Advance 
Interval: 
(1 ) Sedimentation rate will be considerably lower 
during a general glacial advance than during a general 
glacial retreat. During a glacial advance interval, 
melt water runoff 1>'ill be mi nimal and large ql'".ntities 
of fine clay particles from the glacial debris will 
not be available for di scharge into the rivers and 
s t reams. Most of the runoff into the Caribbean will 
be from rainfa l l occurring beyond t he edge of the ice 
sheet and this rainfall will not produce the quantity 
of sediment l oad comparable to that from gl acial melt 
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during a general glacial retreat. (2) Sedimentation 
rate will be higher when t he ice sheet is small than 
when the ice sheet is large . In a gl acial advance 
stage, high precipit ation wil l occur over large r e-
gions of the continent much of which ~~ill be in the 
form of snow. Melting of the snow during the summer 
will produce high runoff. ~~en the ice sheet is smal l, 
the area contributing t o sno~~elt runoff will be 
greater than when the ice sheet is large and will thus 
contribute more runoff and consequently more sediment 
for transport into the Caribbean. (3) A high rate of 
accumulation of the ice sheet will be associated with 
a higher sediment rate than that for a small rate of 
ice accumulation . When the rate of ice accumulation 
is high , precipi t ation wi ll also be high and thus pro-
ducing high runoff and erosion. On the other hand, 
1 01~ rate of accumulation or advance of the ice sheet 
will be associated with low sedi ment rate as a conse-
quence of l ow precipi ta ti on and lo1v runoff . 
8.3 A ~lodel for the Deposition Rate of Sea Sediments 
On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, it is 
clear that the deposition r ate of sea sediments will 
have to be specified by a model which is a function of 
two variables: (1) the 6 cole) values, which reflect 
both temperatures and sizes of ice sheet; and (2) thf 
rat e of change of the o(ole) values , which refletts 
r at e of change of accumulation or ablation on the ice 
sheet , the r ate of precipitat ion in the form of rain 
or sno,,· over non-glaciated areas, and the rate of run-
off which is intimately associatfd with the amount of 
sediments carried into the Caribbean sea where P6304-9 
was cored. 
Several forms of the model were postulated and 
the form ~·hich gives the best fit to the preliminary 
time scale 'l'as chosen. The model is given in the form 
of t~o.·o mathematical functions. One function i s appl i-
cable when the 10 em increment of core under consider-
ation represent~ a cooling or glacial advance phase of 
the process and the second function · i~ applicable when 
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Fig . 22 Flow chart of the model for decermining the deposition rate of deep-sea sediments as a function of the 
Oxygen-18 data . 
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Fig . 23 Rates of deposition of sea sediments in core P6304-9 as a funct ion of Oxygen- I S data and the rate of 
change of delta 0-18 per 10 em increment of core depth. 
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the increment of core represents a warming or glacial 
retreat phase of the process . A cooling interval 
occurs 1vhen the 6(018) value increases with t ime and 
a ~armi ng interval occurs when the 6(018 ) value de-
creases wLth time . The two functions are 
in to~hich d is a subscript referr ing to the average 
depth of the 10 em increment of core under consider-
atjon, S is the reciprocal of the deposition rate d ,c 
during a cool i ng interval, sd , w is the reciprocal 
of the deposition rate during a warming interv a 1 , 
Yd is the average value of o(o18) given in trans-
formed units for the 10 em increment of core under 
consideration, Dd is the rate of change of o(ol8) 
iiven in transformed unlts per 10 em of the core in-
crement at depth d, and a 1, a 2, a3 , s1, s2, and s3 
are the model parameters to be estimated . Kote that 
Sd and Sd arc expressed in units of years/em. ,c ,w 
increment and o





at the start of the 10 em 
o(018) at the end of the 10 em 
(61 + 62) + 1.6 
0.01 
) 8 . 3 
61 - 6, 
I o .o1 - 8 . -l 
8 . 4 Parameter Estimatjon and Results 
The f low chart of the deposition model is given 
in Fig . 22 . The six parameters of the model were esti-
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mated using the optimi:ation technique based on the 
steepest descent method as out lined in Chapter VI. 
In carrying out the optimizat ion pr ocedure, starting 
values of the six parameters are assumed, from which 
the computer program using the steepest descent tech-
nique generates new values for each parameter so as 
to minimi:e the objective function (the least square 
error). ~umerous starting values for each parameter 
were tried . The results of the many trails showed 
approximately the same minimum value of F regardless 
of the starting values . Thus, the assumption is made 
that the esti~tes of the parameter vector showing the 
lowest value of F represents an optimal solut ion 
within the accuracy limits of data. 
The estimated values of the parameters 
significant figures are: a 1 = .564 a2 
a3 • . ~91, sl = . 239, 62 • . 000993, and 
1vi th three 
= . 1)00829, 
s3 • . 309 . 
Curves of depo~ition rate as a function of two 
variables, the average 6(018) for a particular 10 em 
increments of core depth and the rate of change of 
6(018) for the particular increment , are presented 
in Fig . 23. 
The age-depth relationship for the ent ire length 
of the core as determined from the mathematical model 
is presented on Fig . 21 a l ong with the preliminary 
data used in estimating the model parameters . Recall 
that the pre l iminary time-length scale was developed 
from average deposition rates determined between 
radiometrically dated poLnts. 
The results from the model show that deposition 
rates can range from 4 to 7 em per 1000 years Juring 
a glacial retreat and from l . S to 2. 5 em per lOOOycars 
during a period of glacial advance . On the basis of 
the model , the maximum rate apparent in core P6304-9 
is 6. 1 em per 1000 years and the minimum rate is 1.8 
em per 1000 years. These values are wel l within the 
range of deposition rates determined from C-14 dating 
and ot her means (Flint, 1971; Broecker et al . 1958) . 
Estimates of the deposition rates can be greatly im-
proved if the core can be sampled at much finer incre-
ments during intervals when the rate of change of the 
6(018) values is high. 
CHAPTER IX 
THE DETERM INISTIC COMPONENT OF LONG-TERM CLIMATIC CHANGES 
The deterministic component found in t he 6(018) 
time ser ies are manifested in two forms as mentioned 
in Chapter VI . For the ver y long t ime seri es covering 
a span of hundred thousand years or mor e, t he oscil-
latory pattern of the deterministic component consist 
of an almost-periodic QOVement. For time span of l ess 
t han 10,000 or 20,000 years with time r esol ution of a 
decade or more , the deterministic component appears 
only as a trend which can be described by a polynomial 
equation. 
9.1 Almost -Per i odic Determinist ic Component 
(1) Basic Concept 
The deterministic component of the 6(018) t ime 
series is consider ed as primarily a function of l ong-
t erm changes in insolation . The secondary influences 
of atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial origin are 
considered responsible for the st ochastic component. 
Since long-ter m changes in insolation is an almost-
periodic process, it is logical t o assume that the 
resulting deterministic component of t he 6(016) time 
series is a transformed almost-periodic process . 
This assumption is borne out by inspection of the 
6(018) curves shown on Fig. 8. It can be seen that 
the maxima and minima of 6(018 ) values vary irre-
gularly in amplitude and spacing through t ime. 
In the classical approach t o time series decom-
position, the almost-periodic component is r epresented 
by a Fourier series 1dth trigonometric functions con-
taining noncommensurate frequencies . lbwever, because 
of the shortness of the 6(016) time series relative 
to t he time span under consideration , i t is not feasi-
ble to devel op from the present data a statistically 
meaningful model using Fourier series representation . 
Scores of frequencies may be needed t o adequat ely de-
scr ibe the almost-periodic component as a Fourier 
series . ~ identify these frequencies would require 
very long ~ecords for analysis . Deterministic model i ng 
offers a viabl e alternative approach t o the probl em. 
The determinist ic model in this study is consi-
der ed as a gra)' box with inputs in t he form of l ong-
term incomin~ solar radiation and outputs in the form 
of 6(018) data . The gray box is viewed as a repre-
sentation of t he atmospheric-oceanic-terrestrial sys-
tem which has the ability to convert deterministic 
input of solar radiation imposed on t he system into 
6(018) output represent ed by a process composed of a 
deterministic component and a st ochastic compon e nt. 
The i nput is derived from the ~lilankovich t~eo:y a~d 
is assumed to represent accura tel)' the van.a uons 1n 
incoming solar radiation at t he top of t he earth's 
atmospher e during the past two million years and over 
the next 120,000 years . The output, in the case of 
the sea-sediment core , is kno~~ for the past 532,000 
years . 
In the search for a suitable form of a functional 
relationship to descri be the system it was decided 
that a model analogous to the mass-balance concept 
used in studies of the growth and retreat of glaciers 
could well serve the purpose. As discussed in Chapter 
II I, the 6(018 ) records mar represent cha nges i n ice 
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volume just as well as changes in air temperature or 
sea surface temperature . Since all these factors 
r eflect directly or indirectly long-term c limatic 
changes , the question of t he exact interpretation of 
the o(o18) curves need not be of concern in this 
study. This is one of the basic assumptions li sted 
in Chapter V. 
The mass balance concept rna}' be described by the 
following equat ion (Paterson, 1969): 
t t 2 
B +fm (a+v)dt + f (a+v)dt 
n- 1 t 
tl m 
9.1 
in which a is the accumulation rate with positive 
values , v is the ablation rate with negative values, 
t 1 through tm represents t he winter season, t m 
through t 2 the summer season , and Bn is tho not 
balance over the n-th annual per iod which is positive 
unless the gl acier has completely disappeared in which 
case it becomes zero. 
Before entering a discussion on the mathematical 
form of the model and on the rational e behind the se-
lection of the variables and paramet ers, it is neces-
sary to be aware of the difference between therequire-
ments of t his study and t hose of determinist ic model -
ing only,the objective is to develop a set of hypothe-
ses about the system behavior so as to obtain a mathe-
matical model which will produce a response identical 
to t hat of the real system for the same input. Such 
an objective is almost never achieved . However , the 
smaller the dissimilarity the better is t he model for 
describing the r eal syst em. On the other hand, in this 
study, the problem is not connect ed with mode l i ng ~he 
actual output of the system, but 1s concer ned w1 th 
modeling the det erminist ic component of the out~ut 
using a determinist ic set of inputs. The a ssumpt1on 
is that t he di ssi milarity between t he deter m1n1St1c 
output component and the response of the r eal system 
for the same i nput is due to stochastic influences 
which can be described only in probablistic terms . 
Thus a l arge residua l between the r esul ts from tho 
model and th e actual data is not viewed as an indica-
t ion of a poor model but as an indication of a high 
degree of stochasticity in the system response. 'Thi s 
is similar to har monic analysis when time series ar~ 
composed of periodic parameters and a stochastic com-
ponent . It is recognized that a part of the residuals 
in this stud}' is due to the inadequacy of the modt'l, 
errors in the records, and other error sources wh ich 
may include the solar radiation data as well . 
(2) ~1a thematical Form of the ~todel 
On the basis of the concepts and hypotheses for-
mulated in Chapter\', many forms of functional rela-
tionships were postulated using the insolation data in 
various ways as indices to r epresent the input vari-
ables of the model . Since the various model forms were 
all empirically derived, only the f i nal model i s 
presented here . 
The general form of the model , expr essed in terms 
of the mass-bal ance analogy, is mathematically defined 
as 
D(n) = D(n- 1) + G(n) - R(n) - W(n) 9. 2 
in which D(n) is the deterministic component of the 
6(018) time series in the n-th inter val of time and 
is analagous to the net mass-balance of the ice sheet, 
G(n) is the accumulation during the n-th time interv.U, 
R(n)- is the ablation during the n-th time interval, and 
W(n) is a term representing accel erated ablation under 
condi t ions favorabl e to the compl ete dest ruction of an 
icc sheet of continental size . R(n) and W(n) are 
mutua l ly exclusive . Capital letter s ar e used hereon 
as symbols f or var iabl es , and lower case letter s as 
symbols for par ameters and coefficients . A fl ow chart 
of the model is presented i n Fig . 24 . The variables 
and paramet ers of the model are defined in the follow-
ing sections . 
Fig. 24. Flow chart of the ~del for synthesi~ing the deterministic 
component of the almost-periodic Oxygen- IS time series with 
solar radia tion data derived from the ~lilankovich astrono-
mical theory as the only input . 
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In describing the model , it is convenient to 
separate the system in terms of two dist inct parts: 
(1) the input variables which arc functions of the 
solar radiation data; and (2) the gray- box r esponse 
which is postul ated as a set of empiri cal mathematical 
equations with coefficients or parameters representing 
a certain but unkno1m characteristic behavior tha t is 
deterministic in nature , going on in t he system duri ng 
the response process . 
(3) Input Variables 
Variable A(n). This is an index representing t he 
equival ent of the accumul ation rate during the n-th 
interval· of time in the mass-balance equation. The 
accumulat i on rate is t he rate of increase in the mass 
of t he icc sheet and is mainl y a function of the amount 
of winter sno~ precipitated over the ice sheet . Winter 
snow is affected by three principal fact ors: input of 
1•ater vapor into the a t mosphere which depends on t he 
~>•inter heat energy available for the evaporation from 
oceans and continents ; transportation of the water 
vapor by ~>'inds from the oceans t o above t he ice sheets; 
and the extraction of the 1o~ater vapor from atmosphere 
as sno1c over the ice sheet. By far the most i mportant 
factor for modeling purposes is the winter heat energy 
1>hlch can be used as an index to model the net accumu-
lation or growth r ate . 
The l>inter heat energy available from solar input 
can be indexed by t he ca loric winter- half year insola-
tion dat a comp~tcd by Vernekar . Since the winter 
insolation data at all latitudes arc highly correlated 
~;i th each other , sc>lect ion of an appropriate r adiation 
t ime series to serve as the index variable A(n) po&S 
no problem. However, the choice 1;as made on the fol-
lowing ba sis . Consider an ice sheet over north-eastern 
Canada . It is caS)' to visualize 1,•inter precipitation 
being brought into the r egion in moist~ maritime air 
mai nly from low l ati t ude sources in the Atlantic and 
Gul f of Mexico to nouri sh the icc sheet . Thus the 
selection of the radiation time series for 25°X lati-
t ude to derive the index variable A(n) is appropriate. 
To show that 1;inter data from 2.5°;-.1 lat i tude can be 
representative of the ~hole northern hemisphere and 
not just the lm,· l a t i t udes , the correlation coeffi -
cient between winter radiation data at 2s·~ latitude 
and those at a ll other northern l atitudes are computed 
The correlation coefficient exceeds 0.98 in every case 
(l''ig . :5) . 
The tlmc series val ues of the index variabl es 
A(n) is obtained by truncating the winter solar 
radiation time series for l atitude 25°~ at the level 
of 629 langleys per day . The assumption is that as 
soon as the caloric wi nter- half year solar radiation 
at the l atitude 25°~ exceeds 6~9 lGngleys per day, 
the northern hemisphere wil l be entering a period of 
mi l d winters in which winter snow accumulation will 
usual l y exceed summer ice ablation. The truncation 
l evel was determined by trying several I evels and 
sel ecting the one 1\'hich produc es oscillations ln the 
de·t er ministic component that most nearl y matches t he 
oscillations evident in the sea-sediment curve . Note 
that t he insolation values presented by Vernekar are 
tabula~ed as deviations from its 1950 A. D. val ues . 
The 1950 A. D. value of the caloric winter-half solar 
radiation at l atitude 25°~ i s 651 langleys per day. 
Thus , the truncat ion level of 629 langleys per day ror -
responds to the truncation l evel of -14 l angleys per 
43 
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CORRELATION OF WINTER INSOLATION 
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Fig. 25 . Correl ation of ~;inter insolation 
at selected latitudes in t he 
northern hemisphere using 25°~ as 
the base latitude. 
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CORRELATION OF SUMMER INSOLATION 
USING 45°N AS THE BASE L ATITUDE 
•o. 2:0. .so-. •o. ~. 40. ?o. to. to. 
DEGREES NORTH LAT ITUDE 
Fig . 26. Correlation of summer i n!<ol at ion at 
~elected latitudes i n tht' northern 
hemisphere using 4 5o,\ as the b;.~~t· 
l atitude . 
Values of A(n) ar c obtained by 
[
s\'1~ 5 (n) 
A(n)= 
0 
... 14 if SW2S (n) ·. - 14 
if s~a5 (n) < -14 
9 . 3 
A(n) is the index of the accumulation or growth rate 
Juring the n- th interval of time, sw25 (n) is the 
devinion from 1950 A. u. value of the caloric ~Vinter­
half year insolation at latitude 25°N, and - 14 is the 
truncation level in langleys per day. 
The value of A(n) as used in the model repre· 
scnts an index of the net accumulation rate . This net 
rate i5 assumed to apply over the entire year rather 
than just for the Hinter-half year . The rationale for 
this approach is based on the assumption that summer 
a~cumulation during a period of cool summers is ba-
lanced off by 1•inter ablation during the concurrent 
period of mild l\1inters. Thus, only the winter accumu-
lation rates during such periods need be considered . 
Studies of models which separat ed winter accumulation 
rates and summer accumulation rates 1•ere made but t he 
results ~,·ere no better than this simplified approach. 
Variable V(n) . This is an index representing the 
equivalent of the ablation rate during the n-th inter-
val of time in the mass-balance equation. The ablation 
or retreat rate is defined as the rate of decrease in 
the mass of ice sheet. 
The problem, again, is to derive an appropriate 
index based on solar radiation data 1•hich can be in-
corporated in a model to best represent the effects of 
the various influences on the ablation rate. On the 
assumption that the albedo of the lee surface remains 
nearly constant, any increase in the ablation rat e 
1vi 11 be caused main! y by an increase in the incoming 
summer s~lar radiation over the ice sheet and by an 
influx of Harm summer air and warm summer rain from 
the low latitudes. These influences usually o~cur 
concurrently during periods of high contrast bet..,;een 
summer and winter radiation intensities . 
~fter testing summer radiation series for several 
nothern latitudes, the radiation time series for ~5°~ 
latitude was selected as giving the best results . The 
correlation coefficient between summer radiation data 
at 45°N :lnd those at all nort hern latitudes ···as com-
puted (Fig . 26). The results show a correl:ltion 
.:oefficient of well over 0.85 for all latitudes up to 
b5°N which certainly indicates that the series should 
be adequate to represent those contributory influences 
arising from the mid and lo1> latitudes . 
The time series values of the index variable V(n) 
was obtained by truncating the summer solar radiation 
time series for latitude 45°N at the level of 882 
langleys per day . The assumption is that as soon as 
the caloric suinmer- half vear solar radiation at lati-
tude .+ 5°N exceeds 882 iangleys per day, the northern 
hemi sphere 14ill be entering a period of hot summers 
in ~<hich summer ablation 14tll dominate 1vith little 
or virtua lly no accumulati on. The truncation level 
~ooas determined i n the same 1,•a.y as that for variable 
A(n) . Note that t1e lYSO A. D. value of t he caloric 
summ~r-half year solar radiation at Latitude 45°N is 
87:! langleys per day. Thus, '-'hen using the tabulated 
values presented by Vernekar, 1~hich are expressed in 
deviation from tile 1~50 A.D. values, the truncation le-
vel to be used is 10 langlcys per Jay rather than 88~ 
langleys per day. 
14 
vaLues of V(n) are obtained from 
[ 
5s45 (n) - 10 if 5s45 (n) >10 
V(n) 
0 if 5s4S(n) <10 
9. 4 
\\here V(n) is the index of the ablation or retreat 
rate during the ~- th inter¥al of time , ss45 (n) is 
the deviation from 1950 value of the ~alori.c summer-
half year in:;olation value at latitude .\5°~, and 10 
is the truncation level in langleys per day. 
The V(n) as used in the model represents an 
index for dct erm1ning the net ablation or retreat r.atc. 
This net rate is assumed to apply over the entire 
year rather than just the summer-hal f year . Periods 
of hot summers usually have ~old 1vinter. Ablation 
during cold ~>inter periods is considered negligible 
because of cold anticyclonic conditions and low humi-
dity. Consequently during periods of high contrast 
in radiation intensities bet1•ccn the sununer and ~Yintcr­
nalf years , ~he \''inter period is :1ssumed to have little 
or no effect on both the net ablation and net accumu-
lation in the continental glacial system. 
(-1) The Grav-Box Approach 
In keeping 1.-ith the gl acier mass-ba lance analogy, 
the gray-box approach that converts the almost·p~rio­
dic input variables ~(n) and V(n) into the dctermi· 
nistic output component D(n) can be described as hav-
ing three facets: sro"th , retreat, and de~laciation . 
The concepts and hypotheses concerning :he t.hree 
facets are described in Chapter V. 
In specifying the functional form of the mathe-
matical equations for each facet of the model, it is 
necessary to bu i ld into the equ>ltion a feedback mecha-
nism to take into account the tremendous influence of 
the icc sheet itself on the surrounding environment. 
For t'xample, col d summer tClmpcratures (or low summer 
radiation) woul d increase the si:e of the ice sheet, 
~<hich l<ould increase the albedo, ~;hich ~<ould further 
decrea~e the summer temperature . 
This f~edback effect is built into the model in 
t1•o bays . The first ''3l' is by designing the func-
tional equations so that they act as a filtering 
system. The filters assian different weights to the 
input variables A(n) and V(n) at different time 
intervals . The Keights are dependent on the extent of 
~he icc sheet :lt the time interval under considcrrnion. 
The extent of the ice sheet is expressed as u function 
of U(n-l ) . The se~ond "ay is by incorporati ng para-
meters into the functional equation in such a way that 
they can represent certain characteristic fcedbac ~ be-
havior of the system during the response process. 
.-\1; components of the gray-box model described in 
the next feh· !Jaragraphs are defined for oodel ing of 
the $ea-sediment core . Certain minor adjustments arc 
n"cessary to adapt the model for usc 1n analy:ing the 
12<>, 000 year ice-..:ore series. 
Growth Component. The functional equation for 
the growth component is designed so that during th~ 
initial stage of the i ctl sheet, nour ish.ment and groh'th 
arc very s low. As the icc sheet i ncreases in size, 
the A(n) values become more effective until the icc 
sheet reaches a critical size. Once it reaches the 
critical size, rapid calving will occur on reaching a 
sea coast, and developing stability will occur when 
the southern edge of the ice sheet reaches the line of 
accumulation. Thus the A(n) values again become 
less effective. The critical size is representeJ by 
the Q
3 
parameter in the functional equation. The 
functional equation for the growth component is 
9. 5 
where G(n) is the incremental growth or accumulation 
during t he n-th time interval, A(n) is the index of 
the accumulation rate during the n-th time int erval, 
D(n-1) is the deterministic component of the o(ote) 
time series at the (n-1 ) time interval, a1 , and Q 2 
are scaling or weighting parameters, and a
3 
is the 
parameter representing the critical size of the ice 
sheet with reference to the accumulation rate. 
Retreat Component. The functional equation for 
the retreat component is designed t o permit high abla-
tion rates when the ice sheet is still small. As the 
ice :sheet grows in sbe the ablation rate will de-
crease rapidly because of the increase in albedo. Once 
the ice sheet grows past a critical size, the ablation 
rate will again increase due to calving into the sea 
coast and to high melt rate at the southern edge of 
the ice sheet caused by high temperatures at the lower 
latitudes. The form of the functional equation is 
dition is specified by the following criteria based on 
the cal oric summer- half year insolation at 45°~ and at 
75°t"> 
[33 . u < S 4 5 Cn+4 ) < 40 . 0) and (S (n+l) ~ 5 O] - s . s 75 - . ' 
or 




(n+i) is the caloric summer half year 
insolation during the (n+i) time interval and is 
expressed as deviations from the 1950 A. D. values in 
langleys per day for 45°N latitude , and S
575
(n+ i) i s 
the caloric :summer-half year insolation given in 
deviations from the 1950 A. D. values in langleys per 
day for 75°N latitude. 
The positions in time which have the potential 
(according to Eq. 9.7) for starting the deglaciation 
process are indicated on Figs . 28 and 29. The func-
tional equation for the deglaciation component in the 
sea-sediment core model is 
W(n) 
9.8 
in which W(n) is the incremental deglaciation amount 
during the n-th time interval, V(n) is index of 
ablation rate during the n-th time interval, and H 




H = -2 ) D(n), 5 i=n-24 9.9 
is the deterministic component of the 6(018) 
series during the n-th time interval, and e
1 
9. 6 and e2 are scal ing or weighting parameters . 
where R(n) is the i ncremental retreat or ablation 
during the n- th interval of time, V(n ) i s the index 
of the ablation rate during the n- th time interval, 
D(n-1) is the deterministic component of the o(olS) 
time series during the (n-1) time interval, s3 is 
the parameter repre~enting the critical si:e of the 
ice sheet with references to the retreat rate. 
Deglaciation Component. The functional equation 
of the deglaciation component is designed to permit 
complete destruction of ice sheet of a continental .~ize 
once the following three sets of conditions arc met: 
(a) The i ce sheet must reach a minimum si:e re-
presented by D(n) = 185 in the transformed units 
used in sea-sediment core model or D*(n) = - 0. 25 in 
the original 6(018) units of per mil deviation from 
Chicaio Standard PDB-1. 
(b) The V(n) index series must be in a positive 
upturn such that at t he start of the deglaciation 
interva1 V(n) = 0 , V(n+l) > 0, and V(n+4) > 33. 
These conditions are set up to ensure that the rate 
of increase of the summer solar radiation is great 
enough to initiate the deglaciation. 
(c) Oscillations of the summer-half year insola-
tion during t he deglaciation interval must be essen-
tinily in phase for al l northern latitudes. The con-
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It should be noted that in the model ing procedure 
an upper constraint is imposed on th~ value of D(n), 
(upper means the "''arm part of the curve) . This con· 
straint is necessary because of the coarse time unit 
(2000 years) used in the analysis . With such a coar !<C 
time interval, it is not possible to constra in till' 
upper boundary through the model parameters a lone. 
Without the upper constraint, an occasional unfortunat<• 
combination of values in the V(n) series can cau~c 
the negative exponential function term to "blow up" the 
model . In the ice-core analysis, where a 200 year 
time unit is used , it is possibl~ to elimlna tc the 
upper boundar)· constraint b}' introducing an additional 
parameter into the model. This is done through the 
deglaciation facet . Thus for thl:' deglac iati.on facet 
of the ice-core model the functional equation becomes: 





"''here W(n) is the incremental amount during the n-th 
time interval, and V(n) is the index of the ablation 
rate during the n- th time interval , and H i~ a heat 








L Dl n) 
i=n- 249 
9 . 11 
D(n- 1) are the deterministic component 
n- th and (n-1) time interval, respec-
and 92 are scaling or weighting para-
meters, and a 3 is the parameter representing the 
critical si:e of the ice sheet with reference to the 
deglaciation rate. The units of O(n) are expressed 
as per mil deviation from the Standard ~lean Ocean ll'ater 
(5~101~), The value of 14 associated with D(n-1) in 
the equation is a transformation coefficient . 
Deterministic Component . With Eqs . 9.5, 9. 6 and 
9. 8 specifying the growth , retreat, and deglaciation 
increments, respectively, during tho n-th t ime inter-
val and using the properties of additivity of the mass-
balance approach, the general form of the model as 
given in F.q . 9. 2 is thus completely defined 
D(n) • D(n-1) + G(n)- R(n) - W(n) , 
in which D(n) is the deterministic component of t he 
o(0 18 ; time series and is given in transformed unit s 
such that for the sea-sediment core 
D*(n) = 1.6- 0. 01 D(n) 9.1 2 
in ~~hich I)* (n) J s expressed in units of per mil 
deviation from the Chicago Standard PDS-1. 
(5) Parameter estimation 
The eight parameters of the sea-sediment core 
model were estimated using a split sample of the 
P630~ -9 time series. Estimates of the parameters 
values using the gradient optimizat ion routine des-
cribed in Chapter VI 1-:ere made with data from the 
first half of the time series extending back to 286POO 
B.P. The year 286,000 B. P. was chosen as the break-off 
point for the following reason . The model is so struc-
tured that computations must start at a point in t ime 
cor r<.>spond ing to the end of an interglacial or the 
beginning of a glacial period, otherwise nonsensical 
results will be obtained . According to the 6(018) 
curve based on the preliminary time scale developed in 
this study, the year 286,000 B.P . represents t he end 
of a short interglacial p('riod at about the midpoint 
of the time span of the P6304-9 core . Accordingly, it 
"as .:hosen as the starting point for calibration of 
the model IF ig . 27) . 
extensive tests of the model in the fina l form 
were carried out. Numerous runs of the optimi:ation 
routine were made using different start ing values for 
t•ach parameter. It was found that s light c hanges in 
t he starting values did not produce significant changes 
in the objectivc:> function once the parameters \'alues 
have be~n narro1ved dOI•ll to a reasonable range . A~ 
cession of runs was then made with each successive 
run proJudng a lowur va lue of the objective fu nction 
F unci l no furthc:>r improvement was possible. ~!any 
iterations ··ere ':lade liith different starting values 
for each parameter . The model 1;as found t o be reason-
abl y s table in t hat cuch run converges t o approximately 
the same value of r, al though some variation in the 
values of the parameters did occur . However, the 
question of ''hethcr tho final values selected for 
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the parameters represent the global m1n1mum for the 
objective function F or only a local minimum was not 
completely solved. The point is not critica l for the 
present s tudy, s ince the series is analyzed as a 
deterministic-stochastic process so that the adequacy 
of the model can be tested subsequently in the evalua-
tion of the stochastic component. 
Estimated values of parameters for the sea-
sediment and ice- core models are: 
Sea-Sediment Core ~1odel 
al .. 0. 650 6 • 1 
. 260 81 " 0. 580 
a2 0. 0000366 82 " . 000170 62 .. 0. 00744 
a . 
.) 
= 180. 0 63 90 . 0 
Icc-Cor e Model 
al . . 02153 ;I • 1 . 000005 a • l . 015 
a:? . 0002188 132 • . 00000051 62 . 00000026 
'X3 518.0 s. .) = 380. 0 ~3 "303. 0 
(6) Eval uation of the Model Out put 
Sea-sediment Core P6304-9. Values of A(n) and 
V(n) derived from t he solar radiation dat a computed 
by Vernekar ~~ore used in conjunction with the optimized 
parameters to generate a det erministic component repre-
senting ~ . 000 , 000 years of climatic history and ex-
tending 118,000 years into the future . The results 
are shown on Figs . ~B and 29 . Although the results IIBY 
be consider ed as hypothet i cal at the present time, the 
oscill ations in the curve for core P6304-9 in the time 
span from about 500, 000 B. P. to the present, although 
only ~86 , 000 years ~ere used in the calibration. 
Further verification of the model ~~ill be possible as 
and when o(o iB) curves become available from longer 
cores ~hich hopefully may cover the entire 2 million 
year time span. With longer records and better data, 
modification of the model and re-evaluation of the 
parameters wi l l undoubtedly be necessary. Neverthe -
. es~ . the results are encouraging as the first attempt 
at a mathematical description of the process . The 
model described above yields a stochastic component 
which is analy:ed and described in the subsequent 
chapt er . 
The asymmetric sawt oothed oscillations mentioned 
in Chapter V appear prominent ly in t he 2 mi l lion years 
of synthesi:ed data for the deterministic component of 
the o(olR) curve of the sea-sediment core . The pat-
tern sho~s a slow glacial buildup, taking from about 
70, 000 to 200 , 000 years to reach a glacial maximum , 
fol lowed by rapid deglaciation , requiring less than 
about 8 , 000 years to accomplish almost total destruc-
tion of a continontal-si:e ice sheet . The results are 
in accord ~ith the l~eertron theory .. \lthough the model 
cannot offer conclusive pr oof of the causes oi the 
l ong-term climatic f l uctuations Juring the Pleistocene 
epoch, it does show that long-term variations in solar 
radiation due to the ~lilankovi.:h mechanism can provide 
controls of the right order of magnitude to explain 
En 
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Fig. '27 . Time series curves for sea· sedlmcnt cor<: P6304-9 ~ho ;;1ng: (1) the 
Oxygen-18 value~ for tho original series : (2) the deterministi c 
component seri<.>s; (3) the stundurdlzcd :;tochastic componcnt scrlt's; and 
(4) the independent stochast i c component series . Note that half t he 
sample 1vas used in calibration of the model param~·ters and the other 
half used in testing the adequacy of the calibrated model (sec text for 
description) . 
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the primary sawtoothed pattern as well as the secondary 
oscillations apparent in the 5(01~) records . 
/\1 though the dc.>tcroini stic component should not 
no,·mally be used as a separate series fo1· predicting 
future events, i t docs provide a general indication of 
the pattern of events to come . It is interesting to 
note that although the mode l i ndicat es a somewhat 
mildly cooling pattern over the next 100 , 000 year s, a n 
i.ce s heet of continental dimensions does not appear 
imminent, at least on the basis of this model . 
Camp Century Greenland Ice Core (Ice-200 Series) . 
The model Kas used to generate a deterministic com-
ponent for the o(ol8) series from the Camp Century 
icc .:ore. The results are shown on Fig. 30 . In as-
scss1ng the results, consideration should be given to 
the cautionary note made by Dansgaard et al. (1969) as 
tO the proper interpretation of the o(QIB)rocord 
obtained from the ice core (cf. Chapter I II) . 
9.2 Deterministic Trend Component 
In the ana lyses of the icc-core data for the 
10,000 year and 7SO year ~l'ri~s ( lee-50 and Ice - 10 
series) , the assumption is made that the oscillations 
apparent in the 6(018) records are basical l y the 
rc•ult of stochastic variations . The d~tcrministic 
components , at t he time scale and time resolution 
obtained for these series , 1•il l sho"'' up only as trends. 
(1) Ice-Cor e Series ( 10,000-Year Period Ice - 50 
Ser ies ) 
This series, 1-'ith SO-year oean values , is fitted 
by a cubic trend . The cubic trend 1;as selected over a 
l.juadratic trend (both of 1.•hich Jrc significant) be-
cause of the apr iori kno1•ledgc ( from the study of the 
750-years 5eries) that the most recent port ion o f the 
curve has a linearly rising trend. The quadratic trend 
sh01-1s a negative slope for the same period . 
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Fig . ~8 Time series curve of the deterministic component of the Oxygen-IS J:Hn for 
deep-sea seJi:nent core P6304-9 from 900,000 years B.V. to llS ,OOO re:1 rs B. P. 
in :!000-ycar interv:lls . The incoming solar radiation data used as inputs to 
the model are also shown . Symbols arc explained on the Jio~gr:uns. 
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1100. ~ t li'.U. •160:1, ~l:t~. • l:.o!'. ·l~!ll. · l .j~:" •:J~.(I -:)00. ·1~5C. •1203. •l t~l • 11).:, IO'iC. •1000. ~r.. •'Xl!., 
TI~E I~ Tt-OU'"'r•C; cr I!AP:i fPCH P>E:iE\' 
Fig . 29. Time series curve of the deterministic component of the Oxygen- 18 data for deep-seo 
sediment cor e P6304- 9 from 2,000,000 years B. P. to 900,000 years B. P. The i ncomi ng 
solar radiation data used as inputs to the model are also sho~n. Symbols are 
explained on Fig . 28 . 
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!NOEPENOENT STOCHilSTIC CMm!ENT 
~n 
-120. 0 -u•.o - 101.0 -102.0 -tG.o ... 
TIME XlOOO TEARS 81' zoo-TR MEANS 
OEPENOENT STOCHRSTIC COIWONENT 
1ST OROER .<uTOlf:C.£5!>.1VE OEPENO£t<E STiaJCTUIU: 
n 
'..J2S.G •120.0 • llll.O •IIJI. D •102.0 -· 4.0 -tll.O -e.i,O . ,., 0 ·72.0 .... 0 -10,0 -711. 0 ~.D -"2.0 • S , O • 30,11 · 214.0 • 11.0 • ll, D -6.0 0.0 
TillE XIOOO TEARS BP 20Q-TR HEANS 
"' --' . 
0~ 
OETERHJNJSTJC COHPONENT 
-121.0 -12o.o - 111to.o - 1.&1 --.... ..-.... ..._, ._,, .. ,..o -n.o ..... o -c~.o ~.o -w.o -IQ'_,O · :!l>.o -•• -1111.1 -11.0 -u.o -1.0 o.o 
Tl HE X 1 000 TEARS 81' 200-TR HERNS 
Fig. 30 Time series curves for the Ice- 200 series showing: (1) the Oxygen-18 values for 
the original series; (~) the deterministic component series; (3) the standardized 
stochastic component series; and (4) the independent s tochastic component series .. 
·rhe ~4uution of the cubi c polynomial is 
·r rn) = - ~8 . 908 + O.l255n • 0. 0574n2 + 0. 0051Bn3 
9. 13 
in whl~h ·r(n) i s the trend value during the n-th 
time intervtLl anJ is givc'n in units of per m.il Jevia-
tion from St:mdard ;,lean Ocean l~ater (910\\'), ;.~nd n is 
cxprc:;scu in units of yc>ars x lo- 3 measure-d fran the 
prc:>cnt and i ,; of negati ve value . 
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The residuals between the original 5(01 8) seri es 
and the fitted cubic trend are analy:cd as a stochas-
tic series . Fig . 31 presents the results in graphical 
form . 
(2) I ce - Core Seric!:i (780-Ycar Period I c c - 10 
Series) 
The 730-year series ~Vith 10 year mt':Jn show 
a slightly rising linear trend which is almost signi-
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Fig . 31 Time series curves for the Ice- SO series 
sho>iing : (1) the Oxygen- 18 v:ducs for the 
original series; (~) the cubic polynomial 
trend series; (3) the standardized stochastic 
component series ; and (4) the independent 
stochastic component series . 
ficant at the 95 percent l evel and definitely signifi-
cant at the 90 percent l evel . 
The equation of the linear trend is 
T(n) =- 28 . 962 + 0.0436 n, 9.14 
in which T(n) i s the trend val ue during the n-th 
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TIME IN YERRS BEFORE PRESEN~ 10-TR MERNS 
Fig . 32 Ti me ser ies curves for t he Ice-10 series 
sho1;i ng: (1 ) the Oxygen- 18 v::~ lues for the 
original ser ies; (2) the linear trenJ 
series; (:i) the standardized stocha s tic 
component seri es ; and (4) the independent 
stochast i c component series . 
time interval and i s expressed i n units of per mi l 
de\·iation from t he Standard Mean Ocean Wa~er (St'IOW) , 
and n is expressed i n uni t s of years x lo- ·, measur ed 
from the present and i s of negatlve value . 
The residuals betKcen the original 6(0 18) series 
and the fit ted linear trend are analyzed as a stochas-
t ic series in the subsequent chapter . Fig . 3~ pTesatts 
the results in graphical form . 
CHAPTER X 
THE STOCHASTIC COMPONENT OF LONG- RANGE 
CliMATIC CHANGES 
This chapter is concerned with the analysis and 
identification of the structure of the s tochast ic com-
ponents of the four 6(0 18) time series analyzed 
previous ly. 
10.1 Wide-Sense Stationarity and Standardization 
The s tochastic component for each series was 
obtained by subtracting either the deterministic 
component D(n) or the trend component T(n) from 
their respective 6 (0 18) time ser ies . In many i n-
stances the stochastic component thus obtained exhibits 
approximately the property of ~~ide-sense s t ationarity, 
that is , the expect ed mean of the series is a constant 
and its covariance is a function only of the lag . Of 
the four series examined, only the Ice-200 res idual 
series appear to show that the variance is not con~nt 
with time as evident from Fig. 30. 
To approximate wide-sense stationarity , the Ice-
~00 residual series was truncated into two parts; one 
part representing the interglacial conditions, and the 
second part representing the glacial conditions . The 
variances for each part were computed and t he results 
were used to transform the series to approximating 
wide-sense stationarity and at the same time to 
standardi:e the series. 
Given that 
Y(n) = X(n) - D(n) 10.1 
in which Y(n) is the residual series or stochastic 
component, X(n) is the original series , and D(n) is 
the determinist ic component . 
The transformation and s tandardization were made 
by 
y - y 
n,p 10.1 
S(Y ) n,p 
in ~<hich p = if Yn belong 
part, p = ~ if Yn belong to 
to the interglac i a 1 
the glacial part, and 
S(Y ) is the standard deviation of either t he n,p 
series or the Y , series . n,_ 
Simi larly for the sea-sediment series , the Ice-SO 
series and the Ic:e-10 series were standardized using 
the simpler equation for a stationary series 
10.2 
The en series for the sea- sediment, lce-200, 
Ice-SO, and Icc-10 procosses are shown on Figs . 27 , 3~ 
31 , and 32 . 
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10.2 Autoregressive Representation 
Each of the & series has a dependence struc-
n 
ture , assumed to be approximated by a first, second, 
or third or der autoregressive model . All four series 
were subjected to the tests outlined in Chapter VI. 
(1) Spectral Analysis 
Variance density spectra for each of the series 
were computed a.nd the results are shown on Figs . 33 to 
36 , respectively. I t can be seen that the Ice-200 
series has t he typical shape of a first-order Markov 
model . The Ice-SO ser ies also exhibit a first-order 
shape but does not quite approach the classical form. 
The sea-sediment series and the Ice-10 series de-
finitely show the typical shapes of a second-order 
~larkov ~lode! . All four spectra "'ere computed using 
the Par:en window, although the Tukey, Bartlett and 
rectangular ~<indows were also examined . 
The window c losing procedure used in estimating 
the four spectra is illustrated on Figs. 37 and 3& 
The Ice-200 series and Ice-10 series are shown as 
typical examples of the first-order and second-order 
Markov model, respectively . The bandwi dth is decreased 
in three steps to show how the smoothing procedure 
affects the var iance and the bias . I t is evident that 
with decreas ing bandwidth, the variance is i ncreased 
while the bias is decreased and vice-versa. 
An illust ration of window carpentry is given on 
Figs . 39 to 42 . Figures 39 and 41 show power spectra 
for the Ice- 200 series and Figs . 40 and 42 for the 
Ice-10 series. In each figure are four cur ves each of 
which is smoot hed by either the Parzen, Bart lett , 
Tukey or rectangular windows . Figures 39 and 40 show 
curves smoothed by t he Parzen, Bartl ett, Tukey and 
rect angular windows a ll using the same bandwidth cor-
responding to the best bandwidth selected for the 
Parz:cn "'indow. The difference between the power 
spectra are quite evident . Figures 41 and 42 show 
curves that are smoothed by the same four windo~s but 
each using a band1.ridth that is best suited to i"ts own 
configuration . It can be seen that all four windows 
pr oduced acceptable results indicating that the choice 
of windows is much less important in the analysis 
procedure than proper window closing . 
(2) Residual Variance 
Autoregres sive models of al l orders up to 10 were 
assumed for each of the ci ser ies . The paramours 
of each order were estimated and the variance of the 
residuals between the ti series and the values com-
puted for each autoregressive model are plotted. The 
plots are shown on Figs . 43 to 46. It can be seen 
that for the sea-sediment series, the second-order 
Markov model produced the minimum residual variance . 
For the Ice- 200 series, the first-order ~>rkov model 
i s very close to the minimum residual variance so that 
any higher-order model would not produce significantly 
better results . For the lce-10 series, the minimum 
residua l variance is obtained by the second-order 
Markov model . 
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r-n:M£•CY - CYCLU/ Z,OOO YU~ 
Figure 33 . Smoothed variance 
density spectrum of the depen-
dent stochastic components of 
the sea- sediment ser ies . Data 
correspond to delta 0- 18 values 
i n 2000-year intervals from 
286 , 000 years B. P . to the 
present . 
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raiOUl MC'f' - CYCLI I/10 YII:S. 
Figure 35 . Smoothed variance 
density spectrum of the depen-
dent stochasti c component of 
the Ice-50 ser ies . Data 
correspond to del t a o-18 values 
in 50- year averages from 
10, 000 years B.P . to the 
present. 
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Figure 34 . Smoothed variance 
density spectrum of the depen-
dent stochastic component of 
the Ice-200 series . Data 
correspond to delta 0-18 values 
in 200-year averages from 
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Figure 36 . Smoothed variance 
density spectrum of the depen-
dent stochastic component of 
the Ice-10 series . Data 
correspond to delta 0-18 values 
in 10-year averages from 780 
years B. P . to the present. 
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FRIOUEIICY- CYCLEI/ZOO YIIS.. 
An e~ple of t he window closin~ 
technique for the Parzen window using 
a first-or der ar process from the Ice-
200 depenjent random ~cries . 
ICE• COIIE, 10 Til. II( AJG, TaO TitS. 
M IANOWJOTM 
IS . 1410 1 
.an•• 
II •••••• 
o.oo .to . 2'0 .)0 .•o 
FREQUENCY - CYCLU/10 YRS. 
An example of the window closing 
technique for the Parzen wi ndow 
using a second-order ar process from 
the I ce-10 dependent random ser ies . 
... 
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figure 39 . 
ICE- CORE, 200 YR. MEANS, IZC,OOO YRS. 




Compari son of the Parzen, Tukey, Bartl e tt, 
and rectangular windows for a constant 
bandwidth using a first- order ar process 
frorn the I ce-200 dependent r andom series . 
Bandwidth corresponds to that selected as 
best for the Parzen window. 
ICE- CORE, 10 YR. MEANS, 780 YRS. 
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Figure 40 . 
FREQUENCY· CYCLES/10 Y"S • 
co.mpar i son of the Parzen, Tukey, Bart l ett, 
and rectangul ar windows for a constant 
bandwidth using a second-order ar process 
from the Ice- 10 dependent random series . 
Bandwidth corresponds to that selected as 
best for the Parzen wi ndow. 
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Fig . 41 . An exampl e of l'inclow carpentry using tlw 
Parzen. Tukcy , Bartlett and r~ctan~ular "in-
dow on a first-order ar process from the Ice-
200 dependent random series. The bandwidth 
(maximum lag) corresponds to the best se-
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o•DIA OF TMC AUTOttlMI:UI'VI WOOia. 
fi&ure 43 . Residual varianc~ 
for autor egressive models f i tted 
ro th~ sea-sedim~nt core P6304-9 
dependent random series . 
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0 110(. Of TNl AUTOUeUUIYI MOO(t. 
Figur~ 45 . Residual variance 
for autoregressive models fitted 
to the Ice-50 dependent random 
series . 
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Fig . 4~ . An example of ~.·indolv c;upent ry using the 
Pat•:cn, Tukor, Bartlett and rectan~ul:tr \;in-
dol~ on a second-order ar process fl'om the 
Ice-1 0 dependent random series. The band-
lduth (maximum lag) corresponds to the bc~t 
sclcc~ed for each ~indo\\ . 
.. 
1.0 
0 .0 f.__.__. __ .__.__. __ .__.__. __ .__, 
o.o 1.0 t .O S.O 4 .0 1 ,0 1 ,0 1.0 o.o t .O too 
O,_OIA OP Tt4l AUTO• l .. CU I'tl: MOOCL 
Figure 44 . Residual variancP 
for autorcgressiYe oodels fitted 
to che Ice-200 dependent random 
series . 
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Figure 46 . Residual variance 
for autoregressive models fitted 
to the Ice-10 dependent r andom 
series . 
(3) Coefficient of Determination 
The simplified approach proposed by Yevjevich of 
using the coefficient of determination as a criterion 
for selecting the appropriate order of the Markov pro-
cess was tested . The equation and cri teria for selec-






R~ = . 695 R2 = . 803 
2 
R2 8 3 = . 12. 
The second-order ~iarkov model is selected 
to Eq. 6.30 since ' R- -2 R2 1 . 008 < 0. 01 
R2 
., 
- R- . 009 < 0. 01 3 2 
Ice- 200 Series 
R2 R2 = ? = . 779 . i79 R- = • 782 . 
1 2 3 
The first order 
to Eq . 6. 29 since 
Ice-SO Series 
Ri = . 308 
~larkov model is select ed 
' ' R- - R- • 0 < 0. 01 2 1 
., ., 
R3 - Ri • 0. 003 < 0.01 . 
R2 = . 338 
2 
? R3 = . 364 . 
accord-
accord-
The third-order Markov model is indi cated accord-
ing to Eq. 6. 31 since R2 
2 
0. 02>0.01 
and R2 - R2 • 0.026 > 0. 01. 
3 2 
Ice-10 Sor ies 
' R~ = . 443 
., 
Ri = .539 
., 
R3 = .540. 
The second-order ~larkov model is selected accord-
ing to Eq. 6. 30 since R; R~ : . 096 > 0. 01 
and R2 -R2 .. . 001 001 3 2 < . • 
(4) Autocorrelation Analysis 
Correlograms for each of the tn series were 
prepared and the resul ts are shown on Figs . 47 to SO. 
The correl ograms of the Ice- 200 ser ies and the Ice- 50 
ser ies both show monotonic and s l owly Jocreasing 
values of rk, usually typical, of t he first~Ider 
Markov model . The correlograms of the Ice-10 series 
and the sea-sediment series show values of rk de-
creasing rapidly to :ero within the first few lags and 
then oscillate with low ampl itude about :ero. This 
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Fig . 47. Correlograms of the dependent random 
component and the independent random 
component of the sea- sediment core 
P6304-9 time series . Tolerance l imits 
at the 95 percent level for N~l42 
are shown. 
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Fig . 48. Correl ogrums of tho dependent random 
component and the independent random 
component of the Ice- 200 series. 
Tolerance limits at the 95 percent 
level for N=612 are shown . 
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Fig. 49. Correlograms of the dependent random 
component and the independent random 
component of the Ice-SO series . 
Tolerance limits at the 95 percent 
level for N=l99 are shown. 
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Fig . SO. Correlograms of the dependent random 
component and the independent random 
component of the Ice-10 series. 
Tolerance l imits at the 9S percent 
level f or N=76 are shown. 
With the exception of the coefficient of deter-
minat ion test for the Ice-50 series, the results of 
all four diagnostic tests ar e i n compl et e agreement 
with each other. Thus, the use of the first-order 
autoregressive model to approximate the dependence 
characteristics of t he Ice- 200 and Ice- SO series is 
acceptable. Also, the choice of the second-order au-
regressive model to approximate the dependence char ac -
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teristics of the Ice-1 0 series and the sea- sediment 
series is acceptable by all the tests . 
(S) The Dependence Model 
The dependence models together with their para-
meters are listed below. The parameters were estimated 
using the Yule-Wa lker equations (Eq . 6.18) . The de-
pendent models are given in the form of Eq . 6 . 17 so 
that the independent stochastic component will have 
unit variance . 
Sea-sediment ser i es 
en= 1.317 cn- l- 0. 58SS cn_2 + 0.4543 ~n' 
I ce-200 series 
10.4 
c 0 .8823 c + 0 .4707 ~n > n n-1 lO.S 
I ce-50 series 
c 0 .5458 £ + 0.8379 E; n n-1 n 10. 6 
Ice-10 series 
en 0.9231 cn-l - 0. 3998 cn_2 + 0.6921 ~n • 
10. 7 
in which t 
n 
is t ho standar dized dependent stochast ic 
component during the n- th time interval , and 
the standardized independent stochastic 
during the n-th time interval . 
10.3 Independent Stochastic Component 







obtained by removing the dependence structur es from 
the st andardized residual components using the autore-
gressive models determined in the previous section . 
The new series of ~n for the four processes arc com-
puted from Eq . 6. 32 which is merely a rearrangement of 
the terms in E·q. 6.17. 
The ~n of the process thus computed is a stand· 
ard (0,1) random variable. Tho results are plotted 
i n Figs. 27, 30, 31, and 32 . 
(1) Tests of Independence 
Tests of whether the ~n series are random inde-
pendent time process can be performed using either the 
correlogram or t he variance dcnsi ty spectrum. In the 
correiogram anal ysis, the test is to sho1.· that the rk 
values for a ll k ' s ar e not signifi cantly diff erent 
fron :ero. In t he spectral analysis, the test t o 
show the variance density spectrum is not significantly 
different from a uniform density function . The corre-
logram npproach "''as adopted in this study. A signifi-
cance test for the open series '"as used based on the 
equation developed by Siddiqui (Yevjevich 1972b) . The 
results arc shown on Figs . 47 to SO. In each case, 
independence of the random variabl es was demonstrat ed, 
thus accepti ng t he second-order stationarity of the 
processes investigated. 
(2) Distribution of the Independent Stochast ic 
~omponents 
Determination of the best fitting probability 
function to the emp1rical frequency curve of tt is 
one of t he phases of the study. The generation of new 
samples of the original process by expe·rimental statis-
tical methods of time series decomposition is best 
accomplished using data for the independent stochast ic 
component obtained as a theoretical probability dis-
tribution funct ion rather t han as t he sampl e empirical 
frequency curve. The use of t he empirical frequency 
curve in ~1onte Carlo generation 1\'ould retain all biases 
of the or iginal sampl e and would not permit the gener -
at ion of values l arger or smaller than t hose obser ved 
in the sample unless some arbitrary adjustments on the 
ext remes are made . The fitting of a theoretical 
distribution function overcomes these objections . 
In t his study , t he normal, lognor mal- 3, and t he 
bilateral or double br anch exponential probability 
density function are used for fitting the frequency 
dist ributions of the independent s t ochasti c componen~ 
l;n. The best fit l>as chosen by the chi- squar e cr i-
terion. The mat hematical background has been presented 
in Chapter VI. 
The results show t hat the normal distribution 
with two parameters provided the best fi t t o the empir-
ical frequency distribution for three of the l;n 
series . The i ndependent stochast ic component of the 
Ice-200 process was the only ~n series which depar ted 
from a normal distribution . The spiked nature of the 
empirical frequency distribution of this series can be 
modeled either by the Pareto distribution or other 
forms of the Pearson Type VI dist ribution or t he 
double-branch gamma dis t ribution. For t he purpose of 
this report, the bilateral or double exponential 
distr ibution which is a special form of the double-
branch gamma distribution is used . The choice is based 
on the f act that the empir icai density function indi-
cates a symmetrical dist ribution about zero. Thus t he 
series can be modeled by the double exponential distti-
but ion function using only one parameter; assuming an 
apriori knowledge that the expected val ue is zer o. 
The parameters obtained for each case are given as 
Distribution 
Series Type Parameters 
A B 
Core P6304-9 Normal 0. 0 1. 0 
Icc-200 Double-branch exp . 0. 0 0. 705 
Ice- SO '~ormal 0 . .) 0. 992 
Ice-10 ~ormal o.o 0. 996 
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The empirica l density functions , the fitted 
distribution density functions and their corresponding 
empirical cumulative distributions and fitted cumula-
tive distributions are shown on Figs . 51 to 58 . 








Fig. 51. Empirical (1) and fitted (2) normal 
densi t y distr ibut ion f unctions of the 
independent stochastic component of 
the sea-sediment core P6304-9 ser ies . 
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Fig . 52. Empirical (l) and fitted (2) normal 
cumul at ive distribution f unctions 
oi the independent stochastic 
components of the sea-sediment 
co~e P6304-9 series. 




Fig . 5.). E:npirical (1) and fitted (:?) double-
branch exponential density distribution 
functions of the independent stochastic 
component of the Ice-200 series. 
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Fig. 54. Empirical (1) and fi tted (2) double-branch 
exponential cumulative distr ibution 
functions of the independent stochastic 
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Fig. 55. Empirical (l) and fitted (2) normal 
densit y distribution functions of th~ 
independent stochastJc component of 
the Ice-50 series . 
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Fig . 56 . Empirical (1) and fitted (2) normal 
cumulative di st ribution functions of 
the independent stochastic component 
of t he Ice-50 series. 
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Fig. 57 . Empirical (1) and fitted (2) normal 
density distribution funct i ons of the 
independent stochastic component of 
the Ice-tO series. 
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Fig . 58 . Empirical ( 1) and fitted (2) nomal 
cumulative distribution functions of 
the independent stochastic component 
of the Ice-10 series . 
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(3) Model Verification with the Split Sample 
Recall that all analyses carried out on the sea-
sediment core so far have been based on the core data 
t'or the period from 286,000 rears B.P. to the p-resent. 
From this set of data, the ~odel of the deterministic 
component was developed, the autoregressive model of 
the dependent stochastic component 1vas defined, the 
irequency curves of independent stochastic components 
were determined, and the parameters for each of the 
component models were estimated. 
A verification test of the component models is 
performed on the split sample taken from the lo·werhalf 
or the core ~o.·hich covers the period from 532,000 y6l.rs 
B. P. to 286,000 years B. P. The models and thei-r opti-
mized parameters arc used in the test in such a way so 
as to generate values for all three components of the 
time series for the period in question . The resulting 
time series are shown as part of Fig . 27 . The corre-
lograms are given in Fig . 59. The empirical de~sity 
and cumulative distribution curves, and the fLtted 
theoretical densitv and cumulative distribution func-
tions are shown on. Figs. 60 and 61. 
Adequacy of the models is confirmed when (1) the 
independent stochastic component series for the period 
in question can be demonstrated by statistical test to 
be an independent series, and (2) the series can be 
well fitted by normal density function u~ing the para-
meter values derived from the earlier calibration . 
SEA- SEDIMENT CORE, TEST SAMPLE 
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Fig . 59. Correlograms of the dependent and inde-
pendent random components of the split 
s~uple used in model testing from the 
sea - sediment P6304-9 series . Tol<:>rance 
limits at the 90 percent level for N=l22 
are shown . 
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F~g. 60. Empirical (1) and the fitted (2) and 
(3) normal density distribution functions 
of the independent stochastic component 
of the second part of split sample used 
in model testing from the sea-sediment 
P6304- 9 series (see text for explanation) 
Fig. 61 . Empirical ( 1) and the fitted (2) and 
(3) normal cumulative distribution 
functions of the i ndependent stochastic 
component of the second half of split 
sample used in model t esting from t he 
sea-sediment P6304-9 series. 
The test indicates a small dependence remaining in the 
~nseries. The fit of the normal density f unction using 
the standardized N(O, l) form is not good, neverthe-
less, only a slight change t o N(0,0. 7) is needed to 
obtai n a good fitting model. The N(0,0 .7) model is 
shown as an overlay on Figs . 60 and 61 . The results 
of the t est are consi dered sufficiently good to indi-
cate general suitability of the models t aking into ac-
count the relatively small size of the sample and the 
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limitations in the accuracy and reliability of both 
th~ qolfj) data and the chr onology derived for a 
period so remote in time. 
(4) Explained Variances 
The contribution of deterministic and stochastic 
components to the original series may be expres sed in 
t erms of the explained variance . 
From Eq . 6. 1 the original series j s gjvcn as 
X 
n 
D + y 
n n 
Assuming independence between 






The explained variance S e is defined as the 
variance of the component under consideration relative 
t o the total variance of the original series . Thus the 
explained variance in terms of the deterministic com-






A minor problem was encountered in applying the 
above equations in this study. For the case of the 
lce-200 series, the var iance of the deterministic 
component i s greater than the variance of the original 
series. No constraints on the boundary conditions were 
imposed in modeling of t he Ice-200 series . This re-
sulted in having generated values for the determinis-
tic component greater, in some i nstances than the 
extreme va lues of the original series caused a larger 
variance in the generated series . 
Because of this problem i t was decided to report 
only t he ratio between the variance of the stochastic 
component and the variance of the original series. 
This should provide some measure of t he degr ee of 
stochasticity in the process . A high ratio would 
indicate high stochasticity. 
The following ratios expressed in percent were 
determined for the four series . 





As expected, a high degree of stochasticity i s 
evident in all four series . In the case of the Ice- 10 
series, the process is almost entir ely stochastic 
except for the slight up\\•ard l inear trend that was 
detected at the 90 percent significance level . Results 
from the three ice- core series show that climatic 
variations at the smaller time scale have great 
stochastic ity . 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RKOMMENDA TIONS 
11 . 1 Suuunary 
A mathematical procedure for quantitative evalua -
t ion of long- term cl imat ic changes as a deterministic-
stochastic process has been developed . The approach 
demonstrated in this study , relied on two basic hypo-
theses: (1) that long-term cl imatic changes are re-
flected in the fluctuations of o(ola) content measured 
in carbonate shells from deep-sea sediment cores and 
in the ice core fr om the Gr eenland ice sheet; and (2) 
that long-period variation in the dis tribut ion of in-
coming solar radiation at t he t op of the earth's 
atmospher e as derived from t he Mi l ankovich theory of 
orbital and axial motions of t he earth is the basic 
deterministic process affecting the long- term climatic 
changes . The background information necessary for a 
general appreciation of the nature of the oxygen iso-
tope data and the probable cause and effect of t he 
~tilankovich mechanism are outl ined . 
Using radiometrically dated data from various 
sources , a preliminary chr onol ogy for a deep-sea sedi-
ment core 1~as developed from which a sediment deposi-
tion rate model was conceived. This model •...-as used to 
establish an absolute time scale for the entire depth 
of the sea- sediment core . The 6(018) r ecord for the 
core 1;as then considered as a geol ogical time series 
measuring climat ic changes . On the basis of the sedi-
ment deposition rate model, the time series was found 
to span a period of 532 , 000 years. Values of o ( () 18) 
representing averages over each 2000 year i ncrement 
were derived for the sea-sediment seri es. 
The o (O 1 a) records for the Greenland ice core 
have already been time calibrated by others and their 
r esults were accepted for use in this study. Three 
time series from the ice core were analyzed . The first 
series covers a time span of 126 , 000 years with o(oiS) 
values averaged over each 200 year i ncrement. The 
second series covers a time span of 10,000 years with 
value averaged over each 50 year increment . The third 
series covers a ti.me span of 780 years lvith values avel'-
aged over each 10 year increment. 
An empirical gray-box r esponse model was developed 
to describe the deterministic components of those 
o(o1B) time series which span a per i od of more than 
100 , 000 years . The gray-box responses consist of a 
set of functiona l mathematical expressions . These 
equations are viewed as a representation of the atmos -
pheric-oceanic-terrestrial system ftith the abi lity to 
convert det erministic almo st-periodic solar radiation 
inputs , derived from the Milankovich theory . i nto out-
puts of 6(018 ) time series consist ing of a determin-
ist ic almost-periodic component and .a s tochastic com-
ponent . For tho3e 6(018) t ime series which span a 
period of 10,000 years and less, t he deterministic 
component 1<as considered as a trend . The trend was 
approximated in the study by a mathematical expression 
in the form of a polynomial equation. 
The s tochastic component was obtained by subtract-
ing the deterministic component from the original o(olS) 
time ser ies . The structure of the stochast ic component 
for each series was evaluated. The results show that 
time dependence in the stochastic process was wel l 
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approximated by either the first- or second-order aunr 
regressive linear models . The removal of the time de-
pendence in the stochastic process led to a second-
order stationary and independent s t ochastic process. 
Of the four series s tudied, only one series has 
an independent stochast ic component which could not be 
well approximated by a normal probability distribution 
function . The one exception was found to have an 
empirical frequency distribution which was well fitted 
by the bilat eral or doubl e-branch expo~ential probabi -
l ity distri bution function. 
11 . 2 Conclusions 
The problems of long-term c limatic changes are 
amenable to analyses and syntheses by the determinis-
tic-stochastic approach on the assumption that a 
determini stic almost-periodic input into the system 
generates an output which defines a deterministic pat-
tern of change in the long-term climate. Thus the 
st ochastic component can be isolated from the obser ved 
time series for structural analysis . 
On the basis of the models developed herein , it 
has been shown that long-term c limatic changes as r &-
flected in the 6(018) records have a high degr ee 
of stochasticity generated by t he earth 's environment . 
The technique recognizes the inherent va.riability 
of t he earth ' s environments and the pr esence of mea-
surement noise. The separ at ion of these two fac tors 
in the stochastic component is not poss1ble at t he 
present time without a better under standing of t he 
meaning and nature of the 6(018) records. 
The procedures, functiona l mathematical relation-
ships , and stochast ic models discussed and developed 
herein appear to hold considerable promise as a tool 
not only for predictive purposes but a l so for recon-
structing a detailed hist or y of climatic changes 
encompassing a time span of nearly two million years . 
It must be r emembered , however, that an empiricalgray~ 
box approach has been used in this s tudy. This doesnot 
necessar ily detract from its value since the study 
represents the firs t attempt at producing mathematical 
models designed expressly for evaluating long-term 
climatic changes as a determinist ic- stochastic process 
on the time scales considered in this study . 
As mor e data are accumulated to permit a better 
understanding of the o (ol S) process in sea cores and 
ice cores, a more theoretical approach using more 
advanced ~~thematical techniques will undoubtedly 
refine, improve, or change t he methodology pr oposed i n 
this study . Nevertheless , it should be emphasized that 
development of hypotheses and the acts of examining 
and accepting or r eject ing the hypotheses are basic 
steps in the scientific approach used. 
Although the almost-periodic component should not 
be used as a separate series for predic t ing the future 
outcome, i t does provide a general indication of t he 
pattern of events to come . I t is interesting to note 
that while the s tudy shows a cooling pattern over the 
next hundred thousand years, with perhaps large ad-
vances in mountain glaciers, an ice sheet of continen-
tal dimensions does not appeal' to be forthcoming 
during this period on the basis of the deterministic 
part of the model. The stochastic part of the model 
will introduce uncertainty into the system which can 
make this trend deviate either toward a cooler or wann-
er c l imate, departing more or l ess from the indicat-
ed pattern. The stochastic component for the period 
can be added by using the Monte Carlo generation tech-
niques in generating samples of the stochastic models 
and using parameters estimated in this study, and add-
ing the stochastic component to the projected determin· 
is tic patterns . 
11.3 Recommendations for Fut ure Research 
The models and analysis techniques have been 
applied only in a demonstration on one particular sea-
sediment core with o(o1B) records. A systematic 
study by the same or refined theoretical methods on a 
suite of cores carefully chosen from d ifferent ocean 
areas of the world could be made. This of course would 
require o(olB) data for the sel ected cores. Such 
data are as yet available only for a very few cores of 
sizable length. In any program of measurements of 
o(olB) content, isotope analysis at a much smaller 
depth increment than 10 em would be desirabl e particu-
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larly during intervals where there are rapid rates of 
change in the Oxygen-18 values . 
Of particular significance to the hydrologic dis-
cipline is the real possibility that, in the near 
future, air temperatures, and snow or ice accumulation 
rates, can be derived from ice-core data with a time 
r eso l ution of a year or less covering a time span of 
several hundreds and perhaps thousands of years. Such 
data are obtained even no~>· , but they cover a time span 
extending back for only 200 years or l ess. 
In any case, as more and better data with. much 
finer time resolution are developed from both ice and 
sea-sediment cores, it is conceivable that such. data 
can be applied in correlation studies to establish 
very long time series (from the hydrologic viewpoint) 
for defining the characteristics of future or past 
annual floods, droughts, and water yields in many 
parts of the world. If the techniques applicable to 
high l atitude ice sheet s can be adapted to temperate 
zone glaciers, it will open up attractive opportuni-
ties for deriving long-term temperature and precipita-
tion records for the mountainous regions where histor-
ical records are sadly lacking. The derived records 
can then be applied through correl ation and modeling 
methods to other· temperature zone areas where the 
availability of such data will be of great hydrologic 
import ance and value. 
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APPENDIX 
The variation in AQ {ly day-1) as a function of latitude 
and time . The upper half of each part of the figure shows the 
variations for the northern caloric winter and southern caloric 
summer. The lower half shows the variations for the northern 
caloric summer and southern caloric winter . The abscissa shows 
the time in thousands of years before (- ) and after (+) 1950 




(.a l The variation in A 0 (ly day· ""1) as a function of l atitude and time for the period from - 440,000 B. P. t o 
119, 000 A. P. The uppeP half of each part of the figure shows the variations f or the northern calor ic winter 
and southern calor ic summer . The l ower half shows the variations for the northern calor ic summer and 





(b) The variation in lJ. Q {ly day -I) as a function of latitude and time for the period from -1,000,000 B.P. to 
- 440,000 B. P. The upper half of each par t of the figure shows t he variations for the northern ca loric winter 
and souther n caloric summer . The lower half shows the variations for the northern caloric summer and southern 
c::~loric ,.,inter. The abscissa shows the time in thousands of years before (-) and after (+) 1950 A.D. 
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